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Three log books full of prang-free flying, then you turn your back for
a couple of months while all that nasty weather's going on and
what happens? Rising damp, wet rot, mildew and mice!

Fortunately, MowbrayVale not only provide coverforgliders in the airbut
also on the ground, and of course for all the things that can happen to
them in the air and on the ground.

If you would like insurance cover that's really comprehensive and
waterproof {with no hidden mouse clause} then why not talk to the experts
on glider insurance? .

Contact Carol Tay/or or Stephen Hill on
rhirsk (0845) 23078 - 24hr. Ansaphone Service.
Or write to:

MOWBRAYVALE INSURANCE
8 Castlegate, Thirsk, North Yorkshire Y07 1Hl.

Represented at Lloyds

Telex 587470
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• Full packing and servicing instructions

SAILPLANE/GLIDER/AIRCRAFT

INSURANCE

TRY THE SPECIALISTS

J. A. Harrison (Brokers) Ltd.
SECURITY HOUSE

160-161 BROMSGROVE STREET

BIRMINGHAM B5 6NY

•
RATES ARE REDUCED BY

QUALI FICATION

~
IRVlN

Also available
'rhe IRVIN EB62

and EB73

• AII·up weight6.9!,g

• IRVIN Irightweight
1.2. Canopy

• Contoured, 3-pin
side opening pack:
Length 550mm
Width 360mm
Depth between

,65mm x 80mm

• 3-point quickly
adj ustable harness

EB75
LOW·PROFILE PARACHUTE

50

SPECIAL SCHEME FOR
EXPERIENCED PILOTS

Telephone: 021·692·1245
Telex: 335142

THE
TB720'
AIRBAND
TRANSCEIVER

For- many years those involved i1 gliding
have been lIW\lre of the advantages of ail'.
band radio communication. However in the
past type approved equipment has been
prohibitively expensive. It has also been
awkward to position, heavy and the associ·
ated problems of where to safely put the bat
tery considerable. Suitable secondhand
commercial transceivers have also been dif·
ficult to come by and to getlhem on the cor
rect allocated frequency has always been a
problem.
The TR720 CM approved airband trans
ceiver costs only £395.00 plus VAT and, as
you ses in the photograph, is ideally suitable
for glider operation. Havi~ its own intemal
power sl()l)ly, the TR720 IS compact, light
weight arid 8uIy transferable from glider to
glider.

Please telephone or wrne to us here at Mat
lock tor a lull colour descriptive leaflet.

LOWE ELECTRONICS
CHESTERFIELD ROAD, MATLOCK, DERBYSHIRE DE45LE

TELEPHONE 0629-2817, 2430, 4057, 4995

• Suitable for Aircraft, Gliders and Helicopters

For tul/ details write to:

Sales Department, IRVIN Great Britain Umlted, LETCHWORTH,
Herts. SG6 1EU

Tel. Letchworth (046 26) 6262 Telex: 82198

PETERBOROUGH
SAILPLANES

73 HIGH STREET, MAXEY, PETERBOROUGH
.'

REPAIRS WOOD, METAL, GLASSFIBRE
NOTHING 100 LARGE OR SMALL

MATERIALS AEROLENE £2 per yard
SPRUCE, PINE, PLY, DOPE, GLUE, RESINS,
TAPES, INSTRUMENTS ele.

CANOPIES ALL YOUR PROBLEMS SOLVED
REPLACEMENT BUBBLES AVAILABLE FOR
DART, CAPSiTAN, SKYLARK'S, K6, K8, K13,
K18, ASW 19/20, LIBELLA, KESTREL,
ASilRS ,AND MANY MORE

SPARES LARGE STOCKSOFNEWAND USED PARTS,
HOOKS, WHEELS, WINGS,
TAILPLANES, RUDDERS, ete

TRAILERS ANY TYPE BUILT TO YOUR REQUIRE
MENTS, WOOD, GLASSFIBRE AND
ALUMINIUM. KITS AND :RIGID CHASSIS
AVAILA,BLE

SALVAGE REPAIRABLE SALVAGE FOR SAUE, PARTS
AND COMPLETE AIRCRAFT BOUGHT,
ANYWHERE, ANY CONDITION

TEL: 0778-347506
FOR FURTHER, DETAILS

SAILPLANE & GLIDING



FROM ROLLADEN SCHNEIDER GmbH FROM WALTER DITTEL GmbH

THE LS-6 FSG50G

* 5w-720 CH

* New generation 15m Class racer
Low power consumption** Performance - to follow the LS-4 precedent

* Ideal for sailplanes
OR * Low price

THE LS-4 FSG 5

* The outstanding Standard Class sailplane

* Handheld 720 CH

* Winner 1983 World Competition * 8-12hr operation

For information on Rolladen-Schneider Sailplanes
and Dittel radios, contact the Sole UK Agents -

SPEEDSOARING
6 LASHLAKE RD, THAME, OXON

084421 4132 or 08692 42691
24 HOUR ANSWERING SERVICE

ANGLO-POLtSH SAILPLANES LTD

\._~." .
--,--~ "

SZD-50 PUCHACZ
Two-seater all glass-fibre training
glider
GLIDE ANGLE 1:30
FULLY AEROBATIC

Telex: 848341 CHACOM G

Booker . Marlow . BucksWycombe Air Park

(0494) 40911
(0E\28) 39690

NEW -15 Metre

JANTAR STD 3 SZD· 48 . 3
GLIDE ANGLE 1:40

COME AND FLY OUR

DEMONSTRATORS

~ MAY BE BOUGHT,
!\ HIRED OR LEASED

4 minutes to tow a glider to 1000m
1 minute to descend from 1000m
5 minutes for the whole towing operation

PZL-WILGA

GLIDERS
MOTOR GLIDERS
LIGHT AIRCRAFT
AGRICULTURAL AlC
HELICOPTERS
ENGINES
INSTRUMENTS
SPARE PARTS
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The coming of Springtime heralds the arrival of warm days and sunshine. Wilh th~ in mind Sailplane and Gliding has joined with
Adnams, Wine M~rchants of Southwold. Suffolk, to sdcct a case of delightful wines from Europe to suit the new seasoll.

Good charaL1erful representatives of the counlries they come from. they arc ready for drinking now and an: available to readers fit a
special price of £32.83 per case only. This includes VAT and delivery to your door (UK mainland only). There are no hidden exlras.
CLOSING DATE: 31st MAY. 1985.

If you have any enquirie,. please telephone Soulhwnld (0502) 724222 and Adnam, will be only. loo happy to help you.
3 bottles of eaeh of the folJowing wines:

Vin de Pa)'~ des Pyrenees Atlanfiques
Produced in Ihe fOOl hill s of the French Pyrenees. (his crisp. dry white, similar in style to a
Muscad~l, is ideal for Springtime refreshment.

1.983' Maln1.er DOlDherr. Sylvaner & Miiller..Thurgau Kablnett (ZenlralkeUerei) RH
'983 was an outstanding ,'intage in Germany - lhe best since 1976. Traditional grape
varieties· h~wc been used to produce this honest. straightforwurd Hock with a pleasing,
nower~p bouquet.

1983 Castoller !lOC, C.vh
A light, fruit)' red produced in the hills which lie around the town of Castellcr in the
TrClllino region of northern haly. Delicious with cold meats and salads.

COl•• de SI. Monl (Rouge) VOQS, ProducteuN Plalmonl
From G,)$cony comtS lhis delightful red which is soft and characterful- very drinkable.

We are please to announce that

\ WE5TLEY AIRCRAFT!

have moved to a brand new purpose-built workshop at

CRANFIELD AIRFIE D
The complete glider service under one roof

* Glass fibre repairs in carbon, kevlar, glass, to all types of
sailplane In our environmentally controlled workshop with
post cure facilities and vacuum forming to take the largest
components.

* Repairs to steel tube, wood and metal sailplanes.
* On-site irlG, argon arc and gas welding to CM standards

in all materials.* Fly your motor glider in to us for a complete service, C of A,
or bring it to us for repair, full airframe, engine, propeller
and nstrument service availabi'e.* Bring your tug aircraft to us for service or repair.* We can manufacture any components in our machine
shop, full turning, milling', and sheet metal facilities.

* Complete re-fabric and re-spray facilities.* Gliding shop, material supplies and glider spares.
* BGA, PFA, CM Approval.
* C of A to all types.

Please return 10 SIMON WFTUS, ADNAMS & CO. PLC
SOLE BAY BREWERY, SOUTHWOLD, SUFFOLK

Cheque, payable 10 ADNAMS & CO. PLC

NAME . .

ADDRESS .. .. ..

DELIVERY ADDRESS: .
(if differenl)
DA ¥TIME TEL. No...
Please reserve for my collection/delivery:
.........Case(,) SPRING WINES FROM EUROPE at £32.83 per case

I enclose my cheque for TOTAL

Pleasc charge my ACCESS Card No:

-

"gliding types" always
warmly welcomed here

"KNOWN THE WORLD OVER"
24 Modern Bedrooms, Licensed Restaurant

and Club Bar, Motel
Reduced Terms ... for Gliding Types

Singles from £13.00 inc. VAT and Breakfast
Doubles from £23.00 inc. VAT and Breakfast

Multiply by 6 for full 7 nights

ALTON HOUSE
HOTEL
STARRED RAC AND

ENGLISH TOURIST BOARD

HEATED SWIMMING POOL

GOOD TRAILER PARKING

Run by a "Gliding Type" at Lasham

CRANFIELD AIRFIELD
Wharle,y End, Cranfield, Beds MK43 OAL

Tel (0234) 751807 (works)
(0525) 379567 (after working hours)

AtTON, HAMPSHIRE (STD code 0420) 82369

THE REPAIR SPECIALISTS NOW IN OUR 24th YEAR

LLOYD'S
APPROVED

WE REPAIR: GLASS - STEEL - ALLOY - WOOD

TUG AIRCRAFT REPAIRS AND RE-COVERS

VINTAGE AIHCRAFT REBUILDS

RAPID
SERVICE

FULLY QUALIFIED STAFF

SHEPLEY LANE, HAWK GREEN, MARPLE, CHESHIRE Tel. 061·427 2488
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~.M5IRJ i:JSI:
INTRODUCES
ANEW
COMPACT
AUDIO·
VARIOMETER

Cambridge
Aero
Instruments

6A Dunham Road
Billerica, MA 01821 USA
Tel: 617 663-7662
Telex: 948503 CAI BLRC

We've listened to your comments - and now introduce the CAV Series:

A new, integrated Variometer System. Included in a single package is: a
Variometer, an Audio, and a 20-second Averager.

The Cambridge CAV Series combines a technology proven in 5000 instruments
world-wide, a highly readable display, and a pleasant Audio with an adjustable
quiet band, as specially requested by our UK customers.

The Cambridge' CAV Series represents our commitment to state-of-the-art
technology, and to keeping in the forefront of soaring instrumentation.

Check these features:

80mm Standard case

Readable round scale

Dual Range, Dual Damping

TE Probe compensated

Full-range Audio with adjustable
quiet band

20 second Averager

Repeater available

Competitively priced in the UK
at £249.55 inc VAT

Available from:

RD Aviation Ltd
Cotswold House, Mill Street, ISLlP, Oxon OX5 2SY Tel: (08675) 2357

23 Orchard Way, Offord D'Arcy, Huntingdon, Cambs PE18 9RE Tel: (0480) 811931
Telex: 83138 Telkay G

"We give you th

Trailers for boats and planes,
service and exhibition.

AJC TRAILERS - UNIT C3, 1 PORTLAND CLOSE, TOWNSEND INDUSTRIAL ESTATE,
HOUGHTON REGIS, BEDFORDSHIRE TEL 0582 601610
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CANOPIES
A wide range of moulds available to suit glass and wood gliders.

Production capacity for 8ft long x 4ft wide.

A new forming process gives superb optical clarity with maximum
thickness for strength.

Low cost - fast delivery - fitting service.

Rematic, School House, Norton, Nr Worcester
Tel Worcester (0905) 821334

DC Powered Sailplanes U.K.
Sales and Service

BOB McLEAN 0904 83653
JOHN ELLlS 0765 89431

DEMONSTRATOR DG·400
NOW AVAILABLE

Please ask for details

Major repairs to glass and carbon fibre,
steel tube and wooden structures

Factory trained and approved repair agent for
GLASER-DIRKS sailplanes

McLEAN AVIATION
THE AERODROME

RUFFORTH
YORK Y02 3QA

Telephone 0904 83653

*

**

*

*

*

FOR SAL'E
NIMBUS 2 - competition ready

or bare hull Sales and exchanges in second-hand sailplanes
and instruments

* * *

*

*

*

*

*

*
VARIOUS TRAILERS 

open and closed

* * *

SOLE UK AGENT FOR OIK BAROGRAPHS

PLEASE ASK FOR DETAILS
£175.00
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- Unsurpassable accuracy
- Unequalled T.E. compensation
- Extremely fast, but smooth indication
- All weather reliability, world-wide
- Maximum durability
- Easy installation, only pitot and static

needed - no flasks or tubes

The most
advanced
technology
offers YOU

THE BEST
ROTARY

VENTILAT'OR
Prevent dampness,
humidity, and heat
build-Up in your

trailer.

THE ,BEST
MECHANICAL
VARIOMElER

We have just been
appointed agents
for these super
lative hand-made

variometers.

~@.~@ dl?l@.~k@l1!!.fit1@
y~' rg ~~SSOCIATESLTD 1St'

WHEN ONLY

THE BEST
WILL DO

SAGE-

FLETTNER -

PESCHGES - THE BEST

ELECTRICAL
VARIOMETER

AND
NAV COMPUTER

SYSTEMS

ENJOY MOTOR-GLIDING FROM ENSTONE
in our fleet of GROB 109's

* MATERIALS FOR REPA,IRS AND REBUILDS

London Sailplanes Ltd

* A. SCHLEICHER GLIDERS AND SPARES: SOLE U.K. Agents

* TOST WHEELS, TYRES (inc. 400 x 4), WEAK LINKS,
RELEASE HOOKS (new and factory exchange units)

* PRINTA NEOGENE DOPES AND PAINTS: Main stockists

* Agent for WINTER INSTRUMENTS: Most other
instruments and radios available

Motor gliding offers a range of opportunities for glider
pilots from the beginner to the more experienced. We
specialise in teaching basic gliding techniques, field
selection for landing out and cross country navigation.
We also convert Bronze/Silver badge holders to
SLMGPPL. Complete beginners are welcome,_ we
offer a training course up to and including SLMGPPL.
Our aircraft are available for the private use by holders
of a motor glider PPL.

NO MEMBERSHIP SUBSCRIPTION - PERSONAL TUITION BY CAA-APPROVED INSTRUCTORS
BOOK YOUR FLYING BY THE HOUR - PAY ONLY FOR FLYING - SEVEN DAYS A WEEK OPERATION

Pair tt_ carbon be
Major re • lasS u. steel tU

cialistS '" id plastiCS, tt_ wood.
spe 'nfo rce U

fibre rei

ENSTONE AERODROME. CHURCH ENSTONE. OXFORDSHIRE OX7 4NP Tel 060872-208

* GLI FINNISH BIRCH PLY in a range o,f thioknesses
from 0.8 to 6.0mm

* GERMAN STEEL TUBE for GLIDERS: Complete range

* INSTRUMENT CALIBRATION AND REPAIRS

And hundreds of other items available from stock
All at competitive prices

LE~~ONAl-

LASSO-

THE BEST
fiBREGLASS
POLlSM fOR

GLIDERS

THE BEST
GLIDER SEALING

TAPE
Now in summer

and winter
versions

Contact:

Also - THE BEST
High quality silicon tUbing
Locking ties for silicon tubing
Electric and pneumatic switches

US ....
'phone

Ca" at:
or LONDON SAILPLANES LIMITED

Tring, Ro,ad, 'Dunstable, Beds. LUG 2JP
Telephone: Dunstable ,(0582} 62068

Open Monday to Salurday:9.00 - 1.00 and 2.00 - 5.00

TED LYS
54 TOR B~YAN

INGATESTONE
ESSEX CM4 9HN

Tel: (021735} 2418

BOB SZULC
110 KENDALDRIVE
SLOUGH
BERKS 812 5JA

Tel: l0753) 31796
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OXYGEN EQUIPMENT
The Air Apparatus & Valve A.:I.R. 24 series oxygen equipment for gliders,

comprising a control head and 680 Iilre oxygen cylinder, is now available for self
installation. With all the in-flight oxygen controls situated in the one position, this control
head has been developed from Ihe Company's highly sllccessful Domiciliary oxygen unit to
Drug Tariff Specification 01 B.

The 680 litre cylinder is of British manufacture in aluminium to H.O.A.L. 4
specification and is supplied valved and charged to 2006 p.s.i.

The company also supplies oxygen equipment based on 230- and 680-1itre
cylinders, and face masks complete with valves and economiser bags.

In t,he unlikely event of servicing being required, the company operates a 24-hour
turn-' round postal system.

NOW AVAILABLE - SLlMLlNE 630 CYLINDERS
AIR APPARATUS & VALVE LTIJ
Oakfield Works, Branksome Hill Road, College Town,
Camberley, Surrey Tel: Camber/ey 0276-35885

.....
VOl A VOllE YONNAIS

LA ROCHE SUR YON
85000 FRANCe

Beautiful conditions (300, 500 and 750km)
Winch and Aerotow every day

12' Gliders, 1 SF 28
Camping and Restaurant

Holiday courses
Private Gliders Welcome

Phone: 51 37 15 17

SAILPLANE & ENG.
SERVICES LTD.

Cs of A
REPAIRS TO GLASS-FIBRE,

STEEL TUBE & WOODEN AIC
LOTS OF K-13 & SWALLOW SPARES

WRITE OR PHONE:

KEN BLAKE BUXTON 4365
SAILPLANE & ENG. SERVICES LTD.
HOLMFIELD RD., BUXTON. DERBYS.

We've always dealt in the best - ~-==--
ASTIR single seat Gliders, for club and performance, now highly developed for excellent handling and room for a 6' 6" pilot. I

ASTIR twins, excellent trainers, the RAF Air Cadets think so, and of course the 'Dream Machine' G109B, the Motorglider '
that really flies like a glider, is a superb aircraft, and is cheap to run.

NOW WE'RE EXPANDING TO OTHER AREAS
WHICH AGAIN WE CONSIDER THE BEST

.1

ROBIN
The sturdy and reliable DR400 Remorqueur tug, or indeed any of the remarkable ROBIN range.
Whether you want a new or secondhand aircraft, do ask us, we're always happy to help.

GESTIC A really c'lever 2Vz" diglital altimeter with a built-in 30 second averager option. This little certified box
of tricks will monitor your altitude with an audio click every three meters. Just the thing for a crowded
panel.

INSURANCE If you or your club have a GROB aircraft, ask us for an insurance quote from our brokers. Lloyds
recognise the quality and strength of Grob aircraft. Take advantage of it.

LEATHER JACKETS Superb original Luflwaffe leather jackets in goatskin. Colours as well as the traditional
grey. Direct from the factory means best value at £96-£100.

JOHN ADAMS: SOARING (OXFORD) LTO
LOWER END, EWELME, OXFORDSHIRE

Tel: (0491) 37184 Telex:. 83147 Attn. SOARING
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Make Insurance problems
just plane sailing . . .

.._-....;.,.

CONSULT THE AVIATION INSURANCE SPECJAUSTS

LOWNDES LAMBERT
AVIATION LIMITED
Lowndes Lambert House, 53 Eastcheap
London, EC3P 3HL
Tel (01) 283-2000 Telex 8814631

FOR AN IMMEDIATE QUOTATION CONTACT: JON SALMON OR MARTIN CASEY

f~GLIDERS, SAILPLANES,
MICROLITES, BALLOONS

AND POWERED AIRCRAFT

FACILITIES AT LLOYD'S
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CHAIRMAN'S REPORT

T.S.ZEALLEY

The past flying season was one of the
best we have had for many years.
Launches were up 13 %, flying time was
up 18% and cross-country distance was
up 70%J Aparl from flying member
satisfaction, the good flying has boosted
the finances of most clubs and at the
area meetings I have attended recently, a
generally more optimistic note bas been
discernible. Club membership seems to
have turned the corner, with a modest
increase compared with Ithe succession of
reductions in recent years. (We have
recently sought to clarify amI improve
the statistical membership return form
we gel clubs to fill in so that we get a
more accura-te overall membership pic
ture.)

While the main cause of improved
membership must be ascribed to the
generally improved economic climate,
some credit must go to our own efforts.
Early in the year the BGA appointed
Nikki Campbell as our part-time profes
sional PRO. Many chJbs have also now
appointed their own PROs and this
public rela tions effort is reaping its
reward. In a related move to improve
our own internal communications we
have recently decided! to increase the cir
culation list for the BGA's (approxi
mately) bi-monthly newsletter.

There were no World Gliding Champ
ionships In 1984, but European Champ
ionships were held at Vinon in France.
We sent six pilots but none did outstand
ingly well. The next World Champion
ships will be held in 1985 in Rieti, Italy;
this will again involve mountain flying at
which most British pilots are fairly inex
perienced. We appointed our British
team manager - Ben Watson - early in
the year and the pilots themselves were
selected in the autumn after all the
Nationals had been completed.

Fund-raising for the British team will
continue to be an important and difficult
task, During the year a proposal to raise
funds more especially from competition
pilots led to a decision to increase the
fee charged for the FAI competition
licence, the extra money going to team
funds. The growing importance of the
European Championships alternating
every other year with World Gliding
Championships will create further fund
raising problems - unless we allow Brit
ish team selection to be determined by
wealth rather than by gliding compe
tence!

The good weather ensured very sa'tis-
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• More optimism in clubs

• British team fund raising
difficult

• Possib.llity of a new 18
Metre Cff,tss

• Right to cross airways in
VMC threatened

• Concern about mid-air
co"'slons and aerotowing
°upsets"

factory National Championships 
organised as in recenl years as three
separate events: the Standard Class at
Nympsfield, the 15 Metre Class at
Duns-table and the Open Class at
Lasham.

As the first step in a J'ossible impor
tant change in glider Class structure,
there was a special informal interna
tional meeting in Frankfurt, altended by
representatives of most gliding countries
but also by glider manufacturers. From
this meeting (at which we were rep
resented) it seems possible that a new 18
Metre Class will be introduced in four
years' time. Elimination of any of the
existing Classes currently seems unlikely.

Another important international meet
ing attended by the BOA during the
year was the international Coaches Con
ference - likely to be renamed the
International Safety and Training Com
mittee. This body, led and chaired by
our director of operations, Bill Scull, was
started with just a few European coun
tries some 12 yea,rs ago and has grown
steadily in size and importance ever
since. This reflects credit on both Bill
and the BGA training set-up.

We continue to work to improve train
ing and safety standards within our
movement, but regrettably the year saw
eight fatalities (six in gliders and two in
tugs) - all, of course prompting careful
appraisal for lessons to be learned. Two
types caused particular concern: mid-air
collisions and aerotowing 0; upsets".
Improved safety costs money and we
have also been concerned at the cost of
our national coaching and instructor
training activities. Although we receive
Sports Council grants to assist here,
these operations still represent a major
outgoing for the BGA.

A key task for the BGA is to repre-

sent gliding interests to "officialdom". On
airspace there have been continuing
spasmodic exchanges on the Blue 221
Portmoak issue with NATS and the
politicians. The politically promised
review has taken place, we understand,
but its results have not been publicised.
On another front a planned restriction to
our long-established right to cross air
ways in VMC has been the subject of
much discussion with NATS and is
expected to come into force by the
summer of 1985.

Discussions with the CAA include
tht>se relating to the operation of motor
gliders where we are striving to defend
the concessions over their use in connec
tion with glider pilot training, against
moves to circumscribe them.

Like its member clubs, the BGA
depends very heavily on voluntary effort.
MosHy, such work must be its. own
reward, but more formal honours and
awards are bestowed in outstanding
cases. This year I am pleased to be able
to remind you of the award of the RAeC
Silver Medal to John Brownlow, all FAI
Tissandier Diploma to Tom Bradbury
and BOA diplomas to Bill Manuel and
Andrew Thorburn. I would also like to
mention the valuable service of Mike
Emmett who served for five years as
chairman of the Airspace Committee
and was replaced earlier .in the year by
Chris Nicholas; also a similar stint by
Alan Yates as chairman of the Technical
Committee, now replaced by Doug
Jones. Naomi Christy concluded 15
years' service on the BGA staff and was
replaced during the year as badges and
certificates officer by Gordon Camp.
Dickie Feakes and Pete Saundby will be
retiring a,t this AGM after four years on
the Executive Committee. f would like
to thank all these people as well as all
the others throughoUl the moVement
who ~ontinue to carry their various loads
for the 'benefit of the sport.

I have mixed feelings as I write this,
my Ila-st report as chairman of the BGA.
I have regre:ls that in my time as chair
man 1 have not achieved more. On the
other hand I have relief at a bllrden soon
to be set down and the pleasure in know
ing that there are others willing and able
10 take on the tasks that have to be
done.

I am grateful for being allowed the
opportunity to head up a sport which
-comprises such a deligh,tful bunch of
people. Good gliding to you all. a
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WORLD CHAMPIONSHIPS 1985
Rieti, Italy, July 28-August 12

BEN WATSON, British team manager, sets the scene and introduces our pilots.

Justin Andy Ralph Martyn

The Place
Rieti is 80km NE of Rome and about 24
hours motoring from Calais. It is a pro
vincial town (50 000 population), 1200ft
asl, situated on a rock above the crystal
clear waters of the river Velino. The air
field is grass (or dust) with temperatures
of 35°C in the day falling to 12°C at
night. It is in a broad fertile valley over
looked by mountains of 3000ft on the
west and to the east by Mount Ter
monillo 7278ft. These are the Abruzzi
section of the Apennine range which
stretches the length of Italy. The highest
point is the Gran Sasso (9560ft) about
30km distant and a major landmark on
nearly every task.

In short the scenery is dramatic and
beautiful. The locals speak no English
but are very friendly. The restaurants are
numerous and excellent; also cheap.

The Championships
Rieti airfield has been the site of the

Italian Nationals for many years. We
have no worries about the organisation
which is the excellent team that ran the
1984 Pee-Worlds. Piero Morelli is direc
tor with Max Faber as his deputy and
Smilian Cibic is in charge of public rela
tions. Fortunately all three of them
speak excellent English which is the
other official language.

Tor Johannessen is chairman of the
jury with Wally Walling ton as his
deputy. The four stewards include Ann
Welch, Hal Lattimore and John Roake.

Pilot operated starts will again be the
rule. The ground clock will change every
3 minutes but camera clocks are permit
ted at pilots' option providing they con
form to CIVV spec,ifIcations. It is likely
that some start height limitation will be
imposed. In 1984 'it was 2000m moni
tored by a motor glider. Spotting other
competitors' numbers at that height
requires a sharp eyed crew.

TP photography will be as at Hobbs
and Rieti ' 84; overfly TP and photo-
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graph control point. It seems strange to
us and ,can mean you turn 2km inside the
control po,int, thus no good for FAI ceF
ti.ficates. However it seems to cause few
hassles and' is popular with the pilots.

There is nothing else unusual in the
rules. The Open Class is limited to
650kg take-off weight. No Bohlis of
course. We're assuming four pilots as the
grapevine says virtually certain. Maxi
mum 90 gliders or 100 absolute limit.

The Competition
Amongst the other Nations we don't

know who will be flying, and in which
Classes. However we can be sure that
competition will be tough, but beatable.
In the Standard Class Brigliadori (win
ner Rieti '84) with his local knowledge is
probably still the man to beat. Well Jus
tin beat him on two days in 1984 and
Martyn on three - and Andy beat both
Justin and Martyn in the British Nation
als, so ...

Other names to juggle with are Niet
Iispach and Leutenegger (CH) and
Lackner (D). In the 15M Class the pic
ture looks more open. De Orleans would
have won Rieti '84 comfortably but for
scoring 0 on a 1000pt day. However he
has never been placed in a Worlds. The
holder, Kees Musters, came only 5th in
the Europeans at Vinon '84 and Chris
Garton was leading him up to Day 8,
so ...

The Open too seems open. Will Ingo
Renner be there and can he fly the
mountains? Will Klaus Holighaus fly
Open or Standard? What about Ganten
brink, 2nd 3rd 2nd in the last three
Worlds but only 3rd to Lherm (F) and
Blatter (CH) in the '84 Europeans? This
is Ralph's first chance to show what he
can do in his beloved Open class, so ...

The Pilots
To readers of S&G our pilots hardly

need an introduction. In a way we seem

like a new team (no Lee, Fitchett Of

Delafield) though in fact Justin is the
only new boy. So let's star! with him.
Did you know that he: won the Nor
wegian Nationals in 1972; and was 4th
in Swiss Nationals in 1973; flew Italian
Nationals at Rieti in '71, '73, '78 and '84
(best place 2nd), won Vinon '77 and US
Nationals '79, holds a bunch of UK
speed records; had some innovative
flights in New Zealand including gain of
height record; enjoys skiing, canoeing
and fishing?

I think that will do - but it would be
great if we had another Wills as World
Champion wouldn't it.

Justin will be flying an LS-6 in the
15M Class.

Three weeks' practice
in Italy for Andy

Andy Davis next. It will be his third
World Championships and still only 28.
Quite a record! Andy has won the Brit
ish Standard Class Nationals no less than
four times ('78, '80, '82 and '84) as well
as the 15M in '78. He has not yet flown
Rieti but we are solving this by giving
him three weeks out there before the
Championships during a period which
also includes a small competition. Dur
ing the winter months he has been flying
at Talgarth, Dunstable and any other
mountains he can find. Andy flies com
mercially and lives in Macclesfield. He
has purchased a Discus which he will be
flying in the Standard Class.

Now Ralph's turn. What to say that's
new. Five times winner of the British
Open Class Nationals; holder of three
British speed records. British team to
Finland in 1976 flying, unbelievably,
Standard Class where he still came 12th
out of 46. This is surely his chance and
he's bl ...y well going to take it.
Other interests? Well you lot bend so
many gliders that he's nOt got much time
left for anynhing else. Jane and he have
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three splend'id sons two of whom,
Stephen and Howard, will be with him in
Rieti. When he has some leisure in the
winter he goes off with Footie and
Simon to shoot grollse.

He will of course be flying his Nimbus
3 in the Open Class.

Finally Martyn. Winner of two British
Nationals; at Hobbs drafted into the
British team at the very laS1 minute and
then proceeded to win one day. At Rie,ti
'84 came 1rd on t,hree days, neVer hav
ing flown there before, beating
Holighaus on five days. His CV quotes
him as a chartered surveyor but I think
really h·is, life has been taken over by
gliding. When he's not repairing his own
aircraft he's building trailers for others.
Mary and most of their splendid family
will be crewing for him. Like Justin he
has decided to .go for the ISM Class with
an LS-6.

The Aircraft
The two new designs are Discus and

LS-6. Their impmvemenls on the ot,her
Standard and 15M aircraft may be small.
However no competitor wants to feel be
is at a disadvantage, so in the Standard
Class about 14 pilots inclUding the lead
ers are expected to fly the Discus with
most of the rest in LS-4s or DG-300s. In
the I5M there will probably be about ten
LS-6s with the remainder ASW-20s or
Ventus'.

The Money
We are enormously grateful to all

those who have supported tbe team with
lottery tickets and donations. Please
keep il. up! The budget is £16800 or
£4200/pilot. Towards this the pil'ots have
to contribute £500 each on top of paying
for their new aircraft. The main costs are

entry fees (US $750 each), insurance,
living expenses for pilots and up to two
crew at £12 each/day, aerotows and
retrieve costs. The team manager and his
assistant are self supporting. Most of the
income comes from the SOp/head BOA
levy, pilots' contribution and the Sports
Council.

We very much hope for a major final1
cial contribution from GEC Avionics as
part of their sponsorship of the Nationals
at Lasham. We also have some minor
sponsorships; Townsend Thoresen 50%
cross-channel fares and hopefully the
loan of a Sherpa from British Leyland.

Finally our Patron HRH The Duke of
Edinburgh has kindly agreed to receive
us at Buckingham Palace on July 9 to
wish us good luck. This will give a great
send-off and when we come back with a
Champion perhaps we shall get a return
visit. a

GET YOUR WINGS ON!
JOHN BRIDGE says there ;s a whole season
ahead of you and there's everything to play for
- get that badge, win thatComp and generally
have a really good time.

John, an analyst
programmer for British
Petroleum, started gliding
In 1979, now belongs to
Essex GC with a share In
It 19m Jantar" has 540ftrs
and ,All Three Diamonds.

thermal at the same height as some cow
boy who insists on flying at 60kt with
800 of bank. You soon stop laughing
when you realise that although your
vario tells you 4kt up, the ground really
does look rather close and perhaps it
might not have been a bad idea to have
checked out the vario during the winter.
You are also given an opportunity to
demonstrate that you haven't lost your
flair for landing out only Skm away from
base.

The first Comp of the year. Not a Real
Comp - club members only, designed
to get all you cross-country pilots in the
mood for the season. Funny thing about
Comps - the main reason you like them
is because the task diFectt>! generously
removes the need for you to set your
own task. All you have to do is (don't
laugh) fly there and (ho ho!) get back.

Expectant faces in the briefing room.
And what; may I ask, is the first task of
the year on this dismal overcast day? A
200km O/R with a downwind TP, that's
what.

The reactions of the pilots vary some
what, from:

"Gosh, what a challenging task, I'll
put my tips on."

To:

Have you noticed some,thing? The days
seem to be getting longer, the birds are
starting to sing and the air itself is begin
ning to sparkle. No 'longer do yeu have
to scrape ice off car windscreens with
over-used credit cards; even the rain
feels warmer.

Yup. Spring has arrived.
For flat-land pilots (I'm one too,

now), it's an exciting time. All winter
you've kept your hand in with the occa
sional circuit at base, or perhaps a visit
up to the mountains chasing some wave
- but now, the whole season is ahead of
you. You've each got a clean sheet and
there's everything to play for - get that
badge, win that Comp and generally
have a really good time.

Right?
Well, you've spent the whole of winter

reading all the right books to find out
how the real pundits do it. You've
studied their techniques down to the last
detail and you just know you're going to
crack it this season. You've got every
thing ready - latest maps, new sun
glasses and a sun-hat. You're fit, on top
form. It's going to be a great year.

The chairman gives you all a team talk
(you know the sort of thing):

"Now listen, you lot. You're all rusty.
You probably haven't even seen your
gliders since September, never mind

flown tbem. Ta'ke extra care when you
do your DIs. Remember - I don't want
any accidents on my airfield. If you feel
y@u have to go cross-country, please,
please choose a safe field with friendly
farmers."

So you get your aircraft out of its box.
You decide to postpone all those little
jobs that you'd planned to do during the
off-season. Today's far too good for
fettling. With the pearls of wisdom
uttered by the chairman still a-ringing in
your ears you give the glider the most
time-consuming DI imaginable, yet you
still contrive to roll up to the launch
point wilh the ailerons disconnected.
You wisely decline the offer of a launch
("I think I'll wait until it gets a bit better
...tt). You connect Ithe right bits
together. Double check everything. Now
you're ready. Go go gol

The first soaring flights of the season
are hilarious! Even more fun if you listen
to the various local radio stations broad
casting on 130.4:

"1 think you'll find you'll climb faster
with your wheel up, actually."

.. Can we all agree to oturn righ tat the
next thermal, please?"

''I'm over a river with a bend in it,
near a road."

Meanwhile you are trying to execute
perfectly balanced' ,t'llfI1S in the same

* * *
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"Has he been drinking?"
However, everyone gets onto the grid.

Well, you never ,know.
Half-an-hour into the task, you're still

in your start thermal, well out of gliding
range back to base. You clench the stick
like a vice and you don't eVen notice the
cutting edge of the slraps on your shoul
ders. You have this really bad feeling
that you may not get back.

Three hOllrs later, you land at the TP
with all tne other gliders (making sure
you mll further than the last one) and
join the queue of pilots wait,ing to make
a call from the long-suffering farmer's
now-public telephone system.

Next time you'll have the good sense
not to start such a ridiculous task, won't
you? Well, won't you?

Wind 25kt. Seems a bit blowy for a
large cross-country. Still you decide to
check what the club pundit's going to do.

HE arrives. You all casually ask the
same question.

"Where are you going today, 0 Great
One?"

". think a 500km OIR will do," he
replies, cheerfully filling his wings with
wa'ter.

The man's obviously mad. You decide
to d0 an OIR to half-past-three, just to
see 'how far you can get. As your flight
progresses, you realise how much hard
work is involved. You congratulate your
self on the progress you're making;
clearly Mr Pundit's over-reached himself
this time. As you reach your TP, just
when you're wondering whether you'll
get back in time to retrieve the man after
he lands out, you hear him calling "final
glide fifteen minutes." After the initial
shock you enter a phase of deep depres
sion. You get back and derig, and in the
bar you ponder on your failure to recog
nise a good day when it stares you in the
face. Still, you console yourself with the
thought that this guy will almost cer
tainly go on to win the Nationals.

A the weeks pass, you find yourself
attempting and occasionally finishing
larger tasks. Obviously your technique is
,improving, you're finally getting the
hang of thermalling. Your masochistic
tendency to risk landing out makes you a
prime target for the press-gang.

"Got alilY plans for next weekend?",
they ask.

Think quickly. Oh no, too late.
They've got you.

"Inter-Club League. At Wally Gc.
Briefing at nine. See you there."

Next weekend arrives as usual, and as
Msual they set another daft task. On the
grid, adrenalin is pumping through your
veins, YOllr heart is pounding. With ele
ven other pilots you watch the approach-
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HA Nimbus 3 planform misses
your nose by a few feet as it joins
your thermal . .. "

Does gliding have to be that fraught?
Of course not. Very occasionally when
you least expect it, you somehow man
age to achieve something just a little bit
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THE ARM-CHAIR PILOT

This is a bedside book of crazy adven
tures gleaned for the most part from the
world's press, and ranging (as one would
expect) from the fantastic to the fatuous.
Quite a few of them are to do with bal
looning and parachuting, and there is
even a chap who flies a hang glider
under water. Bungys are used by Oxford
students to suspend themselves from
suspension bridges whilst Lionel Alex
ander and Chris Riddell contribute a
couple of Cambridge gliding reminis
cences of relatively limited craziness.

I have to confess that sitting in a glider
on some hitherto unflown mountainside
as the bungy is stretched by a Landrover
seems in retrospect quite adventurous by
comparison with some of the exploits
recorded. However, the author makes
one comment that will endear her to all
glider pilots (in connection with the pro
secution of a man who went aloft under
forty-five Met balloons). "Governments
the world over seem to believe that the
air belongs to them and not to the
people" .

BOOK REVIEW·

Skiing Down Everest & Otber Crazy
Adventures by Ingrid Cranfield. Pub
lished by Severn House Publishers Lld at
£5.95.

special. Perhaps finishing a difficult task
under poor conditions, or an absolutely
huge task for which you never thought
you'd be rast enough. Just so your ego
doesn't inflate too much you are
reminded, "Yes, weU done, but you
should have done j,t faster really - oh
dear oh dear, y,ou could have flown the
winch round on that day." Absolutely
true. But your time wasll't all spent with
your eyes glued to the vario, meeting
checkpoint deadlines and playing with
your John Willy. You saw the coun
tryside, and the clouds were a bit more
than thermal indicators.

All toa S00n, long before you're
ready, you realise that the summer is
over. So you may not have got that
badge, and maybe you had some bad
luck in the Comps; does it really matter?

The real test is how much pleasure
you get from gliding. A day is not wasted
because you choose 10 fly locally in 8kt
thermals, any more than it's wasted
because you fail to finish a competition
race in first place. Like the best things in
life - when it's good, it's superb; when
it's bad, it's still pretty good. So get out
there and enjoy it! SI

*

*

*

*

*

*
The season mellows. Thermals are

large and conditions are good late into
the day. Just for a change, you decide to
see the world and fly down Oxford way.
It's a blue day with stacks of VMC, and
you're in no great hurry. You take the
lift as you find it - it won't take long to
get back, anyway. You've even switched
off the radio to enjoy the solitude.
Tum.te-tum.

Suddenly you see a flash of white
approaching. A Nimbus 3 planform mis
ses your nose by a few feet as it joins
your thermal. ("Hang on, mate; a bit
close, wasn't it?") Another one appears
beneath you, considerately turning in the
same direction. There's another. You
look around. Dozens of the things are
clustered around you.

"Aaah - the Nationals!".
On goes the radio. It's a different

world out there.
"Tinkerbell Alpha Sierra minus two."
You try to leave the thermal but there

are no gaps - you're surrounded.
"Roger, Malibu at Tango."
They fly near enough for you to see

the grim determination etched onto their
faces. They play it tight and very, very
close: after all, points and reputations
are at stake. With a bit of luck, their
gliders will survive the week intact. If
not? Well, Ralphy down the road will
put them right. One thing's for certain 
they'll all be back next time, with better
machines and even more experience.

One glider leaves the pack. Another
follows. Bang-bang-bang - they've all
gone, leaving you twitching at the stick,
a hundred feet lower than when they
joined you. You're pretty relieved that
these were all real pundits who knew
exactly what they were doing.

ing gloom with a growing sense of
despair.

Now it's your turn to launch.
The team manager approaches.
"What are your tactics?", he asks.
"To win the task, boss," you reply.
"Good man," he says, and hooks you

on.
"Off you go, to be released at final

/ glide height to your chosen field.

***



by
P1JftTYPUS

You too can fly like the boys in blue*

No doubt you've often wondered why you hardly ever hear of
RAFGSA pilots getting lost. I certainly used to wonder why
myself. Of course some are full time Air Force pilots who know
the entire country like the backs of their hands (isn'l that a daft

AirForc(J pilots know the countrylike the backoftheirhands.

expressiof1? I bet if you showed most people photographs of tbe
backs of their own hallds they wouldn't recognise them) and
can pop out of clouds ,for five seconds, take a quick shufti at the
terrain, then pop back into tile murk with an instant mental fix
on their pOSition. Lucky fellows!

Even SQ, most people i,n the RAF are not professional fliers,
and still they seem to get around prelly well. I am leaving aside
Ihe ignoble suggestion that you don't hear of them getting lost
because they keep damn quiet about it when they do. Certainly,
if you hear plaintive bleats on the radio "Can anyone tell me
what the airfield is with one runway going north-south, sorry no,
east-west, between a big wood and reservoir shaped like an
elephant's whatsit?" you ,can be sure the ninny in question is a
civilian. After all, to admit on radio that you're lost is to confess
at ,the top of y@ur voice that you're capable of blundering into
verboten airspace; I'm sure the GSA awards a real rocket to
any member who stumbles into verboten air, with a special
booster added if they let the whole world know about it. I
mean, they have certain standards to maintain. So, they always
wear those splendidly-pressed overalls with dozens of zip pock
ets and immaculate kneepads with coloured pencils and rulers
and stuff: a place for everything and everything ,in its place. I

Platypus has a place for everything.
'''Boys in blue" is nOI quite appropriate, since Ihe GSA overalls are dark green.
Poeric licence, they cull il.

have a place for everything but everything is in some other
place.

On the ground, at any rate, they look utterly disciplined and
organised. I suppose if you're fl'ying one of the Queen's gliders
you better had be, or you gel fed to the corgis. RAfGSA wings
are so highly polished that the coarse dvilian pilots who have
staggered out of bed just in time to get to the launch poinl can
shave in them before take-off. (By the way, it is a good idea to
shave and comb your hair before take-off, not in the KaJl'likaze
tradition of looking, neat as a pin before going ,to meet one's
ancestors, but because tlte impression created if you land out is
so much better. That was particularly vital when the Dunstable
Rapist was al large during the IS-metre Nats last year. Any
pilot landing aux vaches near Leighton Buzzard and looking,
shall we say, somewhat casual was liable either to be shunned
or shot at. Ask Ralph Jones.)

Anyway, some years ago I discovered the secret of tile GSA
navigational prowess. It was their beautiful Service maps,
strictly not for giving out to civilians, with the ,precise layouts of
all airfields on them, showing their boundaries and exact
lengths and directions of runways. Of course! Any fool can
navigate with such aids.

One day last year, amid rain and low cloud, 11 gOI s'lightly lost
- oh, let's face it, horribly lost - and failed tl) identify a mar
vellous landmark, an airfield with three runways all crossing in

They say God looks after his idiots.

the middle, which is rather unusual. It took me 30 minutes to
get sorted out and find the TP. (Ironically, many of my rivals
who stuck accurately to track hit terrible weather and were
washed onto the deck. They say God looks after his idiots.
Sometimes, anyway.) That evening I discovered that Marjorie
Hobby was selling new quarter-million scale civilian maps with
those same detailed airfield layouts, and bought a whole set. No
excuses now.

Incidentally, the mystery airfield was Wroughton near Swin
don; I'd mistaken it for somewhere 27km away that hasn'l got
any runways at all! Next time, with my new idiot-proof maps, I
shall be exactly on track and will no doubt be washed' right onto
the ground along with the best of them. But at least I shall
know precisely where I've got sunk. Isn't progress wonderful?

SAILPLANE & GLIDING



Can a Platypus be a Quack?
In the old days, by which I mean a hundred years ago or more,
people who were technically and scientifically bright were usu
ally pretty good at the English language, too. Isaac Newton not
only wrote memorably in his own language but wrote his great
est discoveries down in Latin. Nowadays you can take if that if

Isaac Newton wrote his greatest discoveries in Latin.

somebody is technically sophisticated you will be lucky if he can
write his own name. Some computer magazines are written,
often entertainly J admit, by people who cannot spell or punc
tuate the most elementary sentence. Glider pilots are fraction
ally better. The gliding women are a notable exception, though
whether this reflects lack of technological sophistication I do
nol know. After ploughing through masses of illiterate com
munications by one outfit (the name is concealed so as to pro
tect the guilty) my next financial donation to them was accom
panied by a mildly remonstrating note asking them why they
couldn't even spell "its" and "it's" correctly in the right situa
tion. By return of post I received an immaculately handwritten
note

Deer Platypuss,
Thanx for the check and your noat, unforchunatly yor riting is
so ilegibul we cudn't reed wot it sed,

Yours Trooly
(-- (eFl) - - GC)

Ah, well, calligraphy is different. Nature really intended me
to be a doctor, you see.

Blessed Competitions
Why do I abuse competitions in almost every issue of this organ
and yet enler every contest that will have me? Does P. speak
with forked tongue? No. Pride, the urge to win - or, for coarse
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pilots like me, the urge to claw one's way up from 30th place to
29th - is the only passion that is stronger than sloth, which is
the most common deadly sin of our breed. Pride having propel
led one headlong into the lists, one is now obliged by the immi
nence of a Comp to overcome that dreadful sloth, to fix the
varios, recharge the batteries, bQth material and spiritual, and
in short to get the show on the road and into the air. Otherwise
one would hibernate alii the year round amidst a litter of non
functioning gear.

Involving other people increases the psychological pressure.
Having persuaded some p06r innocent to crew for one, using
(in the advertisement) a nom de plume or a nom de guerre or
some other alias as long as it isn't one's real name, one now has
a team rooting for onc to get out there and do one's best,
doesn't one? (Or if you fly two-seaters, two have a team root
ing for two, don't two?) That's very important. I have some
good friends who are also good pi'lots - a rare combination as
you can see from the "S&G" correspondence columns - who
are very reluctant to go off into the blue at weekends because
they haven't got a properly organised crew standing by.

A Comp with an organised crew is a different matter. Then
there are plenty of tugs and tug pilots. (When I think of the
cracking non-competition days I have steamed up to the club in
a lather of anticipation to find one tug is ViS, the other's flying
back from its C of A, the other's retrieving some berk from a

The remaining tug pilot is having a three-course lunch.

field three miles down the road at mid-day already, one pilot is
sick and the only remaining tug pilot is having a three-course
lunch and is too big to be dragged forcibly from his trough, all
the while cumulus are bubbling uselessly overhead. You know,
I often think of summer days hundreds of years way back, say,
in Shakespeare's day - he could write too, though he couldn't
spell, I admit - and there must have been c10udstreets and
wave and sea breeze fronts, with not a soul besides the wild
birds to enjoy them. What a dreadful waste! It depresses me to
think about it.) Then at Comps you have tailor-made Met fore
cast'il1lg, of a sort, which is better tflan anything you can buy off
the shelf. I won't say anything about task-sellers, since I believe
the JJ solution rightly dispenses withsllch excrescences.

But most of all what I like about Comps is aChieving things
that are memorable to me, thou.g1tJ nol to the record boo'ks, on
days when J would not ordinarily have opened the trailer doors.
Like ridge soaring from Salisbury Ito Dorcbester under a slate
grey sky, having just made ,it to the Cathedral from Lasham
after the sohlary ,tnermal of the whole day, a slow, slow, cloud
climb. A day of hardly any points and no glory at all. Or again,
scraping the slopes from Cheltenham to Stratford late in the
day with dying thermals compensated by an aggJessive north
westerly. Beautiful. A non-contest day, since insufficient pilots
passed Y.

There's irony for you: "The great thing about contests is the
brilliant flying you do on what lurn oul to be non-contest
days". As they say in exam papers, Discuss. a
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BACK TO BASICS - Part 4 The Use of Airbrakes

DEREK PIGGOTT is mainly writing for beginners and Instructors

In order to simplify learning to land it is
easiest if the ins,truclor lakes over the
whole responsibilities of planning the
circuit and the approach. In other words,
the student is talked round into position
with the instructor using the airlt>rakes as
necessary to bring the glider down to
wards the landing area ready fer the land
ing. It is not even Ilecessary for the slu
dent to be aware of their use wAile he js
concerned only willi1 the landing. Once
the hold-off and touchdown has become
fairly consistent, and without any uncon
trolled ballooning, il is time to star't both
using the airbrakes and making the
necessary judgments for the whole flight.

A proper unders'tanding of the use of
the airbrakes is essential for safe flying.
They are not just a "landing" lever to be
used automatically just after the final
turn. Their use is not a matter of learn
ing how 10 operate the lever but rather
of when and how much must be used in
the various siluations and conditions
which occur. Fer this reason it is of little
value 10 have a beginner using the air
brak.es if the instructor is telling him
when and how to use them.

There are a number of different types
of airbrakes in use today but with the
excep,tion of trailing edge brakes such as
those used on the Mosquito, Mini Nim
bus and Vegas, they all act as lift spoilers
as well as ,increasing the drag. Part of the
wing is seriously affected so that it
makes less lift and this makes the aircraft
behave as though the wings have been
clipped. Tllis loss of lift raises the stalling
speed, typically by about 2-3kt. This
might be thought of as a slight disadvan
tage as it means that the touch-down
speed using full airbrake is that little bit
faster than it would be with them closed.
However, this rise in stalling speed is put
to good use anytime that the glider is
ballooned up a few feet during a landing.

It enables a heavy landing to be
avoided by quickly closing the a,irbrakes
partial'ly or fully. This lmth reduces 1he
drag so Ihat further speed is lost more
slowly and increases the lift so that the
glider is able te continue flying at a
lower speed. This is rather like using a
burst of engine power in a light aircraft
to prevent a heavy landing, except that
closillg the airbrakes have only a limited
effect and they can only be closed once.
In the old days flying the T-21B we used
to say we were giving it a burst of no
spoiler!
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11 is the combination of the loss of lift
and the increase in drag which makes
even the simp'le "spoilers" on the old
T -21 Band Falke motor gliders an effec
tive way of steepening the approach
path. With machines of a higher perfor
mance a much larger increase iF! drag is
essential and more effective types are
needed. These are sometimes known as
"dive" brakes as they are designed to be
used at any airspeed and to limit the div
ing speed.

If control Is lost While cloud
lIy.ing the pilot can open the
airbrakes and know the speed
won't become excessive

In most modern designs the airbrakes
are speed limiting in a dive to an angle
of 45° whereas earlier designs such as
the Olympia, Skylarks and Capstans had
airbrakes which would limit the speed to
below VNE (the maximum diving speed
allowed) in a continuous vertical dive.
This is a useful feature if control is lost
while cloud flying as the pilot can open
the airbrakes and know that the speed
will not become excessive. However the
modern requirements seem to be adequ
ate, although a little extra care is needed
so as not to have an unnecessarily high
approach when landing in a small field.

Whereas it may have been acceptable
for a low performance glider like the
Tutor to have no airbrakes or spoilers so
that the pilot had to rely on sideslipping
for the approach control, a modern
machine would become almost impos
sible to land accurately without good air
brakes. 11 is essential to be able to
descend steeply over trees or other obs
tructions and to be able to control the
glide path and float easily for an accu
rate spot landing. Without airbrakes the
glide would be so flat and the float so
long that landing accurately would be
practically impossible.

Although the airbrakes only raise the
stalling speed by about 2-3kt, it becomes
necessary to increase speed for the
approach by about 8-l0kt or risk a
heavy landing. This is because of the

.effects of the extra drag caused by the
airbrakes. As the round-out is started,
there is a continuous loss of speed and if
the approach is started too slowly there

will not be sufficient speed left or
enough control to round-out and to pre
vent a bad landing. In other words the
extra speed is required when the air
brakes are open to ensure a safe round
out and a short float before touchdown.

Each type of gHder will need different
minimum approach speeds for full air
brake and it is important la know what
they are for the types you are flying. It is
also important to learn to find time to
glance at the airspeed indicator several
times on every approach in order to
check the actual speed. Never rely on
judging the speed by altitude on the
approach. Always check the actual speed
on the AS\. Remember that a few knots
extra will merely increase the float before
touchdown, whereas the loss ofa few knots
will result in, at best, a heavy landil1g.

Just after the final turn any loss of
speed can be corrected by lowering the
nose. However, if the speed gets too
slow a little closer to the ground there
will be neither the time nor the height to
regain speed. The probable heavy land
ing can usually be averted by reducing
the amount of airbrake. This both
reduces the drag so that the speed is not
lost rapidly and increases the lift so that
the glider does not sink heavily onto the
ground.

It is useful to know the minimum
speeds which will allow a proper round
out and hold-off for full airbrake,
approximately half airbrake, and for no
airbrake. These basic speeds will need to
be increased in winds to allow for the
extra losses caused by the wind shear
(wind gradient and turbulence) near the
ground.

On any approach where the speed
becomes lowef than this minimum speed
for full airbrakes, the airbrake setting
will have to be reduced to suit the speed
- even if it means landing further into
the field.

There are various subtleties about the
use of the airbrakes which need to be
understood. As the airbrakes are opened
the glider usually sinks rapidly 5-IOft
before settling into the new glide path.
You are liable to make a heavy, prema
ture touchdown if you open them
quickly near the ground. This sinking
can be prevented by easing back on the
stick as the airbrakes are opened and
this technique must be mastered by the
time a pilot is ready to start cross
country flying.
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To avoid this problem, always try to
arrange the final approach so that at
least half airbrake is needed and has
been applied for the final 50ft or so.
With most types of airbrake it is easiest
to unlock them on the base leg so that
there is no jerk when you open them.
This is particularly helpful if you can see
the final turn is going to be rather low so
that it is inevitable you will be opening
the brakes close to the ground.

With very few exceptions, for example
the K-7, Skylark 2 and the American
Schweitzer 1-34 and 2-31. it is practical to
make the whole round out and touch
down with full airbrake. If at first you
find that full airbrake gives Cl worryingly
steep approach and high rate of descent
making the initial round out height
rather difficult to judge, the airbrakes
can easily :be closed a little. However,
apart from landing these rather over
braked types mentioned, it is a bad habit
to get into to reduce the amount of air
brake automatically on every landing in
order to get a very smooth touchdown.
The landing is made with the stick, mov
ing it back gently as the glider begins to
sink to obtain a good touchdown.

There are several ways in which we
can think of the effects of the airbrakes.
Sometimes it is most useful to think of
them as a means of throwing away
excess height. Opening the brakes to get
rid of t\\lO or three hundred feet is often
safer than extending the downwind leg
so that the final approach is very long.

On a very windy day, particularly on a
hill top site where a severe curl over
effect (downdraft) may occur, it is quite
normal to make the final turn very high
and close to the downwind boundary.

The airbrakes are then used to throw
away the excess height on the final
approach. Because of the strong wind
the approach will be very steep and any
error in positioning the touchdown will
be too small to be important.

The airbrakes can be used at any stage
of a flight to get rid of excess height in a
controlled manner. Ideally some excess
height should be kept on the circuit at all
times as a contingency against the risk of
flying through an area of sinking air. This
means that in most cases height will need
to be lost on the base leg by using some
airbrake. Once the excess height has
been used up the airbrakes should be
closed again, keeping them unlocked
ready for further use on the approach.

Another way of thinking of their
effects is to consider them as the means
of adjusting the gliding angle, particu
larly on the final approach. Closing the
airbrakes extends the glide and power
pilots may like to think of their use as
similar in principal to using the throttle.
Moving the lever forward like opening
the throttle will prevent an undershoot,
but remember their effect is only limited.

Finally, the airbrakes have a braking
effect and always cause a loss of speed
unless the nose of the glider is lowered
the appropriate amount. When full air
brake is applied the nose must be low
ered or within a few seconds there will
be a loss of speed. However, caution is
needed when reducing the amount of
brake not to raise the nose. If an under
shoot seems imminent it is better to
allow the flying speed to build up to
improve the penetration against the wind
and to extend the float before touch
down. If you attempt to keep the speed

constant by rarslllg the nose slightly as
you close the airbrakes you will nearly
always find yourself a few seconds later
at a critically low speed.

Occasionally, while adjusting the
approach to get down onto the landing
area, the speed may become excessive.
This kind of situation may be rather
deceptive since it may look as though the
aircraft will only just reach the landing
area. Howevt:r, with the excess speed the
float and hold off will take the glider
way down the field before it is ready to
make a normal fully held off landing. In
a case like this open the airbrakes fully
without lowering the nose so that the
drag Ctlts down the excess speed and
shortens the float.

But perhaps most important is to think
of reducing the airbrakes if the airspeed
gets lower than the chosen speed and if
there is insufficient height or time to
lower the nose to regain it. Also
remember that if you are unhappy about
the final approach or if it looks as
though it will result in landing rather
close to another machine or an obstruc
tion, close those airbrakes and land in a
clear area further ahead. Most gliders
will float several hundred yards if the
airbrakes are closed just before touch
down.

* * * *Finally, the airbrakes are there to use
up height. Never use them before or dur
ing the final turn unless the turn itself
will be higher than you really need to be
for an easy, safe approach. If the turn is
rather low make sure that the airbrakes
are closed and wait until that turn has
been completed before you re-open
them again. a

The Progress of a North Wales Flyer
As 1984 ended the fates continued to conspire against

JOHN McCORMICK making the big time - or at least getting that Bronze C.

Now you must admit I'm persistent, not
successful, but persistent, and here we
are at the back end of the year and I'm
still on the quest for that darned Bronze
C.

Just one leg will do, I don't mind hop
ping into 1985. It's not my fault of
course that I still haven't achieved it, the
sheer skill and flying ability are there in
superabundance, it's purely that the fates
continue to conspire against me.

Take last Saturday, for example.
There I was at the thin end of the field
with a l5kt crosswind, weathercock on
take-off and you take the windsock with
you, drop the cable wrong and you black
out Holywell as it drapes itself over the
power lines that run along one side of
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the field. Holywell goes black, the cable
glows red and the CFI goes an interest
ing shade of puce. Invariably you also
discover that you've got a coward on the
winch who can leap 20ft from a sitting
position and cover 200 yards in under 10
seconds.

However, as I was saying, there I was
carefully and professionally weighing up
the multitude of complex factors apper
taining to the situation, when my mind
was finally made up with the help of
some gentle encouragement from the
duty instructor. "Get your blasted finger
out, McCormick, and get strapped in,"
he roared. Purposefully I strode across
to the K-8 and had just got one foot into
the cockpit when I saw them. Watching

me with obvious interest from the other
side of the fence were two Franciscan
friars.

Now I am certainly no more supersti
tious than the next man. Two magpies
crossing my path on the way to the field
means there's bound to be good ther
mals that day, and three black and white
cows lying down together means the fish
is going to be off in the pub after flying,
but I felt that this particular sign was of
too much significance to ignore.

Hastily I took my foot out again and
hurried across to them. "Greetings, good
fathers," I quoth (you always have to
quoth to good fathers, it's the habit).
"Do you know something that I don't?"
Well, you can't be too careful, can you?
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RD Aviation Ltd
Service

All prices shown In this advertisement Include VAT

CNAVSO
Director!Nav.
(will operate
from most
Cambridge

varies)
£848.7080 mm

VW920 Nav
£546.25
(requires
VW910

Variemeter)

CPT50S
(Mk 4 varie)

Electronic
T.E.

£402.50

80 mm

CMP150
Director!
Averager
£327.75

VW9110
£517.50

Transducer
Integral Audio

Electronic
T.E.

LX100
£228.85

80 mm

AVIONIC DITIEL - The quality newcomer

11 LX1000
£488.75

Meter - 57 or eo mm
Supplied in 'knots' (or UK LCD Unit - 80 mm

57 mm

plus
Remote

Displays as
required80 mm

from
£632.50

VARIOMETERS
CAMBRIDGE - The choice of Champions

CAV50 CVS1500
£249.55 £241.50

Supplied in 'knots' for UK

RICO - Still the 'most' in one package

80 mm 57 mm

WESTERBOER - Advanced microprocessor technology
VW900
£276.00

Transducer
Integral AudiQ

NEW! - 2 product ranges of drag monitoring instruments to help you to fly efficiently - from £333.50

TRANSCEIVERS
CAA Class 1 ~onIc@lttelr. - high performance, ruggedness, affordability

ATR 720M
£1005.10

GS1 -720 ch
Heavy Duty

(about 30 hours
on one charge)

£891.25
(other models

available)

Portables

ATR 720C
£948.75

10 ch memory)

HT800
£535.00

(limited stocks)
(10 ch memory,
scan, search)

ATR 7208
£753.25

(4 ch memory)

TR 720
£454.25

(3 ch memory)

ATR 720A
£644.00

Mobile
Refurbished - PYE Westminster - £169.85. Refurbished - PYE Pilot - £132.25

INSTRUMENTS
An extensive range, in stock, prompt delivery, customer choice, prices from:

MINI 57 mm ASIs £101.20 Mini 57 mm Varies £151.80
80 mm ASls £89.98 80 mm Varies £141.45
80 mm Low Friction Altimeters £199.95 80 mm Altimeters (used) .........•............•............. £69.00
57 mm 12V DC Turn and Slips £399.00 80 mm Turn and Slips (used) £69.00

NEW! AT LAST - Self Adhesive plastic sheets of decals, with 'ON/OFF', 'BATTERY' etc. and 'Speed to Fly' numbers,
enough on one sheet for about 4 gliders - £2.60 each sheet

BAROGRAPHS
'Winter' - World renowned - new ultra-reliable model £258.75
'Replogle' - for lhose who hate the fuss of blacking - it uses pressure sensitive paper ..........•.... £253.00 (limited stocks)

ELECTRICAL
Gell Cell12V 6Ah £16.98
(150 mm x 66 mm x 98 mm)
Fully Automatic Charger £25.30

Gell Cell12V 15Ah £36.80
(181 mm x 76 mm x 167 mm)
FUlly Automatic Charger - dual outlet £32.20

NEW! Electrical data sheet inclwding recommended wiring system for gliders

This is a 'selection. from our range. VAT at 15% Is Included In all prices shown but exports are normally VAT free.
Delivery costs and terms of trade are as per our published conditions.

Free brochures, advice and price lists (rom:

RD Aviation Limited RD Aviation Limited
Cotswold House, Mill Street 23 Orchard Way, afford D'Arcy
ISLlP, axon OX5 2SY Huntingdon, Cambs PE18 9RE
Tel: Kidlington (08675) 2357 Tel: Huntingdon (0480) 811931

Telex: 83138
Telkay G (ref: RDAIR)
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After all, they are much closer to "Him"
them me, what's 1500ft on a scale to
infinity? All right, then, I'm exaggerating
again, II OOft then.

"Nay, my son," they replied, "we are
but two weary travellers merely resting
awhile." "Would it put you out to rest
somewhere else?" I asked, "you've just
grounded half the fleet." They were very
understanding, but by the time they had
put their sandals back on and wandered
off down the hill the wave that] am sure
had b~en stationary over the field and
which had been destined to carry me to
20000ft had disappeared and that flight
lasted 4 lhmin.

So you see how the fates work against
me, them and Pen-y-Parc with its sea
breezes, crosswinds and lack of thermals.
Thanks (0 that combination, I've become
one of the best landers and takers off in
the business. Now all I've got to master
is the bit in the middle. ~

One of our chaps had been down to
the Cotswolds Club and got both Bronze
legs on successive days. If he, could do it
] could do it. I'm belter than he is, my
wife says so. What, you may ask, does
my wife know about gliding? Not a lot, is
the answer, or she wouldn't have been
rash enough to make that statement, but
it does indicate a touching na'ivety and
loyalty ,rare in this materialistic world.
On the other hand, she may have been
after something at the time.

"Notice, no mention of gliding.
I'm not daft and I've been
married a fair while . • :'

"How would you like to go down to
the Cotswolds for a few days?" ] asked.
"Gmgeous countryside and lovely aIde
woride pubs." Notice, no mention of
gliding. I'm not daft and I've been mar
ried a fair while, long enough to know
how to approach the subject obliquely,
to pn~pare the ground carefully and
gradually, until to her surprise she finds
herself silting in the caravan on some
desolate airfield or other. "That sounds
lovely," she said. "Are there any gliding
sites in the Cotswolds?" Nasty suspicious
creatures wives, never take anything at
face value. Milld you, she's been married
a fair whil'e too. Eventually we came up
with lhe good old marital compromise, five
days gliding, two days shopping in differ
ent cities, a new skirt and the bedroom
to be redecorated when we got home.

To someone coming from a smallish
grass field, Aston Down is enormous. ]
swear the runway itself is wider than
Pen-y-Parc; it starts adjacent to the
A419 and disappears in the direction of
Cornwall. Even I could get down safely
here. well. let's settle for on the airfield
atleasl. They also have a unique method
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of launching, a reverse autotow with a
gymbally pulley. No, it didn't mean
much to me either, but it gives superb
launches, although I soon found out you
don't treat it quite like a winch.

"Lower the nose· at the top," they
said, so I did as ] was bidden, but appar
ently not enough, for when] got down
this fellow presented me with a twisted
bit of piano wire. "You kinked our
cable," he said, in that sort of tone that
implied that if it happened again he
would kink my neck. Next time up ]
lowered it so much they thought] was
practising to become a Stuka pilot. It's
well known I'm a coward, and that fel
low looked as though he played front
row for Gloucestershire.

] got checked out in between showers
in the K-7. "Land over the DG," said
the instructor on the final approach. ]
told him ] didn't know their DG. Bit
ostentatious anyway, I thought. ] knew
they had bought the airfield but to have
a director general in charge seemed a lit
tle bit over the top. Still, ] suppose we've
got a chairman for what amounts cur
rently to a small muddy field.

By the time he had explained that the
DG was an aircraft standing ready for
take-off on the runway, I had landed
over a Bergfalke, a K-8 and a K-6E on
the grass. Still, he was quite nice about it
on the long walk back and cleared me to
fly the K-8. It hadn't occurred to me to
land back on the runway. I'm precon
ditioned to coming down on the green
bit. Land on the black bit at our place
and you arc travelling up the A55. As he
signed up my logbook, he stated that it
was obvious that I was used to operating
out of a small field. I'm still trying to
work out the implications of that
remark.

] have been saving this few days holi
day for a rainy day, and so it turned out,
it rained every day. The net result was
leaden skies with no thermal activity
worth mentioning and certainly none
that I could find or use. At this time of
year Aston Down only fly Wednesdays
and weekends, '0 leaving the unfortu
nate Helen still silting in the caravan by
the control tower, I pushed off to
Nympsfield.

Conditions weren't good, intermiltcnt
rain and high crosswinds, but] did get a
couple of aerotows with a pleasant chap
who has been flying almost as long as ]
have been living. The turbulence cros
sing the ridge was fierce and threw us all
over the sky as ] fought to stay behind
the tug. When things had seltled down I
asked him whether he had helped out.
"Not me, old boy," he replied, "you did
it all yourself." If that is the case] can
only report that] not only felt God on
the controls pulling the other way, I also
heard him gasping.

After a little while he said, "You are
flying heavy right footed." Hastily I
removed a tiny smidgeon of drift. A fclV
minutes later he said it again, coupled
with" and you are flying onc wing high
to compensate". He was quite right, of
course, one wing was approx 3mm
higher than the other and] had a '/4 0 of
drift on. ] hesitated to tell him that my
normal standard was anywherc in the
general direction at roughly upright. He
then proceeded to give me a demonstra
tion of perfect flying, not only on the
ridge where] expected lift, but he also
found thermals where there ought not to
be any. ] learned a lot that day, chiefly
envy.

"The rain caught me,
literally washing
me out of the sky . .."

For the next couple of days the rains
poured down and ] elected these as
shopping days, for after all it doesn't rain
in Marks & Spencer, so that it was
Saturday before] got aloft again in the
K-8 at Aston Down. This time the rain
caught me whilst] was airborne, literally
washing me out of the sky, and what
with coping with six down and trying to
keep the landing strip in view, with lash
ing rain and the resultant poor visibility,
] flared out late and bounced it beauti
fully. It was, of course, an extremely well
controlled bounce straight on to the
main wheel, performed ~with a certain
elegance and grace. but then one would
expect no less from a past master at the
art.

There and then I decided that it was
time to return to North Wales. ] told
myself that it was because the Met man
promised no beller weather for the Sun
day, but in retrospect my judgment may
have been coloured by the thought that
the rugby playing gentleman may have
seen the bounce and come looking for
me. As MacArthur said, ,,] will return";
the whole organisation was extremelv
well run, the gliding and facilities excel
lent and the natives very fricndly. May]
take this opportunity to say thank you.

So here we are into 1985, and I'm
sure that by now you sympathise and see
what I mean when] say the fates con
tinue to conspire against me. Not only
that, but I'm going to lose more flying
time soon because she's holding me to
the promise to redecorate the ~ blasted
bedroom. El

Please send all contributions to S&G
to the editorial office, 281 Queen
Edith's Way, Cambridge CB1 4NH
and not to the BGA office.
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MILFIELD'S NEW HOME
Three years ago Milfield GC's future looked grim with their airfield gradually
being eroded by gravel extraction. But JOHN MARSHALL tells how they were
able to change their fortunes.

The origins of Milfield GC were fairly typical
of most gliding clubs. It started in about
1969 with a few individuals persuading a
farmer to let them use a disused airfield and
pressing the farmer's Jaguar into, service for
autotowing at the same time. The airfield is a
few miles south of the Scottish Border and in
the lee of the Cheviot Hills.

The club's first gliders were (surprise sur
prise) a T-21 and a Tutor (with spoilers I has
ten to add!). The club winch launched until
February 1982 when it changed virtually
exclusively to aerotowing. The club lleet con
sists of a Bocian, a VS 53 and a K-8.
Although the winch operation was very suc
cessful it was affected by the gradual erosion
of the airfield for gravel extraction. By autumn
1981 the situation had reached the point
where winching was generally unsatisfactory
and becoming Positively dangerous.

In early 1982 the club's future looked dis
mal. Our'airfield was disappearing before our
eyes and there was a build-up of frustration in
the members due. to increasingly unsatisfac
tory launching facilities. The tug overcame
our operational' problems. We knew nothing
about tugs but nevertheless went out and
bought a 180 Super Cub. I did a Silver C
conversion along with a few other members
and we were in business. We now have a
profitable operation where the charge for a
2000ft tow has remained at £6.50 since we
started. By this year membership had
increased from an average of between 50-60
for ,the previous 10 years to over 100.

DiSmissed as a
possible future site
because It looked uneven

Although the tug solved the operational
problems it did not secure the future of the
site. Gravel extraction continued unabated. In
September 1983 Galewood Farm immedi
,ately adioining the airfield, comprising 50
acres or so together with farmhouse cottage
and farm buildings, came on the open mar
ket. With our treasurer I went to have a look
at it. We dismissed it as a possible future site
as we thought it looked very uneven, was the
wrong shape and orientated in the wrong
direction. We were wrong. On closer exami
nation (by others I hasten to add) it was clear
that there was a 900 yard crescent-shaped
stretch of land of about 40 acres orientated
NE/SW varying from 200-250 yards in width.

A few fences would need to be removed
but this was probably all that needed to be
done to make it operational. The farm was
being sold in three lots comprising most of
the land and farm buildings, the farmhouse
and the cottage. We decided that we could
only offer for the land and after much deliber
ation I submitted our offer of £60 000. A clos
ing date for offers was fixed and we held our
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breath. However, belore the closing date
passed' I discovered 1here were others
interested in all three lots and the farmer was
not entertaining our offer for the land alone
seriously. Gloom and despondency! How
ever, after a particularly liquid lunch I made
an offer of £1,25 000 for all three lots. It was
accepted. Would anyone iA the club ever
speak to me again!

We then set about selling off the farm
house, cottage and buildings which we did by
the end of October 1984. We were also fortu
nate to obtain a grant of £10 000 and an
interest-free loan from the Sports Council of
£5000, Which at the, end of the day left us
with a bank overdraft of £18000 or thereab
outs. There were problems as at one point it
looked as if we would not get enough for the
farmhouse, but in the end we did secure a
good offer and the sale went through.

We were extremely lucky with Iplanning
permission, From having made a previous
application on behalf of the club for planning
consent which proved abortive I knew th'at
the local planning officer was fairly sympathe
tic to our case and our application went
through within six weeks without objection. I
was amazed as I expected: there to be much
deliberation about noise levels, due to the
proximity of the Northumberland National
Park (we are within three miles of it). Our
planning permission for the airfield was only
temporary although it had been renewed, for
three year periods. We did, however, have
something of a problem with the British Gas
Corpor.ation.

There IS a gas pipeline which runs through
the site and when the Gas Board engineers
got wind of our planning application they
foresaw difficulties. Initially they wished us to
ban gliders and our tug landing on the
pipeline but we managed to convince them
that there was no possibility of a glider harm
ing their reinforced pipeline set in concrete to
the minimum depth of 5ft from the surface.
Convincing them that the tug could not poss
ibly damage the pipeline was a different mat
ter. In the end we compromised and we
agreed that tug pilots would "use their best
endeavours" to avoid taking off or landing on

the pipeline. In practical terms this should not
prove difficult.

At the time of writing (November 29) we
still have our hangar to move, electric power
to lay on and the Portakabins we use as a
clubhouse to move to their new location. The
site has been cleared and levelled where
necessary and sown to grass. By spring we
should be able to operate from the new site
which will be about the time we will have to
cease operations on the old airfield. To say
the new site was a timely acquisition would
be the understatement of the club's history.

Grant aid and
judicious asset stripping
made ownership a reality

Site ownership opens many doors which
are simply Aot available to other clubs. Not
only does the club obviously become a per
manent instiMion but the possibility of
unheard of 'levels of Sports Council grant aid
are available and rent reviews become a
thing 01 the past. In our case grant aid and
some' judicious asset stripping have made
site ownership possible.

As someone who has been very closely
involved in the Milfield "experience" I would
venture the following advice to clubs about to
embark on such projects:
(1) Leave it all to a few individuals and give
them absolute discretion on the matter. Few
club committees are capable of making
desperately difficult decisions quickly.
(2) Involve professional people in the cho
sen few if you are fortunate enough to have
them as club members or at least permit the
chosen few to take the best possible profes
sional advice which can be obtained,
(3) Ensure that you are on the best possible
terms with your bankers. Proposals for con
siderable bridging finance will be closely
scrutinised. A reasonable level of residual
borrowing will not concern your bank unduly.
Tt'le negotiations with our bank were as pro
tracted as the acquisition of the site itself.
(4) Prepare a detailed "prospectus" to
include cash flows and projections elc as well
as detailed explanation of club operation and
,future p'lans. This will help enormously to
explain w'ha1 is involved (eg to the club's
bank manager and his head office).
(5) InVOlve the BGA. Bill Scull as BGA
Development Officer proved helpful in con
nection with our application for a Sports
Council grant. He is also able to give a -valU
able objective view on the overafl proposition.
Close involvement with any project means
that one's own views become very subjective
to the point where In desperation launching
from a 200 yards strip 12ft in width orientated
NS could look very attractive if there is no
alternative.

(Continued on p7/.)
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ECONOMICS OF A GLIDING CLUB
Rank and File Versus the Pundit - no need for conflict
Getting More for Less - by sound investment

A critical look by GORDON PETERS

The steady expansion of private ownership
against an almost static club fleet has
become the norm for the UK. The Devon and
Somerset GC is no exception.

Some say that private owners subsidise
the club flyer. All pay the same membership
and laulilCh fees. The soaring charges don't
cover insurance, C of A, repairs and depre
ciation. Therefore, the argument goes, club
flying is subsidised.

Popular mythology has it that statistics can
prove anything, but reality knows that the
wrong denominator screws up any calcula
tion.

The money generated by each plane less
its total costs, determines its value to the
club. A sum of these profits must be gener
ous to pay for the site, buildings and launch
equipment.

The club plane yields launch and soaring
feesancl, I submit, the membership fees of
those who fly them regularly. Air experience
flying attracts new members and'a crash sur
charge.

How are these apportioned at North Hill
where good equipment and low charges sug
gest sound management?

DIVISION OF THE CLUB BY TYPE FLOWN
(30.9.84)

MEMBERSHIP (£55)
2 K-13s - 73, K-8 - 12, K-6 - 24,
Astir - 6. Social - 52, Inactive - 47
Private owners (PO) - 56 sharing 21 gliders
(2.7/glider)

LAUNCHES (£1.50)
K'l3s-5035, K-8-901. K-6-511,
Astir- 259
PO - 1667 lor 21 or 78 each

SOARING HOURS
K·13s -788, K-8 - 181, K-6 - 212
(6p/min after 10min)
Astir - 123 (9p/min after 10min)
PO-loo5

VALUE! OF EACH K-13
PLANE Expenses £

Insurance 700

(F/flules derived ColA 81

'rom rlS' year's Repairs 905

.nnua/,eturns.) Depreciation 1050

2736
Prlva1.
Income £: Income £:
Membership 149 Membership 1980
Launches 114 Launches 4196
Soaring 0 Soaring 540
Ai Exp 69 Air Exp 280

332 6996
Expenses 0 Expenses 2736

Prolt 332 Profit 4260

April/May 1985

AIR EXPERIENCE HELPERS (£3.50 surcharge)
K-13s - 20%, K-8 - 4%, K-6 - 10%,
Astir - 13%, PO - 49%

CLUB COMMITIEE
K-13 - 0, K-8 - 0, K·6 - 1, Astir - 1,
PO-9

The K-8 keeps 12 members in the club so
is worth £55 x 12 = £660 as against £55 x
2.7 = £149 for the average syndicate plane.
A replacement fund was charged at 10% +
5% for inflation.

The structure of gliding now looks very dif
ferent. The exotic roof remains to be admired
with laminar layers and bug resistant pinna
cles ot variable geometry. The financial pillars
are revealed as the solo club flyers while the
foundations a're buried <leep in the pockets of
the ab-initios.

There is nothing wrong with such a struc
ture, but not recognising it has led to an
unfortunate spiral'. First, ,committees think they
already provide cheap lIying for club members
so certainly can't afford any more single
seaters. Fed up with the long queues some
buy a glider. Soon it needs re-covering so
one wants to opt out. There being no takers
another oldy lies mouldering in its trailer.

Others see the financial noose so opt out
altogether - just check last year's list and see
how many new members don't renew their
SUbscriptions. This would not happen if people
could be launched without delay in modest
gliders. A reliable winch and some wooden
gliders are quite simply a licence to print
money. With traditional winches two drums
per 100 members would be a minimum to
cope with peak demands.

As the number of club gliders increase the
profit drops. What would happen ij North Hill
botJght an extra K·8 and K-6?

K·13 K-8
Expenses £ Expenses £:
Insurance 800 Insurance 350
ColA 100 ColA 100
Repairs 847 Repairs 233
Depreciation 1200 Depreciation 525

2947 1208

Income £ Income £:
Membership 1980 Membership 660
Launches 3357 Launch 1352
Soaring 420 Soaring 315
Air Exp 280 Air Exp 119

Income 6037 2446
Expenses 2947 Expenses 1208

Profit 3090 Profit 1238

With no additional flying they would still be
in profit by £143/glider. Charging 6p/min from
take off would put the income of each above
the private owner and 1he inevitable increase
in use, see the total Closing on last year's fig
ures. A Swallow coukl be offered at 2p/min
and an lS-4 at 24p1milil.

The sums given assume all launches
were by winch, This would be possible when
our second winch arrives. In fact last year 1/7
launches were by aerotow. Finances are not
yet computerised so extraction would have
been tedious.

However, at £5.50 the club loses. If £2 were
deducted for each aerotow the figures would
further embarrass the private owner. The
pundit who has an aerotow, disappears for
four or five hours and makes no other con
tribution is a liabili1y.

The above is only meant to be provocative
in the sense of suggesting to clubs that oppor
tunities to promote the sport and earn cash
are being missed.

Talking to the local hang gliding club last
summer was revealing. Most had attended a
gliding club, but interest evaporated at the
prospect of biding around for hours before fly
ing. They fly cheaply when they want to. The
accident record and abysmal glide-angle are
but minor deterrents.

Our club members are willing to fork out
reasonable fees for moderate performance,
not high sums to do a little better. Note the
under-utilisation of the club Astir even when
subsidised.

Glass-fibre training and conversion could be
left to the professional clubs where seven
day-a-week operation makes better use of
the capital invested. The 10% of pilots who
can afford high performance single-seaters
would still be offered favourable terms.

Changing investment priorities can increase
profitability by pleasing and therefore retaining
the rank and file. A new winch precedes a new
tug and a second winch removes the cash los
ing queue. A glider for every eight club flyers is

(Continued on p7J.)

K-6 Astir
Expenses £ Expenses £:
Insurance 350 Insurance 800
ColA 80 ColA 50
Repairs 123 Repairs 247
Depreciation 525 Depreciation 1200

1078 2297

Income £ Income £
Membership 1320 Membership 330
Launch 767 Launch 389
Soaring 518 Soaring 478
Air Exp 295 AirExp 387

2900 Income 1584
Expenses 1078 Expenses 2297

Profit 1822 Loss 713
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SIMPLE VARIOMETER SYSTEMS
JOHN WILLIAMSON explains how they work, and why they don't!

Most glider pilots have a vague notion of how
their variometer works, and will perhaps 'have
read and forgotten Reichmann, Irving et al.
Sometimes the exp'lanations have been
rather formal; sometimes weighed down with
,(entirely accurate and necessary) mathema
tics. But as one who recoils at the very men
tion of rho, blanches when confronted with
Reynolds numbers and displays many of the
other symptoms of discomfitlJre in the pres
ence of the learned, I long ago undertook 10
arm myself with a plal:Jsible, Noddy Guide to
variometers. This is ~!

===:=IOW~0=c_lnsuIa__ted_'fIask )

BASIC VARIOMETER

Fig 1.

I expect you are familiar with the basic
set-up. A flask, insulated against sudden
gross temperature changes is allowed to vent
to the outside ait (F,ig 1). If it is lifted up air
will need to flow out because the pressure
inside the flask is momentarily greater than
the pressure ovtside. Air will flow as long as
there is a difference of pressure. If the flask is
carried lower, air would need, to flow into the
flask to, keep the pressures balanced. The
familiar instrument wlclich we call the variome
ter measures the flow, which is tn,Jly minute.
Actually that mtle instr,umenl is acbit of a mar
vel, so sens~ive that it would flicker at a but
terfly's blink. So treat it with care, please.

Fig 2. Uncompensated responses.

If you plonk these two items in your glider
and set off downhill at a steady speed - say,
at 601d - ,the airflow into the flask will regis
ter as OOWN on the dial. If you then decide
to hasten the action a bit, and push up to 90kt
the vario will legister the new 'ra1e of sink
(Fig 2). But during the actual acceleration it
will record, quite accurately, a much greater
degree of sink, especially if you were in a
considerable hurry to press on. That is, yDI:!
dived rather steeply to reach 90kt then level
led out in ,the new attitude. Then you pull up,
cream off 30kt and, say, 150ft, to settle back
at 601d again. During the climb air flowed out
of the flask, registering as UP on the dial.
You~ intellect tells you that the, "UP" was
stick-lift; your predatory instinct as a soaring
pilot cries out that it was a thermal', and you
circle uselessly, seeking your prey!

Again, I am sure you are ,familiar with Ihe
remedy. At least, you think you are. I wonder!
Il's that "tl:1ing" sticking out of the fin, isn't it?
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The forerunner of that "thing" was dreamed
up by some ingeniolts fellow who got stuck
the wror:lg 'side of' w.N2 just as he was about
to go into print. Subsequently, along with
V2s, flying bombs, Meises and Weihes the
idea seeped om of Eastern Europe and
struggled to the surface in England in about
1947. The idea was beautifully simple, but is
still 0.01 always understood by the people who
really matter - you and me'!

You will remember that the vario
responded to pressure changes by drawing
air in or pUffing it out as appropriate. The
"thing" is a device to disguise the pressure
changes to which the vario is responding. It
"hides" the sudden pressure rise during the
dive and the pressure fall during the pull-up
behind a cunning screen. Now, what you
want the vario to do is move sedately from
one sink-rate to the next as you dive, and
sedately back again as you pull up (Fig 3). It
would, if you were sedate yourself and
restrained yourself to change speed very,

-60

~Profite

60---..".
Required response . .

0- -G)-(;J-()-
Fig 3. The required pressure gradient and
response.

very slowly. But we aren't sedate, are we?
We act like excitable dolphins, diving and
zooming, trying to follow the dictates ot Mac
Cready and his blessed Ring! So, given that
we are unlikely to be sedate about this mat
ter, we must resort to subterfuge.

Let's study the difference between the
pressure changes we have, and those we
would like to achieve (Fig 4). The lower line
represents static pressure. Yes, I know it's
changing really, but what I want to show here

mb fI ~

E:-.F The difference ,"- _

~ ----------Static Pressure-

Fig 4. The difference.

is the difference between static pressure and
our ideal presslIre levels. You can see that
the difference is greater at 90kt than at 60.
And the way it is drawn suggests that it has
to be lowe.r than static pressure - it gets
lower in response to higher airspeed. What
device produces lower pressure the faster
you go? The answe.r - the venturi, of course.
And that's what the "thing" started out as. A
plain venturi, seen perched 0111 the elegant
noses of Olympia, Sky and T-2t alike.

So perhaps you can see how tfile venturi
tube, cleverly designed to give just the right
amount of suck, was able to compensate for

the dramatic pressure changes brought on
by your exuberant use of the pole, as you fol'
lowed The Ring, like Siegfried and the Val
kyries. You will have to take my word for it
that the more modern devices - Brunswick,
Nicks and Irving tubes - do exactly the
same job. They are all producing a suction
that varies with airspeed. How much suction?
Exactly as much as the pitot produces a
positive pressure, but, naturally, in the
opposite sense. Three or four millibars worth.
Enough to make your ears pop if you were
suddenly plugged into it. You want to know
why it is just that mUCh, no more, no less?
Then read New Soaring Pilot, or buy Frank
Irving a beer. Or just believe me, because
I've read ~ for you. And bought Frank a beer,
once!

I've shown you how it works. Now for why
it doesn't, not always, anyway, First,Vou may
be afflicted by that curse of modern varios 
The Leak! In fact, I would guess that covers
at least 40% o,t you, right now! Ever tried to
keep the water out of an old boat? The stuff
got in through the most inSignificant of cracks
and crannies. Air is somewhat thinner than
water and gets through even more insignific
ant holes. None of which are visible, nor even
suspected until diagnosis indicates otherwise.
So first let's do the diagnostic bit. Fly the
aeroplane in fairly calm conditions. Watch the
vario as you speed up and slow down. Make
the changes fairly abrupt - but not so as to
put things through the canopy, or you through
the floor - and observe the vario. It might dQ
one of five things, or combinations of more
than one:

a. Change smoothly from one sink rate IQ
the other without going unduly UP or
DOWN - in which case, rejoice, you've
already cracked it and need do no
more!

b. Go way DOWN as you dive and UP as
you zoom. Oh! dear.

c. Something between a. and b.
d. Go UP when you dive, and DOWN

when you zoom. Oh! dear x 21
e. And it might also seem to want to read

UP more than it should. It may seem to
have a bias towards UP. This is tem
porarily very good for your morale but is
not of much practical use in the end and
needs to be investigated.

So let investigation commence!
First isolate the likely area. Look at Fig 5,

and now imagine the whole system filled
throughout, from the little hole in the venturi
or probe to the inner recesses of the flask,
with low pressure. Air wants to leak from high
pressure to low. Ever had a puncture? But
now the leak will be inwards. And just where
the leak is will determine the symptoms you
got when flying.

Conditions b. and c. would have been
caused by a leak somewhere between the
probe and the static connection on the vario
itself. The effect of the leak is to reduce the
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Coming soon: How to trace your leaks
without leaving the ground; and why, having
cured all those pesky leaks, we introduce
another, deliberately and on purpose!

And why we sabotaged the washing up!
But to be going on with, a quiz.
Given that your suction total energy is fitted

and working correctly, what would the vario
read:

1. Just before lift-off on aerotow?
2. Just before you stop rolling after land

ing?
3. If the probe got iced up solid?
4. In the few seconds after disconnecting

the T/E line?
5. In the few seconds after you connect it

up again?
Answers in the next issue. a
(Continued from p68.)

(6) Above all, be prepared to dive in with
both feet! Worry about planning consent,
grant aid and the club's bankers afterwards.
On a cautionary note however, it is essential
to obtain the Sports Council's "prior
approval" to purchase of land before signing
a contract. In England the delay between
planning an offer accepted "subject to con
tract" and formal exchange of contracts gives
sufficient time for things to t;Je done.

Things appear to have worked out for us at
Milfield. If they had not the club would have
been in liquidation by now and I would have
probably had a price on my head. We hope to
see you at Milfield this year, after all, Scot
land is rather far to go. The site height record
is 2600011. a

UP goes the needle. If the leak is gross the
needle will hit the stop and stay there. It's be
ing blown there by a considerable blast. If it
goes up a little bit, above where you know it
should be, then the leak is a little one. And
the little ones are the very devil to locate.

Some Leaks I Have Known
A vario after an accident, the whole case

crazed (but invisibly) like a popped car
windscreen.

An oversize self-tapping screw snugged
comfortably into the polystyrene outer layer
of one of those smalf white German flasks,
with the tip of the screw just penetrating the
flask itself.

An unreachable hole in the connector
pipe, somewhere near the base of the fin of
a brand new sailplane, only accessible if you
happen to have a reasonable crash first.

The glass front loose after someone
"fixed" the vario during C of A - and forgot
the rubber sealing ring.

Tiny rubber "0" rings perishing inside a
Ball vario in the heat of an Australian sum
mer.

PZL flask bung ditto.
PZL flask bung all seized up in the semi

Arctic of an English summer!
Six separate bits of assorted rubber

(perished), nylon, plastic etc etc tubing in the
12ft run from the flask behind the seat in a
K-6, to the vario in the panel. Most of the
joints were taped. Grubby white tape, of
course.

And so on!

Alternatively, the benefit of pooling could be
an increase Of membership and cheaper fly
ing. This private enterprise solution would
benefit from lower insurance charges than
club monopoly while happier pilots are more
likely to continue paying subscriptions.

How about some American-styled entre
preneur irwesting in planes for hire at a
cosVfligh~ much less than private ownership?

Part of the ,economy of flying seen in Ger
many must reflect the domination of winch
launching with enough capacity to remove
queues - El.SO/launch yields at least 50%
profit. More flights/plane will move us towards
their soaring charges.

A club buying. extra planes, the conglomera
tion of existing syndicates, or a hire company
could each offer better value for money than
the existing structure. Will anyone make the
first move? a

Lower insurance charges

(Continued from pM.)
charged at cost with the fleet adjusted by
usage.

Rather than antagonise the private owner,
the above sequence could guarantee a heal
thy club. With more flying on offer the club
pilots would happily see their gliders. contribut
ing more to club funds than each syndicate.

Syndicates make poor use of ,capital. How
often do all members turn ,up one day and
none the next? EveR with one glider/eight
members pooling makes the club plane
almost as available as the private one.

Flying in a syndicate is so ,expensive that
members are not prepa~ed to consider the
possibility that they are subsidised. Indeed, I
am dismayed to have developed this left wing
treatise in the year that I left the club Astir for a
flapped 19 metre contraption.

Syndicate Amalgamation?
On reflection there are other ways of achiev

ing cheaper and hassle-free flying. The
analysis given only measured the obVious, ie
cost/minute can be reduced by reducing the
capital value of each glider and by increasing
the number of minutes flown each year.

The suggested solution involved clubs buy
ing out existing syndicates. No doubt most
committees will baulk at the capital implica
tions even if they agree with the theoretical
calculations.

How expensive is it to fly a private glider?
Most members I asked were a little shy to
reveal all but the owner of a new German
beauty commented that Concord charges
less/mile.

Utilisation at under 80 flights a year must
create high castings. Obviously the figure
reflects loss of interest by some and their ina
bility to sell out. What a tragic waste.

A detailed look at syndicates demonstrates
another weakness. All four members of one
plane often arrive on Saturday and rarely on
Sunday. In another, the opposite is true. The
average member comes once a week on a
preferred day and, not surprisingly, syndicates
are formed by bUddy groups with poor time
spread.

Owners are prepared to pay more for
availability, so four is considered to be a maxi
mum. Joining the above two groups would
increase availability at no extra cost.

***

Not over the wing, please

Fig. 5. T/E vario, with likely leaks.

difference betwe.en the pressure in the sys
tem and static pressure and so make a muck
of the precise calculations inherent in the
design of the probe! It won't fully compen
sate. The worse the leak the more nearly are
we back to square €lne, day one, pre-WW2!

The most likely place for such a leak is
where the probe enters it's mounting hole.
Can you imagine trying 10 stop a I'eak in an
old rowing boat with a :piece of grubbY white
tape? No more will you be able to stop the
leak which' 25% 01 you: already have in your
probe connection witi'l, a grubby bit of white
tape left over from the wings! You need a 2in
piece of vinyl tubing of suitable dimension.
First slide the vinyl onto Ihe probe stem, then
work the latter into its socket, carefully coax
ing the vinyl over the outside of the socket.
Provided there are no deep scratches in
either probe or socket, no scruffy bits of paint
or rubbish, t,he seal will be perfect, first time.
No more tape, please! The same considera
tion and care should now be applied to any
pipe connections and Tee pieces between
probe and vario.

Incidentally a common place for leaks to
occur is along the moulding "flashes" of
some Tee pieoes. These "flashes" are the
tiny ridges lef,! when the two halves of the
mould came together and squeezed a smid
gin of plastic €lut sideways. lihis "flash" must
be taken off carefully with a sharp knife. But
be careful not to cut a "flat" across the curve
cl the tube. The air doesn't mind if it's a bump
or a hollow Qn the Surface. It will sneak in and
cause trouble just the same!

Now for symptom d. This is much more dif
flcuR, and arises if the probe or venturi is
working too hard. Short of creating a deliber
ate leak as in b. or c. to bleed off the excess
suction - which I suggest would be jolly dif
ficult 10 get just right - the alternative is to
ensure that the probe is in the right place and
operating at the correct angle. Probes can be
at the nose, on the rear fuselage or in the fin
- anywhere where the airflow is reasonably
undisturbed and where the pressure field is
about the same as static. So, not over the
wing, please. Add the wing's low :pressure,
put the probe in the accelerated flow over the
wing and you'll get what you deserve - rub
bish! About two feet behind the wing, on the
top fuselage, is OK. ASW-17s, -19s and -20s
an have provision for it there, and it worked
for George Lee, didn't it?

So now for symptom e. If a leak exists
anyWhere between the Static (probe) input to
the vario and the far end of the flask, air will
be d~awn into the system (Fig 5 again). It will
then travel inexorably towards the source of
suction, like milk shake up a straw, passing
gleefully through your vario on the way. And
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INTERNATIONAL GLIDING RECORDS (Correct as at 18.2.85)
SINGLE-5EATERS

Height Gan 12894m P. F. Bikle, USA SGS 1-23E 25.2.1961
Absolute Alt~ude 14102m P. F. Bikle, USA SGS 1-23E 25.2.1961
Straight Distance 1460.8km H-W. Grosse, W. Germany ASW-12 25.4.1972
Goal Distance 125426km B. L. Drake, D. N. Speigh~ S. H. Georgeson, New zealand Ninbus 2 14.1.1978
Goal & Return Distance 1646.68km T. L. Knauff, USA Nimbus 3 25.4.1983
Triangular Distance 1306.8Skm HW Grosse, W. Germany (n Australia) ASW-17 4.1.1981
l00km Triangle 195.~krnIh I. Renner, Australia Nimbus 3 14.12.1982
300km Triangle 162.19krn1h H-W. Grosse, W. Germany (in Australia) ASW-22 9.12.1984
500km Triangle 159.84kmih H-W. Grosse, W. Germany (n Australia) ASW-22 20.12.1983
75Qkm Triangle' 158.65kmih H-W. Grosse, W. Germany (n Australia) ASW-22 8.1.1985
l000km Triangle 145.32krn1h H-W. Grosse, W. Germany (in Australia) ASW-17 3.1.1979
1250km Triangle 133.24krn1h H-W. Grosse, W. Germany (in Australia) ASW-17 9.12.1980

MULTI-SEATERS
Height Ga;, l1680m S. Josefczak and J. Tarc211n, Poland Bocian 5.11.1966
Absolute AJt~ude 13489m L. Edgar and H. Klieforth, USA Pratt Read 19.3.1952
Straight Distance 993.76km S. H. Georgeson and Helen Georgeson. New Zealand Janus C 31.10.1982
Goal Distance 993.76km S. H. Georgeson and Helen Georgeson, New Zealand Janus C 31.10.1982
Goal & Return Distance t 052.74km E. MOller and K. Senne, W. Germany (n Australia) Janus C 26.12.1983
Triangular Distance 1112.62km H-W. Grosse and H. Kohimeyer, W. Germany (n Australia) SB-lO 28.12.1979
l00km Triangle' 177km!h E. Sommer and Mr. Andresen. W. Germany Janus C 26.7.1984
~km Triangle' 149.3kmih E. MGller and'O. Schiiffner, W. Germany (n Australia) AS 22-2 28.12.1984
500km Triangle 146.69kmih E. Muller and K. Senne, W. Germany (n South Africa) MU2 13.t2.1981
75Qkm Triangle 131.84kmih H-W. Grosse and H. Kohimeyer, W. Germany (n Australia) SB-lO 14.1.1980
l000km Triangle 129.54kmih H-W. Grosse and H. Kohimeyer, W. Germany (in Australia) SB-lO 21.12.1979

SINGLE-SEATERS (WOMEN)
Height Gan 9119m Anne Burns, Gl Br~afl (in South Africa) Skylark 3B 13.1.1961
Absolute Alt~ude 12637m sabrila Jackintell, USA AstirGS 14.2.1979
Straight Distance 949.7km Karla Karel, Gt Britan (n Australia) LS-3 20.1.1980
Goal Distance 748.37km Joann Shaw, USA Nimbus 2 17.8.1983
Goal & Return Distance 1127.68km Doris Grove, USA Ninbus 2 28.9.1981
Triangular Distance 847.27km Joann Shaw, USA Nimbus 2. 5.8.1984
l00km Triangle 139.45kmih Susan Martn, Australia L8-3 2.2.1979
300km Triangle' 138.7krnIh I. MGller, W. Germany (n SW Africa) Ventus B 8.12.1984
500km Triangle 133.14kmih Susan Martin, Australia LS-3 29.1.1979
750km Triangle 110.53kmih Pameia Hawkins, Gt Britain (n Australia) ASW-17 17.11.1964

MULTI-SEATERS (WOMEN)
Height Gan 8430m Adela Dankowska and M. Mateliska, Poland Bocian 17.tO.1967
Absolute AJt~ude 10809m Mary Nurr and H. Duncan, USA SGS 2-32 5.3.1975
Straight Distance 864.85km Tatiana Pavlova and L. Filomechkina, USSR Blanik 3.6.1967

•Goal Distance 864.86km lsabella Gorokhova and Z. Koslova, USSR Blanik 3.6,1967
Goal & Retum Distance 617.43km Pelagia Majewska and V. Malcher, Poland Halny 14.5.1980
l00km Triangle 126.28km!h Adela Dankowska and E. Grzelak, Poland Halny 1.8.1978
~km Triangle' 123,3krn1h I. MOller and K. MOller, W. Germany (n SW Africa) Janus C 7.12.1984,
500km Triangle' 93.7km!h Adela Dankowska and S. Piatek, Poland Halny 4.5.1980

BRITISH NATIONAL RECORDS (Correct as at 18.2.85)
SINGLE-SEATERS

Height Gan 10965m D. Benton Nimbus 2 18.4.1900
Absolute Altitude 11500m H. C. N. Goodhart (n USA) SGS 1-23 12.5.1955
Straight Distance 949.7km Karla Karel (in Australia) L8-3 20.1.1980
Goal Distance 579.36km H. C. N. Goodhar1 Skylark 3 10.5.1959
Goal & Retum Distance l000.88km W. E. Malpas (in USA) Min~Nimbus 28.9.1981
Triangular Distance 840.2km C. N. Varley (n Australia) Mosqu~o 23.1.1982
300km Goal and Return 153.3krn1h A, sands (in USA) Kestrel 19 10.5.1983
500km Goal and Return 152.7kmih M. R. Car~on (in South Africa) ASW-17 24.12,1900
l00km Triangle 143.3km1h E. P. Hodge (n Rhodesia) Std Cirrus ~.10.1976

300km Triangle 146.8km!h E. Pearson (n South Africa) Nimbus 2 ~.11.1976

500km Triangle 141,3kmlh B. J. G. Pearson (in South Africa) ASW-20 28.12.1982
750km Triangle 109.8kmlh M. R. Carlton (in South Africa) Keslrel 19 5.1.1975

MULnSEATERS
Height Gan 9836m T. J. W~1s and B. Iggulden (in New Zealand) Twin Astir 13.1.1982
Absolute Height 10607m T. J. Wills and B. Iggulden (n New Zealand) Twin Astir 13.1.1982
Straight Distance 472.43km M. R. Carltoo, and M. Frencl1 (n South Africa) CalilA-21 18.12.1979
Goal Distance 472.43km M. R. Carhon and M. Frendl (in South Africa) CalilA-21 18.12.1979
Goal & Retum Distance 692.02km M. R. Carlton and C. Greaves (n South Africa) CalijA-21 23.12.1978
Triangular Distance 762.72km C. M. Greaves Md C. Simpsoo (n Soulh AfJrica) Janus 28.12.1977
300km Goal and Retum 105.44krn'h M. R. Carlkln Md C. Greaves (n Sou1h Africa) Cali1A-21 19.12.1978
500km Goal and Return 113.08kmih M. R. Carltoll and C. Greaves (in 'South Africa) Ca1i1A-21 23.12.1978
l00km Triangle 137.22km1h M. R. CarltJn Md Leonie Lawson (in South Afrta) CaIiIA-21 27.12.1978
300km Triangle 112.59kmih M. R. Car4ton, and' C. Greaves (n South Africa) CalilA-21 17.12.1979
500km Triangle 108km1h M. R. Carlton and C. Greaves (in South Africa) Ca1i1A-21 21.12.1978
750km Triangle 104.01 krnIh C. M. Greaves and C. Smpson (in South Africa) Janus 28.12.1977

SINGLE-SEATERS (WOMEN)
Height Gan 9119m Anne Burns (in South Africa) Skylark 38 13.1.1961
Absolute Alt~ude 10 S5()n Anne Burns (in South Africa) Skylark 3B 13.1.1961
Straight Distance 949.7km Karla KaJel (in Australia) LS-3 20.1.1980
Goal Distance 528km Ann Welch (in Poland) Jaskolka 20.6.1961
Goal & Return Distance 545km Anne Bums (in South Africa) Std Austria 6.1.1966
Triangular Distance 814.01km Karla Karel (in Australia) L8-3 9.1.1980
300km Goal and Return 107.5krn1h Karla Karel (in South Africa) ASW-158 1.1.1975
SOOkm Goal and Retum 102.6km!h Karla Karel (n Rhodesia) ASW-158 16.10.1975
l00km Triangle 11O.8kmlh Karla Karel (n Rhodesia) ASW-158 2.11.1975
300km Triangle 125.87krn1h Karla Karel (in Australia) L8-3 12.2.1980
500km Triangle 120.69km!h Karla Karel (in Australia) L8-3 20.2.1900
750km Triangle 110.S3kmih Pamela Hawkins (n Australia) ASW-17 17.11.1984
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UNITED KINGDOM RECORDS (Correct as at 18.2.85)

SINGLE-SEATERS

Heil1ltGai1 10065m D. Benton Nimbus 2 18.4.1900
Absolute AAilude 11031m D. Benlon Nimbus 2 18.4.1980
StraiJht Dislanoe 718km T. J. Wills Std Libelle 1.8.1976
Goal Olstance 579.36km H. C. N. Goodhart Skylark 3 10.5.1959
Goal & Return

Dislance 801.3km C. Garlon Kestrel 19 22.7.1976
Triangular Distance 632.3km A. D. Purnell Nimbus 3 3.8.1983
~ Goal & Relum 114.5kmfh D. S. Watt ASW-22 18.8.1983
500km Goall & Retlrn 93kmfh M. B. Jefferyes DG-202 12.5.1984
1()(Jkm Triangle 123.2kmfh R. Jones Nimbus 3 13.8.1983
200km Triangle 108.6kmih R. Jones Nimbus 3 14.8.1983
~Triangle 112km/h D. S. Watt ASW-22 3.8.1983
400km Triangle 114.3km/h R. Jones Nimbus 3 1.8.1984
500km Triangle 106.9kmih R. Jones Nimbus 2 31.5.1975
6()()lcm Triangle aa.8km/h C. Garton Kestrel 19 10.6.1976
l00km Goal 150km/h T. J. Wills L8-4 12.5.1984
200km Goal 127.1kmih A. H. Warmnger Vega 12.5.1984
300km Goal 132.8kmih A. H. Warmnger Kestrel 19 24.4.1976
4()()km Goal 73.8kmih T. J. Wills Std Li:Jelle 7.6.1976
500km Goal 90.7kmth H. C. N. Goodhart Skylark 3 10.5.1959

SINGLE-SEATERS (WOMEN)
7833m Alison Jordan
8701 m Alison Jordan

454km Anne Bums
309km Anne Burns

Libelle 29.5.1982
Nmbus 2 25.7.1975
Cirrus 14.6.1970
Std Austria 22.8.1964
Kestrel 19 18.8.1976
SHK 5.8.1967
Nimbus 2 31.5.1975
Olympia 26 27.5.1957
Olympia 419 2.6.1963
Skylark 36 12.4.1958

10.1.1983
11.1.1983
11.5.1984
23.8.1976
19.8.1984
22.5.1900
16.7.1971

2.11.1972

1.8.1976
18.4.1981
16.8.1976
31.5.1975
12.5.1984
24.4.1976
7.6.1976

9.4.1983
14.7.1979
1.8.1984

12.5.1984

24.8.1980
17.8.1975
22.4.1974
10.8.1984
9.5.1979
1.8.1984

31.5.1975
27.5.1957
11.5.1984
7.5.1984

PIK-2OE
PIK-20E
PIK-2OE
SF-27M
PIK-2OE
PIK-2OE
SF-27M

Capstan

Capstan 2.11.1972
Bergfalke 3 14.8.1970
Bergfalke 3 14.8.1970

ASW-2O
ASW-2O
ASW-2O
vega

MULTI-SEATERS
J. R. Monteith (USA)

and M. Mahon
J. R. Monteith (USA)

and M. Mahon
J. S. Fielden and Valerie Fielden
J. S. Fielden and Valerie Fielden

J. S. Williamson and C. Buchanan Twi1 Astir
J. R. Jeffries and N. Foster Calil A-21
J. R. Jeffries and G. Love CallI A-21
R. Jones and M. Hackett Janus C
B. Fitchett and A. Miller Janus
D. S. Wall and I. Hargrove Janus C
J. R. Jeffries and Gillian Case Calif A-21
D. B. James and K. O'Riley GUll 2
R. Miller and B. Tapson Janus C
P. R. Pentecost and A. H. Pentecost Janus C

652.7km
415.1km

76.5kmih
48.2kmlh
83.1km1h
71.75km!h
85.7kmlh

79.1kmih
93.49km1h

102.2kmih
127.1km1h

407.3km
81.91kmlh
835kmih
96.5km1h
85.87kmlh
86.6km/h
aa.4km1h
96.5km/h

113.3km/h
107.4kmfh

421.5km
421.5km

RESTRICTED CLASS (+A1so 15m Class Record)

718km T. J. W~1s Std Libelle
119.7kmIh T. J. W~1s LS-4
92.2kmlh A. J. Stone Std Cirrus
91.7kmfh S. J. Redman Std Cirrus

150kmih T. J. W~1s LS-4
131.1kmih T. J. Wills Std Libelle
73.8km1h T. J. Wills Std Libelle

15mCLASS

J. D. Benoist
B. T. Spreckley
R. C. May
A. H. Warmnger

7650m

6740m

MOTOR GLIDERS (+Also British Natbnal Record; tBritish Natbnal Record only)
SINGLE-SEATERS

B. J. Willson (i1 Australia)
B. J. Wilson (n Australia)
I. W. Strachan
I. W. Strachan
I. W. Strachan
B. J. Willson (11 Fnland)
I. W. Strachan

Straight Distancet
Goal Distancet
100km Triangle+
200km Triangle
300km Triangle +
500km Trianglet
100km Goal

Height Gan

Absolute Alt~

Straight Distance
Goal Distance
Goal & Retum

Distance
300km Goal & Return
100km Triangle
200km Triangle
300km Triangle
400km Triangle
SOOkm Triangle
100km Goal
200km Goal
300km Goal

500km Goal & Retum
200km Triangle
300km Triangle
200km Goal

Straight Distance +
100km Triangle+
200km Triangle
400km Triangle+
l00km Goal+
300km Goal+
400km Goal+

8.10.1978
8.10.1978
10.5.1959
12.4.1958

Astir CS
Astir CS
Skylark 36
Skylark 3B

Ruth Housden
Anne Bums
Anne Burns
Anne Burns
Jane Randle
Anne Bums
Anoo Bums
Rika Harwood
Anne Burns
Anne Burns

334.2km
60kmih
80kmfh
69.3kmih
76.8kmfh
6O.6kmih
76.1kmih
83kmih
85.5kmih
63.9kmlh

HeiJhtGai'l
Absolute AAitude
StraiJht Distance
Goal Distanoe
Goal & Return

Distance
300km Goal & Return
100km Triangle
200km Triangle
30Qkm Triangle
400km Triangle
5OO4<m Triangle
1QOkm Goal
2OO1rn Goal
30Qkm Goal

1. Goal & Return
2. iDistance

UK 750km DIPLOMA
801.3km C. Garton
761 km D. S. Watt

Kestrel19 22.7.1976
ASW-2OL 6.5.1980

HeiJhtGant
l00km Trianglet
100km Goal
200km Goal

MULTI-SEATERS (tAlso BRITISH NATIONAL RECORD)
4355m R. I. L10yd and J. Fox SF-28A

35.6km1h P. T. Ross and H. Daniels SF-28A
76.2km/h P. T. Ross and K. Wi1fll9ld SF-28A
66.3kmlh P. T. Ross and P. Fletcher SF-28A

22.10.1982
27.6.1976
22.8.1976
18.7.1976

8923m
10408m

1040km
1040km
1008.89km
1013.21km
152.16km1h
145kmih
148.2kmfh
142km/h
109.94kmih

HeiJllt Gan
Absolute A11~ude

StraiJht Distance'
Goal Distance'
Goal and Return Distance
Triangular Distance
l00km Triangle
300km Triangle'
500km Triangle'
750krn Triangle'
1OOOkrn Triangle

INTERNATIONAL MOTOR GLIDERS (Correct as at 18.2.85)

SINGLE-SEATERS
G. Cichon, W. Germany
G. Cichon, W. Germany
W. Bnder, W. Germany
W. Bnder, W. Germany
F. Rueb, W. Germany (n South Africa)
F. Rueb, W. Germany (n South Africa)
F. Rueb, W. Germany (n South Africa)
K. Abhau. W. Germany (n SW Africa)
B. Bunzle, Switzerland (n SW Africa)
F. Rueb, W. Germany (n South Africa)
F. Rueb, W. Germany (n South Africa)

Nimbus 2M
Nrnbus 2M
ASW-22M
ASW-22M
Nimbus 2M
Nrnbus 2M
Nimbus 2M
Nimbus M
?
Nimbus 3M
Nimbus 2M

27.5.1979
27.5.1979
9.5.1984
9.5.1984
7.1.1981

31.12.1979
29.12.1977
8.12.1984
8.12.1984

21.12.1984
31.12.1979

HeiJhl Gairt
Absolute AAilude'
StraiJht Distance
Goal Dislance
G0al & Relurn Distance
Triangular Distance
100km Triangle
300km Triangle
500km Triangle
75Qkm Triangle

5044m
6650m

952.53km
646.42km
617.95km
756km
128km/h
129.72km1h
109.96km/h
98.97km/h

MULTI-SEATERS
M. Niebler and G. Kraus, W. Germany
K. Doser and J. Prasser, W. Germany
W. Binder and K. Heimann, W. Germany
G. Jacobs and G. Huttel, W. Germany
L. de Preler (Belgium) and D. Sohn (W. Germany) (n South Africa)
W. Collee and K. Pummer, W. Germany (n South Africa)
W. Collee and E. Doerr, W. Germany (n South Africa)
O. Wegscheider and A. Ascher, W. Germany (n South Africa)
O. Wegscheider and K. Zoulek. W. Germany (n South Africa)
W. Collee and K. Pummer, W. Germany (n South Africa)

G-l09
Dimona
Janus M
SF-25E
Janus CM
Janus M
Janus M
Janus CM
Janus CM
Janus M

26.9.1982
8.11.1982
16.5.1980
28.4.1Il76

29.12.1981
31.12.1979

15.1.1980
12.12.1980
5.12.1980

31.12.1979

, = Subject kJ homologatbn

New feCOrds have 10 exceed the old ones by: Distance 10km. Heghts 3%. Closed circu~ speeds 2kmlh. Goal speeds 5kmlh.
For records, 11() side of a trangle may have a length less than 28"10 of the total distance of the course, except that for triangles 01 750km or more lor Intematbnal
and Br~ish Natbnal Reoords,ot 01 5001<m or more lor UK Local Records, no side may have a length less than 25% or greater than 45"10 of the lotal distance.
Conversbn Faet>rs: MU~iply km or km!h by 0.621 10 get statu\9 miles or rJl)h. Multiply km by 0.54 la get nautical miles or kts. Multply metres by 3.28 to get leet.
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Harald took this photograph of a Mucha Standard above the Vistas valley in the eastern part of
Kebnekaise.

TRAVELLERS' TA
Pilots recount their experiences
the USA with advice from the SS

f

THE $10 STICK . .. !

FRANCIS HUMBLEr has been sampl
Ing the joys of gliding in Hawaii.

Early last year I heard the story of this Bel·
gian pilot who, three times, went all the way
to Hawaii to eventually get his five hours on
their local ridge. Last April one issue of Avia
tion News was dedicated to the aviation
scene in Hawaii and their intrepid reporter
described his epic flight in a Schweizer 2-32
in such a way that it was obvious that 'he was
no glider pilot himself! These events were, for
me, tne catalysts reqUired to ensure a
stopover in Hawaii en route for Australia.

Dllllngham airfield is In the north-west
corner of Ocihu, the main islaJ\ld of the
archipelago, with Honolulu and PearllHarbour
to the south. Following the Hertz map It
proved easy to find, in fact there is only one
highway (more of a B road really) heading in
the direction of the field. One couldn't miss
the entrance either, with Its sign stating:
"Glider rides - no waiting." Dillingham used
to be a US Navy station during the war and it
retains a 9000ft runway, just right for early
solo, and is divided I.erngthwise into four 
gliding, power, parachutist DZ and beyond a
disused area. The open fronted glider hangar
houses about a dozen machines side by side.

It was just 9am and the only person around
was polishing a Blanik canopy. This pilot has
always lived on the island and, alter 5000hrs
with the US Navy, went on to become an air·
line captain and now In retirement flies gliders
and tugs six days a week. He also owns an
immaculate Schwelzer 2,33, al1d 'being a
"type-collector" I could not resist a ride.

The tug, an eJ( 'US Army Cessna Bird·Oog,
took us along the 800ft ridge, just south of the
airfield. It was still early for ridge lift and
thermals but the view was magnificent. From

.the air the, airfield can be seen as occupying
the only strip of land available between the
mountain and the beautiful sandy beach bor
dering the Pacific. A near perfect location for
keeping the crew happy!

An offer to fly solo was politely declined in
order to use those extremely expensive dol
lars to have a go at yet another type, the
Schweizer 2-32, now a 20 year-old metal
sailplane with the unique characteristic of a
rear seat wide enough, for two people.

In the pUblic car·park, things must have
changed a b~ since the Aviation News man
came. Instead of just the original compal'ly
advertising "Glider rides", a second outfit was
also displaying a sign that said "Glider rides
too." This is just to show that in a free world,
when you are on to a good thing, there will
always be someone around to get in OAthe
act.

This new venture belongs to a female
commercial pilot who operates a Blanlk and

the high mountains of Kebnekaise, 35-40
miles west of Kiruna, for two weeks every
winter from lake Paiflasjarvi (1400tt asl). The
Kebnekaise mountains have several tops of
6300tt and more.

This magnificent mountain range seemed at
first to be' hidden from the Kiruna soaring
pilots, :but a group from Finland, longing for
high mountains lacking In their country,
brooded over a road map of northem Sweden.
They saw the Kebnekaise range and drove as
far as the road went - to the Palttasjarvi lake
near the little village Pirttlvuoplo some 15
miles from the Norwegian border. The road
was important for bringing in supplies as there
were no shops in the village.

The Finnish pioneers contacted the flying
club In Kiruna and as a result of joint work a
wave-camp was started at Pirttivuopio in April
1962. The camp grew and by 1975 there were
55 gliders and some tugs. About 70% of the
pilots come from Finland. During the 22 years
they have claimed more than 400 Diamonds
- Golds aren't counted. All the winds from
north-north-west over west to south-east give
good waves. Thank you, Biegga-olbmai!

The best wave-hunter is Ake Svensson
from Boden, who has flown nearly 40
Diamond heights, several to more than
30 OOOfl. He is a vegetarian and obviously a
favourite with the wind god ...

Biegga-olbmai is - or was - the Lapplsh
wind god in northern Sweden. He is strong
and hard, keen and piercing when he rushes
over the mountains. He can blow gently and
gracefully, give coolness when the sun is shin
ing too hot, and bring scents and sounds from
reindeer and other animals. Blegga-olbmal
was supposed to live in a cave, where he
scooped in and out the wind as he pleased
with his big shovel.

Yes, he was supposed to live ... Nowadays
the Laps are as modern and rational as the
rest of the Swedes, the Norwegians and the
Finns. But deep inside the rational soul there
is, perhaps, a feeling that Biegga-olbmal may
use his shovel now and then.

Inger Westerlund, a young soaring pilot
from the mining-town Kiruna, is very
interested in the Lapplsh way of life and think
ing. There are no bOOks about the gods but
Inger found details of them on wail-hangings
In Kiruna. She made sketches of the signs
and adopted Biegga-olbmai as a god for soar·
ing pilots who during the last 20 years flyover

WHERE GOLD ISN'T COUNTED

Soaring with Blegga-olbmal, the
Lappish wind god by HARALD MILL
G.AR.
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01 Nimbus 3s and ASW-22s for the US Open
Class Championships at Minden during our
third we.ek. Some had towed a trailer from the
east coast, a round trip of 6000 miles.

(Len's only longish flight, a 300km triangle
into the tall timber country via the Hardy Sta
tion Marine CorpS camp and Stead Airport
north of Reno, was memorable. On the return
journey h~ writes. that he begins to enjoy the
fUght and the fabulous scene1'¥ with snow
capped mountains up to 12000ft and deep,
glacial valleys clad with Douglas fir and
PonderQsa pine.) .

For sheer rugged beauty this kind of soar
ing is probably unsurpassed anywhere in the
world. I took some slides of the spectacular
scenery which, in places was higher than
me.

Having logged close on ninety hours soar
ing in this area, I view the whole dimension
of mountain and high desert soaring with
mixed feelings. III one goes out just to claim
absurd badges, then it will almost certainly
prove disappointing. If, however, one enjoys
spectacular scenery and pushing one's ability
to the limit, then it's an experience of a
lifetime. My only regret is that I can't per
suade more UK pilots to try it.
This account first appeared in the StaffordShire GC
newsletter.

The conditions proved to be the most difficult
and the roughest I had experienced with rotor
thermal, ridge lift (at 12000ft) and wave all
mixed up in the same climb. However, I log
ged thirty odd hours of soaring and learned a
lot about what can be achieved with patience
and sheer physical endurance. The terrain is
to all intents and purposes totally unlandable
and has best been summed up by George
Moffatt who wrote: "The Sierra Nevada has
the saving grace that both the brave and the
foolhardy tend to be cautious." Actually there
are places to land if you can find them, if they
are wide enough to take a glider and not
overgrown with sage- brush and mesquite.

Anyone who has made the transition from
thermal to really good wave knows how dif
ficutt that can be. The trans~ion from a low
tow 'up thwugh thermals. into the upgoing side
of a big rotor and then into wave (if there is
any) is about as patience trying as it can get.
This nighlights the problem of trying to ther-
mal one's way olJt of a wave site like Minden AEROBATICS IN ARIZONA
when the wave isn't working.

A friend of ours, flying a Nimbus 3T in the SIMON MACKINTOSH, who used to
US Nationals, compares soaring rotOr ther- fly at Portmoak before going to
mals to b\.lll riding: it comes down to how Canada where he Is a member of
"much ass-bustin" punishment a guy's pre- Edmonton 50'aring Club, went with
pared to take. All this banging about com- three friends to Estrella, Arlzon.a In
pounded by the heat (100°F plUS), alt~ude fate October fo join one ot les Hor.
fatigue and the anxiety of the out-landing vath's aerobatic courses.
problem puts a visitor a\ a considerable dis-
advantage until acclimatised and experi- The field has three parallel runways, one
enced in the ways of' the high country. paved and two open deser!. The 250hp Paw-

We hired an LS-3 but I was fortunate to be nee tugs give 5000ft launches in less than
offered flights in several different gliders. My five minutes. It is soarable most days of the
first llight proved to be a b~ of a challenge as year (and every day we were tf:lere) with hill
all the instruments in the LS-3 quit On plug- lift, wave and thermal conditions.
ging in the oxygen mask mike lead, the main Les told us that on the first day he opened
fuse blew followed by icing' of the static vents a pilot arrived w~h his glider on tow and when
(the pneumatic sYstem. had water in it) at asked how 'he found the field, said he knew it
18oo0ft. Surprisingly, this didn't prove as was somewhere south of Phoenix so looked
marrow curdling as I had expected as a flight at the map and asked himself where he
of over live hours was salvaged. This gained would put a gliding site.
me the reputation with the locals of having a The aerobatics course is in two Grob 103
very sensitive ass. Twin Acres. These differ from the conven-

The second week was marked by an influx tional 103 in having. steel, instead of
High Sierra Nevada country photographed by Len from an LS-3. (Continued on p78.)----

LEN KIRKHAM made his annual pl,·
grimage with John Jefferson to Min·
den in the Sierra Nevada last June
for three and half weeks of mountain
and high desert soaring.

HIGH COUNTRY SOARING

admits it is more profitable than flying from
the right hand seat of a Twin Otter.

On the other side of the car-park, another
woman was collecting the fares for the Hono
lulu Soaring Club Inc, which has operated
successfully for the past 15 years, seven
days a week from 1000 to 1730hrs. I was told
a tlight cost $29 for one or $39 for two.

"Could I please have a stick fitted at the
back?" ,I pleaded, and was told this would be
$39.

'What!? $10 more for a slick? Why's that?"
was my exasperated retort.

"Well, because some people get hold of it
and give the pilot a pretty rough ride" she
answered.

"I've flown gliders before" I assured her.
"Have a word w~h the boss" was her final

word.
The "boss" settled for $29 with a stick,

mainly I think because the daily queue hadn't
yet formed and I was next.

The 2-32 came to a halt exactly at the
boarding point. An old couple, still smiling
lrom the experience, was extracted Irom the
rear seat and gave the pilot a $2 tip. I was
strapped in, the stick appeared from nowhere
and the pilot said that I could have a go from
3000ft down to 1000lt.

The launch point and the runway axis were
offset by about 30 yards. Wingtip wheels
were fitted so that the pilot could steer the
gNder behind the tug until the runway was
reached.

Pineapple or sugar cane fields.
The pilot pointed out the high mountain

where wave is common but he never went
above 10000ft. He owned a Duster and
hoped to fly a real glass-fibre glider one day,
the best one on the island having been an old
Phoebus. :He had flown a 50km O/R which
look him to the zone around Honolulu. Field
landing choice consists of rocks, pineapple
fields or sugar cane fields. (Ra/ph's dream
land~?)

Not much lift about, I was enjoying flying
this glkfer when I noticed a printed sign on
the instrument panel to the effect: - as the
owner does not pay the pilot, contributions
Irom the Jpassenger will be gratefully
received. (I hQpe to recover the money over
the next season-and I have already made out
a similar sign to' put in the two-seater; the
trouble i.s Brian Spreckley will probably want
his, beer money as well out of the large tips
anticipated.)

From l000ft over the ocean, the pilot set
the airspeed at 95kl all lhe way to final, 90
over the fence, touch down at 70 and then
used the hydraulic brake to stop right in I'ront
of the next customers.

For those specialising in local soaring, this
place must 'be paradise and maybe that Bel
gian pilot mentioned earlier knew what he
was doing when he kept going backl
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THE RISK OF COLLISION
BILL WAUGH, Professor of Statistics at Toronto University,

analyses the risk of collision between gliders and other aircraft

Methods used in evaluating the probability of a collision between a glider and other aircraft are described. The chief pur
pose is to explain how the risk is evaluated and to state some results without giving any of the mathematical analysis, which is
available elsewhere. The limitations of such an approach to an essentially mathematical analysis are acknowledged. It is
hoped the convenience of a readable, purely verbal, outline will make this acceptable. For any critical evaluation of the analysis,
reference to the technical material is the only possible approach.

Recent work on the problem of gliders crossing airways
shows a collision probability as one in 1250 years

In 1963, Admiral H. C. N. Goodhart calculated
the probability of a collision between a glider
and a commercial aircraft flying in uncontrol
led airspace over the south of England (see
S&G, February 1963, p4). One of the
achievements of the relationship between the
BGA and the UK Air Traffic Control authorities
was the acceptance of his results in discus
sions of any possible hazard. Goodhart was
able to express his results in a striking way.
This was that if the, practice of gliding and fly
ing Gommercial aircraft continued (as to traffic
etc) just as it was in 1963, there could be
expected to, be one collision in 370 years_

It ,is worth looking back at Goodhart's work
because it is. clearly understandable without
going into technical details, and because it
contains almost all the elements needed for a
study of collision probabilities in more com
plex s~uations. Furtl;)er, it pre-dates ,the
emergence of "Risk Analysis" as a new dis
cipline by nearly 20 years. Today t,here is an
international Society for Risk Analysis. It pUb
lishes a ,journa'" in which the risks in such
activities as operatin@ nuclear ;plants, using
carcinogenic materials, and transporting
inflammable liquids are studied extensively
and in depth.

As stated in the introductory paragraph, I
omit all formulae and calculations. Without
them, it is still possible to give an outline of
Goodhart's method, although analysis of it
requires them.

In outline, what Goodhart did was rather
simple. He was concerned with gliders in
uncontrolled airspace over part of southern
England, and he identified this as a "oox" of
area 25000 square miles and height
12000ft. He started by considering just one
glider and one commercial aircrall, each of
which he assumed to be equally likely to be
anywhere in the "box". During one second of
flight t'he commercial airoaft would "sweep
out." a certain volume, and if pan 01 the glider
was in that volume there would be a collision
in the one-second interval, otherwise not.

Goodhart assumed that the commercial
aircraft was in transit and could be regarded
as flying straight and level. In such cases the
glider would present a larger "target" if it was
crossing in front and banked as in a turn, He
assumed that this was so. Quite simple
algebra and trigonometry then gave the criti
cal volume in such a "bad" case. Since the
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Bill was one of the youngest trans
atlantic captains in 1944 and subse
quently flew as a jet fighter pilot until
1950. Since then he has continued to
fly as a private pilot in gliders and
aeroplanes both in Canada and in
the UK at the Yorkshire GC. Bill
came to the Airspace Committee via
an instructors' course at Lasham
some years ago. Since then he has
done a considerable amount of work
towards quantifying the risk in air
traffic systems.

glider might be anywhere in the airspace
"box" during the second in question, the
chance of collision in the one-second period
was the Quotient of this critical volume
divided by the volume of the whole box, and
this was approximately 0.000 000 000 3.

ihis very small probability is of course just
for one glider and one commercial aircraft,
anywhere irl the airspace "box", in one sec
ond. Standard methods allow such a probabil
ity to be used to calculate the probability of a
collision when an arbitrary number of gliders

and commercial aircraft are involved. Also it
is necessary to consider a longer time and
Goodhart introduced a year as his unit.

Goodhart took what he described as a
"pessimistic view", that is he took estimates
of the numbers of commercial aircraft and
gliders that might be involved on the "high
side" 'so that his estimate o. the collision
probability would be correSpOndingly high
(hence "pessimistic") and unlikely to be an
underestimate. He also supposed that both
pilots would be keeping a lookout, and that
the chance was nine out :of ten that one of
them at least would see an impending colli
sion and avert it by avoldingaction. This
again can be conSidered "l'l6ssimistic" and
the consequence of his estimates and the
standard calculations mentioned was a prob
ability of 0,10027 approximately for a collision
ina year, and this is equivalent to the intui
tively striking statement mentioned, of
approximately one such collision in 370
years.

We can note several elements that make
up Goodbart's analysis, forms 01 which apply
to the problem of collisiol'l in other s~uations:

(1) The shape, size and altitude of the air
craft at risk may affect the collision prob
ability (note Goodhart's assumption that
the glider is banked). This can be called
the problem of "collision geometry".

(2) Goodhart assumed that both glider and
commercial aircraft might be anywhere in
the airspace (technically, their positions
are uniformly and independently ran
domly distributed). In a different problem
there may be a different situation. For
example ih that of an airway crossing, the
aircraft on the airway may be expected to
be on a given track and at a given flight
level, or near to these, with an allowance
for errors of autopilot or navigational
equipment.

(3) Goodhart included a factor to allow for
incipient collisions which are averted by
"see and avoid".

(4) The number of gliders and commercial
aircraft in the airspace in question
entered into the probability of collision.
This is the problem of "traffic density"
and we note that Goodhart made some
assumptions which would make his esti
mates be in error rather on the "high
side" than otherwise, where he had to
deal with incomplete information.

All these elements can be observed in risk
analyses such as appear in the journal Risk
Analysis. The aim is usually some sort of
statement of the level of risk, and the state
ment in terms 01 a number of years is an
intuitive one. Assumptiorns which tend to
increase the estimated risk, such as that 01
the glider being banked, are referred to as
"conservative" and also are commonly
adopted. The mathematical analysis of colli
sion geometry, and of the distribution in posi
tion of the aircraft at risk, has its counterpart
in almost every risk analysis.

Recent work by myself and others has
been directed to the problem of gliders cros
sing airways. Several models have been
considered. A simple one I used, of a glider
crossing a single-track airway at 90" led, with
conservative assumptions, to a collision
probability expressible as one in 1250 years.
Other models have introduced such compli
cations as the glider not flying straight.

It is notable that the conclusions while
naturally different are of the same order of
magnitUde, that is, one in several centuries.
In statistical terms it seems that there is a
sort of insensitivity or "robustness" 01 the
results. That is to say the detailed assump
tions defining the collision geometry and the
precise location of flight paths within the air
way have a IIm~ed effect on these results.
Thus the small order of magnitude of the
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probabilities is characteristic of the problem.
In these analyses the traffic density plays

an important role. It needs no statistical
analysis to see that crossing the approach
path to London Airport in a glider would
involve a high collision risk. What a statistical
analysis does show is that such high-density,
high-risk locations are surprisingly limited in
size and number over the country.

Recently I attempted to assess the traffic
density on some airway sectors in the UK.
The difficulty of this, due to wide daily and
seasonar fluctuations and limited data, is
clear. However, it is probably no worse than
that which faces the risk analyst confronted
with the problems of radiation hazards or
those of the side effects of drugs. Something
can be done, and indeed the attempt must be
made.

Using the CAA 1980 Air Traffic Census,
and making conservative assumptions where
necessary, surprisingly low traffic densities
were found in two cases stUdied in detail
(A25, and the complex A1 - A2 - R3, both
in the height band 3000lt to FL80). Together
with the collision geometry studies, this
strongly suggests that crossing of these air
ways by gliders involves much less risk than
many other routine air traffic .activities.

As stated at the outset, fuller consideration
of these results reqUires some stUdy of the
underlying probability calculations, and these
are not discussed here. However, an intuitive
argument may lessen the surprise which

some may feel on comparing the low
densities, even on a busy airway sector, with
the obviously intense traffic on the approach
path to London Airport. Imagine standing
near the threshold of the runway at London
Airport and observing the stream of aircraft
landing. Twenty or thirty minutes ago they
were distributed among ten airways that con
verge on the London TCA. We must allow for
some of them to have begun descending
from (eg) transatlantic cruising levels, but
even between the base at 3000tt and FL245
there are 19 available flight levels (between
FL55 to FL245). Clearly the number travelling
a particular track and flight level need not be
particularly large for the effect of their con
vergence upon a single final approach path to
produce a high density.

"Perceived risk"
I conclude with some remarks on the "per

ceived risk" - a term which is also current
among the practitioners of risk analysis. It is
known that most people who are concerned
with a situation involving risk, have a per
sonal perception of the level of it which may
not be numerically evaluated but upon which
they will act. For example, some people will
volunteer for special teams that enter nuclear
reactors, wearing p~otective clothing, to do
overhauls. Others will.refuse to consider such
employment. It seems that a person's
assessment of the risk comes from a ,com·
plex of factors, among which the objectionable-

ness of the hazard faced, and an impression
of the likelihood of suffering it are particularly
important. The latter comes from the special
sample of the operation of the process in
question that the individual observes.

Most dwellers in large urban areas can see
and hear the traffic on the approach lanes to
their neighbouring airport. This is their special
sample, and it is understandable if they infer
from it a perception of high traffic densities on
the airways. This has a connection with the
occasional outbreaks of public disquiet about
air traffic, including some that have referred
to gliders.

Professionals in various fields of aviation
will have a perceived risk level, just as much
as members of the general public. A com
mercial pilot is most aware of traffic when he
is at one of the concentration points, and a
controller observing an airway sector is
aware of the aircraft at all flight levels simul
taneously. It would be understandable if their
perceived traffic level was elevated by these
impressions, and a comparison with what can
be inferred from available data is called for.
The analyses referred to above make this
possible. However,the notes accompanying
the 1980 Air Traffic Census tables· make it
clear thal the original data, ,jj still available,
would make possible more direct and hence
",tighter" estimates of'traffic dens~ies. These
should definitely be developed, using also
any additional data that may be available, as
soon as possible. a

MID-AIR COLLISION -between Rockwell Commander and Std Cirrus

The BGA Safety Panel objected to the way the accident had been reported in the AIS
bulletin and now put the record straight

The AIS bulletin on this accident on May 12,
1'984 tilas been queried by the BGA Safety
Panel. In particular, our interpretation of the
two paragraphs below was that they did not
present the circumstances of the accident in
a balanced way:
"Subsequent examination of the wreckage
showed that, as the Rockwel/ was. flying
straight and level, the Cirrus had descended
on top of it from the right-hand side. Propel·
ler cuts in the wing and fuselage of the Cir
rus indicated that the -two aircraft had con
verged at an angle of 29° with the' Rockwel/
overtaking the Cirrus with a relative velocity
of 65kr. Blind areas caused by cockpit struc
ture and the fact that, according to one wit
ness, the Cirrus had just completed a turn,
make it difficult to assess the visibility of one
aircraft from the other. Also the Cirrus which
was coloured white would have been
camouflaged against the white/grey cloud
base. Both aircraft however were clear of
cloud and in uncontrolled airspace where
the Visual Flight Rules applied,"

The Safety Panel's response was to write
to the chief inspector, Gaoff Wilkinson, who
replied as follows:

"The bulletin, as you know, is intended to
record the facts established by the branch
and is solely a flight safety tool. It is not
meant to provide a vehicle for litigation.

"The penultimate paragraph of the bulletin
which appears to have upset your Safety
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Panel simply states the impact parameters.
The evidence is clear that on impact the Cir
rus was above the Rockwel/ in a shallow
descent. It should not be taken as implying
any particular flight path for the glider prior to
impact as there is inadequate evidence as to
the glider's flight path immediatelY prior to
the collisiOn. It certainly does not Imply that
the Cirrus was anything other than the ai,
craft with the right of way, which it was.

'The Rockwell was clearly the give. way
aircraft With the responsibility of keeping
clear of' the Cirrus. As the pilot of the Rock
well did not deliberately set out to have a col
lision it must be assumed that the accident
resulted from the failure of the see and be
seen philosophy to provide adequate sep
aration between the two aircraft involved.

"After review of the evidence I do not con
sider that any useful purpose would be
served by re-opening the investigation into
this accident."

Subsequently, at the Executive Commit
tee's direction, we met with AIB and the out
come was that we could publish our own
comments on the accident but they (AIS) still
did not think the bulletin warranted alteration.
This being so we have the following com
ments:

The first of the (bUlletin) paragraphs
caused considerable concern because of the
emphasis given by the o~er and choice of
words - "... the Cirrus had descended on

top of it (Rockwell) ...". In our view the verti
cal component of relative motion was likely to
be very small especially when compared with
the relative horizontal velocity of 65kt and
that the latter was much more relevant in the
context of the collisio,n.

The further implication of "descending on
top of it" was that the accident had occurred
because t!'le glider was descending and
since no mention was made of "rights 01
way" this limplied, In our view, that the acci
dent was the glider pilofsfaull. Obviously the
accident has to be viewed in the light of the
rules on three counts:

• Aeroplanes give way to gliders
• An Dvertaking aircraft shall keep out of

the way of 1he aircraft being overtaken
• Converging; the aircraft which has the

other on its right shall give way.
For the cest the aeroplane pilot should

have been able to see the ·glider. Cloudbase
was al 6000lt (approx) and the collision at
30000. There was some 418· cumulus with
good visibility. The bUlletin quotes a witness
as saying Ihat the glider had just' completed a
turn, but it is flat clear whether this witness
saw the collision and, if not, what was the
time interval between the witness observing
the glider turning and the collision? Whatever
the answer here, the evidence indicates that
in the moments before the COllision there was
little possibility of the glider pilot seeing the
Rockwell which was approaching him from
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behind and below. On theot,her hand lhe
Rockwell pilot, because he was flying straight
and level, would have the glider in front of
him - well in his field of vision - at least for
the minute or so before the collision. The
relative closing speed of 65kt and the maxi
mum likely vertical descent speed of the
glider of 5kt means that the glider would have
been at an angle of no more than 1 in 13
above the horizontal - well inside the field of
vision from the Rockwell cockpit. As such it
can only be presumed that for some time
immediately prior to the collision the Rockwell
pilot was not looking out.

In the final analysis the accident only
serves to reinforce the importance of keeping
a good lookout.
Bill Scull, BGA director of operations £I

(Continued from p75.)

aluminium, control pushrods, a five-point har
ness and a slightly beefed-up mainspar. Red
line on the ASI is at 135kt and at +6g and
-4g on the accelerometer. It is as luxuriously
laid out as its predecessor, the Twin Astir, b'ut
is much pleasanter to handle.

Each day started with a briefing when
manoeuvres were explained, questions ans
wered and misconceptions shattered. On the
first day there was discussion on the physiol
ogy of aerobatics, especially negative 9, and
of desert flying, after which we had one flight
and did a loop, a half loop to inverted,
inverted flight and a half roll out of inverted
flight.

On subsequent days we had two or more
flights and continued to practise these man
oeuvres while introducing a half roll to
inverted, ,full roll, split-S and half Cuban 8. By
Thursday we were ready to go solo. As one
of our party put it after landing, "That's the
second bravest thing I ever did after getting
married."

For the rest of the week we continued to
practise, both dual and solo, and started put
ting together consecutive manoeuvres. Most
started with a 45° dive, the speed and the 9
force to pull out of the dive varying according
to the manoeuvre. The loop was entered at
100k,t and 4g pulled until near the top where
the stick. was eased forward to round off the
top, then pulled back to regain 4g in the pull
out. From half loop to inverted flight, we main
tained the dive until 110kt then pulled back
holdiRg 4g. The entry to the roll was from
95kt with a pull back at 29. As a competition
aewbatic pilot Les puts a lot of emphasis on
how the manoeuvre looks from the ground
and an integral part of the course was judging
from the ground what went wrong in the air.

The emphasis on the course was not only
on doing the manoeuvres well, which takes a
lot more practice than we had time for, but

on doing them safely. When flying at 80kt
inverted an aircraft like the Grob reaches VNE
very quickly and you can't just haul back on
the stick and half loop out when things start
to go wrong.

We all enjoyed ourselves immensely and
when we have sufficiently practised intend to
return to tackle more advanced manoeuvres.
One of us has even started dieting to be
light enough to fly one of the Saltos Les has
on order.

So You Want Glide in the USA
Advice from JESSIE SCHILLING,
SSA's administrative assistant
On your next trip to the United States, why
not sample some American gliding. Perhaps
the following information from the Soaring
Society of America, Inc (the US equivalent of
your BGA) will help you to plan your next trip
to include some gliding.

The BGA now has copies of the latest
Directory of Sites produced by the SSA.
This booklet lists clubs, chapters, and com
mercial operators and gives useful informa
tion such as addresses, telephone numbers,
gliders available for hire, tugs used, rides,
instruction, etc, all arranged alphabetically by
state and interspersed with advertisements
by the various commercial operators.

One difference between the US and the UK
is that while there are many active clubs and
chapters in the US, there are also commer
cial operators whose business it is to rent
gliders, tow, and instruct. They are located in
many parts of the country, and unless you
are going to be here for some time, you may
find it more convenient to fly w~h one of
them. It is often easier to hire gliders and get
check-outs and instruction there than at a
club which operates on a volunteer basis and
often only on weekends.

US conditions include wave, ridge, and
thermal. The wave season is usually from
January through March with the highest
altitudes being achieved in the Reno,
Nevada, California City, California and Denver,
Colorado, areas. On the east coast, wave is
also found in West Virginia and in New
Hampshire (Mount Washington) during those
months.

Some operators and/or clubs sponsor
"wave camps" or temporary operations at a
site which has a dependable wave phenome
non. Ridge Soaring (Pennsylvania) and Bay
Soaring (Maryland) operate camps in West
Virginia, and RESCO and PASCO operate
camps in California City and Minden,
Nevada, respectively.

The best known ridge lift is on the east
coast. Many of you are familiar with the Bald
Eagle Ridge made famous by Karl Striedieck,
Tom Knauff, and Doris Grove. The ridge

works best during the eariy spring alld late
autumn but a check with operators in the
area (such as Ridge Soaring) will give you
the current conditions. This is especially
important if you're after a ridge Diamond dis
tance.

Thermal soaring is generally best between
April and September across tile US. Some
areas are more like the UK (ie the .east coast
and midwest) whilst western conditions and
land-out alternatives tend to be more chal
lenging. If you come during the summer
months, though, you can count on some
good gliding anywhere in the country.

Licensing requirements are straightforward.
Bring your UK certificate, your logbooks, and
your medical cert~icate (~ you have one) and
present them at the nearest Federal Aviation
Administration (FAA) office ,before you head
for your gliding field. (There is usually one ¥1
every major cit.y in the 'US, and the telephone
number is often listed in 1he local telephone
directory under the \,lS Government, lOepart
ment 01 Transportation, FAA, and e~her

Flight Standards District Office (FSDO) or
General Aviation District Office (GADO). If
you cannot find one, call the SSA office in
Los Angeles and they will be happy to help
you locate the nearest facility.) The FAA
office will issue you a US certificate based on
your UK one according to the ICAO agree
ment.

When you know the dates of your trip and
the area you will be vis~ing, the SSA recom
mends that you contact the operators (and
clubs if you like) directly. They are usually
happy to give you information on accommo
dations, transportation, meals, etc, as well as
their current rates and scheduling require
ments. If you are visiting during the gliding
season, they may suggest that you schedule
early in order to be able to fly the glider of
your choice.

Field operations are similar to yours. When
you first arrive at the field you will probably
have a "field check" or "familiarisation ride"
with an instructor. This may consist simply of
a single tow in which the instructor points out
field rules, valuable landmarks, and local
idiosyncrasies, or may be a full-blown check
ride including airwork and landings. In any
case, the instructor wants to ensure your own
safety and, let's be honest, that of his gliders.
He will make the check as thorough as he
feels necessary, and after that will turn you
loose to fly on your own.

The SSA looks forward to having you visit
and wishes you a wonderful gliding holiday in
the United States. If you need further assis
tance or have additional questions, do not
hesitate to contact them directly. Their
address is PO Box 66071, Los Angeles,
California, 90066-0071, tel (213) 390-4447.11
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THROW AWAY THE TASK BOARD

Or, says CHARLES ELlIS, let's do our own thing and run Nationals to suit national needs.

Since writing "Throwaway the Task Setter"
(see S&G, April 1966, p122) I have seenl
numerous views expressed in S&G critical of
the existing form of competition fly'ng, the
latest being Ihal Of John Jeffries in the
December Issue, p252. 'It was the latter that
has inspired this article since the time
appears ripe for a reversal of the present
BGA policy that has ossified competition
rules in the interest of international confor
mity.

It may not be generally appreciated that
until the BGA Flying Commillee went Parkin
sonian, British competition flying was permit
ted to develop in response to changing needs
normally instigated by the organising club.
There is, of course, nQ reason why we should
not have competitions conforming to FAI
rules and such a system is obviously essen
tial ~ we wish to compete in FAI contests with
any hope of winning. But why should we not
run National competitions to suit national
needs? In which case the competitions we
rr:m call "Nationals" would become "Interna
tional Trials", and would be restricted to
those with World Championships aspirations.

Improve situation by
eliminating officials

As I pointed out in "Throwaway the Task
Seller", the main reason for unsatisfactory
tasks lies in errors made by Met and the task
seller, so that the elimination of these officials
should be a first step towards improving the
situation. A second step would be to accept
the other suggestion I made then and make
distance the sole criterion of performance.
This would eliminate the cry so frequently
made under the present rules, that the task
was either "over set" or "under set", and I
can see little prospect of this criticism dimin
ishing as long as we expect the task setter to
spec~ .a course length that will satisfy all
oompetitors. In my experience the most
annoying example of tasks that go wrong are
those where the entire field finds itself battling
wrth unforecast weather at some stage of the
course, when it becomes quite clear that
nobody is going to finish and fifty or so field
landings are about to take place over a small
area of countryside.

When TP photography was initiated a gen
eration ago I was amongst the objectors for I
dkf not believe thal the simple system chosen
was capable of producing satisfactory results.
I was wrong. The results achieved with this
equipment proved a revelation. Today the
chief problem lies in persuading pilots to point
their cameras in the right direction! However,
the main advantage claimed for TP photo
graphy is that it gives great flexibility in task
selling; but why confine such flexibility to the
task selter? Should it not be used to give flexi
bility to the pilot trying to perform an impos-
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sible task, ie let the pilot choose his TPs?
Of course, the objection to this proposal is

that it is 110t possible to evaluate relative pilol
skill under the same conditions, which is the
main reason for the present FAI rules. This
criticism is valid only it we maintain thal there
is no merit in good route selection or weather
assessment, a point ot view which I think can
be held only by those already "hooked" upon
FAI style competitions.

What qualities do we expect to find in a
gliding champion? If I bend an unbiased ear
to club chatter I find that the pilot most
admired has .twoenvled qualities:

1) He always (well, nearly always) gets
back.

21 Whilst getting back tele has ventured
farther from base than any other,
th.ereby getting more lIying and more
fun for his money.

The existing FAI system does not reward
this type of expertise and moreover encour
ages pilots to spend the minimum amount of
time iA the air and thereby raise the "costl
hour" rate. For sportsmen who daim to be
individualists it encourages some remarkably
gregarious tactics. Why not, then, experiment
with a distinctly new form of contest aimed at
overcoming the objections currently being
aired about the FAI system and· ,at the same.
time eliminate man.y unpopular duties that at
present "ground" a large nurnber of keen
pilots required to man Met, task settin9, start
and finish lines, height ,frame, time keepers
etc?

Some penalty depending
on magnitude of failure

The simplest form of task that we can
devise using "flexible TPs" is to tell the pilot
to fly to the furthest point from which he
thinks he can return w~h confidence. Evi
dence would be a photo of his chosen TP,
similar to those presently used. He would be
marked for the full distance if he returned to
base, or otherwise receive some penalty
depending upon the magn~ude of his failure.
Strangely, I cannot recall from thirty-seven
years of contest flying, Ihat we have ever had
a ",pilot selected goal and return" task in
Nationals, although we have had "pilot
selected goal" and "designated goal and
,return races".

A "p.ilot selected goal and return", whilst
silencing the "under/over set" grouchers,
and avoiding all the hassle of start and'finish
lines, does not reward the weather-wise who
cen detect a changing situa'tion and wishes to
modify his flight plan. en route, Let lJS imagine
such a pilot who has assessed the weather
before take-off and decided he can fly to
point "A" and return witl;) some confidence.
Progressing along track to "A" he detects an

unforecast change in conditions which, if
exploited, would enable him to go much
further than "A" if he diverts say 45° from his
present track. If he were not in a competition
this is what he would do to extract the maxi
mum enjoyment from the day, and after mak
ing one or more additional changes in track,
say to TPs "B" and "C", return to base. What
do we need to do in order 10 evaluate this
pilot's performance against others so that it
may be made competitive? I suggest that all
that is required is the identification of TPsthat
will enable us to measure, in the time avail
able for verification, the total distance from
lake-off to landing, and agree a system of
penalties ,for those who tail to get name.

Restriction on the times
the same TP is used

Since landing out could entail disastrous
penalties there wilt be an undesirable but
understandable tendency to stay close to
base and use only the nearest TPs. This can
be discouraged by the organisers specifying
TPs beyond a certain radius from base and
by restricting the number of times the same
TP may be used. As evaluation of perfor
mance depends upon only distance flown,
the sole problem that I can see is how to
compare the pilot who flies a relatively short
distance and gets home, with another who
flies a much greater distance and just fails to
get back.

To argue a solution to this problem I consi
dered four pilots flying under the above rules
and achieving the following performances:

Pilot A flies 300km and gets back.
Pilot B flies 400km and fails to get back by
50km.
Pilot C flies 200km but fails to get back by
10km.
Pilot 0 flies 185km and gets back.
In considering pilots A and B we have to

ask "How meritorious is the extra distance
flown by B having regard to his failure to gel
back?" If for example we decided that for
scoring purposes we reduce his 400km by
the distance he failed to make back, the
resulting 350km is a substantial lead over A
and cannot be justified by the commotion
incited amongst his partners, the farming
commun~y and possibly (horrid thought!) his
underwriters. If we double this penalty we get
results as follows:

A 300 marks
B 400-(50 :x. 2) = 300 marks
C 200-(10 x 2) = 180 marks
o 185 marks.

A and B tie and 0 beats C to third place by a
small margin.

This may be an acceptable order of merit
but has one fatal (I) flaw. The pilots are under
pressure to (a) keep going as long as pos

(Continued on p94.)
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COMPS COMMITTEE JOTTINGS
Lack of space permits only some telegraphic
style notes:

The 350 or so pilots who flew in five Reg
ionals and three Nationals in 1984 fared well:
each Comp had at least six contest days,
some as many as eight. Competition Enter
prise had eight days. Let us trust that this
season is at least as good. The plan is to
have six Regionals, so it should not be too
difficult to secure a plaoe if you want to have
a go.

The Nationals are well subscribed; there
are 57 applications for Open, 70 for 15 Metre
and 64 for Standard. Each Class shall have
40 entries.

Comp organisers will have an option to
use pilot operated starts as an alternative to
the conventional startline. These can be
achieved with the aid of lime recording
cameras or a ground clock. With either
method the pilot must photograph - at the
time of starting - a ground target w~h a fixed
camera mounted ori the designated side of
the cockpit. The TP photo interpreter has
more work to do but there is no longer a need
for the numerous skilled start line observers.

Booker plans to use TR cameras for the
15M Nationals, Lasham will retain the con
ventional start line for the Open and the Hus
Bos arrangements lor the Standard Class are
not yet finalised.

As an experiment, we have accepted that
John Jeffries' "Alternative Competition" put
forward in the December issue, p252 would
be OK as a qualifying Comp for the '86
Nationals. If Ounstable chOoses to run ~s '85
Regionals in that way - watcR that spacel

The priority list for ~he '00 European
Championships will be evolved in late Sep
tember on the basis of the '85 Nationals (and
Worlds!) tesu~s. This will be done either
through a mechanistic system based entirely
on competition placings or through a conven
tional vote; to be finalised belore publication
of lhis issue.

The '86 team squad for the '87 World
Championships at Benalla will likewise be
evolved in september by the same method
as in recent years, namely the '85 Champ
ions and the runners up in each Class qualify
automatically and the remaining places, up to
a total of 16, are decided by a voting panel of
40 pilots comprising the top 12 in each Class
and the '85 World team.

The CIVV has introduced some amend
ments to the current FAI Sporting Code;
their effect is to open up the options for dis
tance badge requirements. Gardon Camp will
write on this topic in the nexf issue of S&G: in
the meantime please consult the BGA News
leller through your club for details.

Finally. please remember the BGA trophies
and awards for 1985. The distance and
speed awards are based on handicapped
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results, so anyone can have a go. 11 you do a
flight which might qualify, please drop us a
line.
Happy soaring!
Ted Lysakowski, Chairman, BGA Comps &
Badges Committee

INSTRUCTORS' INSURANCE

I The insurance policy taken out last year by
the BGA to give liability cover to all currently
rated gliding instructors came up for renewal
recently. Underwriters decided to double the
annual premium from £2000 to £4000 follow
ing a reassessment of the risk involved and a
general hatdening of all aviation market rates
- this despite our claim-free first year!

The Executive Committee felt that the
cover must remain and we have reluctantly
settled the increased premium, which has
made an unexpected denl in the 1985
budget. 11 this policy is to be continued in
future years and Ihe premium continues 10
rise above inflationary rates then we musl
consider making a pro-rala charge to clubs in
respect of their number of rated instructors.
At present levels this would be aboul £2.501
head which still seems to be good value for
cover of £250 000.

However, we would like to hear from
member clubs this year with their reaction to
this proposal. The policy has to be for block
coverage of all instruclors and cannot be an
individual option at these rates. Incidentally,
we would take Ihis opportun~y to remind you
Ihat if your rating has not been renewed for
any reason Ihen your cover is nol valid.
Barry Rolfe, BGA administrator

FEMALE POWER AT COTSWOLD

Ruth with Tony and Simon. Photo: The Press
Association.

Ruth Housden is Ihe new CFI of the Cotswold
GC and, a'part from Barbara Fairclough's
brief spell in charge of Dunkeswell before ~s

demise last year, Ihis is new feminine ler
ritory.

Her husband Tony, also an instructor,
proudly commented: "She is good at gliding
and instructing and we are very proud of
her," also speaking for their son Simon who
recently went solo on his 16th birthday.

This has been quile a phase for Ruth,an
auditor who lives at Nailsworth, Stroud. She
was recenlly awarded the British Women
Pilots Association cup for services to "9fiding.

She started out as the typiCal, dutiful glid
ing wife - inlerested enough in Ihe flying 10
go to Ihe airfield and content wilh the occa·
sional passenger Irip. When Simon was old
enough 10 leave on the ground Ruth decided
to learn and began flying ten years ago,
becoming an instructor after five years. She
has a Diamond and is chasing Gold height.

But Ruth deserts the gliding field on winter
Saturday afternoons fot her other love - she
is a keen hockey player.

PUT GLIDING ON TliE MAP IN 1985

Now is the lime for laking action in publicity
and public relations for the 1985 season 
it's only just round the corner! Are you ready
fot it? Have you got all your publicity material
lined up? Adverts booked? Press day organ
ised?

It's not too late. If you need advice or my
informatiol1l pack on PR and publicity, then
ring me or write to me NOW, And don't forget
the Introduc'ing Gliding brochures and Go
Gliding posters available from Barry Rolle at
the BGA leicester. It is worth investing in a
few 01 each 01 these.

Lasl season many clubs made a real public
relations and, publicity drive. They have all
reaped the rewards. So why not join in this
year and put gliding on the map in your area?
Ideas which worked well for other clubs last
year were:
• Distribution of leaflets in newspapers by
local newsagents at nominal cost.
• Letters 10 newspaper editors pointing ou't
errors or omissions in reports on gliding.
They were often published, especially if not
carping but informative and humorous. CILb
members keep an eye open and pass on to
club PRO.
• Simple single page handout given 10 spec
tators and visitors at gliding clubs to lure
them further in and assure them of a wel
come. Proved very effective by Wolds GC. (If
you'd like more details ring me.)
• Cheap advertising on local commercial
tadio at odd times - worth investigating eg
Hereward Radio offer 40 secol'id adverts at
only £3 between 7pm and 1am.
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IQUDING CERTIFICATES

The most recent Silver Badge (No. 6889) has
been awarded to Robert Gibson of the Ulster
GC. Having gained his duration and height
legs in 1952, Robert completed the third leg
32 years later with a distance flight of 92km
from Gowran Grange, Eire during last year's
John Williamson soaring course.

The year ended happily for two members of
the Connel GC in Scotland; on New Year's
Eve Alex Fleming and John MacGilvray
gained respectively Silver and Gold heights
from an autotow. Whilst they were no doubt
still celebrating the next day in trwe SCottish
spir~, lvor Cai'ley gained his duration on
January 1 with a five,·hour hill soaring flight
lrom the Mendip GC's siteel Weston·Super
Mare.

It is most encouraging to see such adven
ture .on the part' 01 two 01 our smaller clubs,
proving that you can be soaring in the depths
01 winter Irom a wire launch!
Gordon Camp, FAI certificates' officer

• Silly season of press mid-July to Sep
tember - often desperate for material.
• Well-organised flying evenings ie good
helpers, members ready to fly with visitors,
lellers to organisations who have previously
come on an air experience evening to
encourage them to have another one and let
ters to those who haven't!
• Press coverage of vis~s by disabled, WI,
schools ete improves image as part of com
munity especially for clubs seeking loans and
grants from local authorities etc.
• Positilte and helpful attitude of existing
members to visiting and new members
backed perhaps by an introductory member
ship scheme, new members' pack (logbook,
laws and rules, club handbook etc).
• Good response repor:ted from advertising
courses in Pilot magazine.
• Press days very rewarding.

Latest news on the national front is a
monthly gliding column in Aviation News wr~

ten by me and starting in April in Pilot
magazine, w~h an introductory article by me,
will be a monthly gliding column written by
Derek Piggotl. Building on the increased
eoverage on competitions last year, I hope to
capitalise on the World Gliding Champion
ships and get as much publicity out of them
as possible.

Some clubs are taking part in the Sports
Council's "Ever Thought of Sport Campaign"
and are thus gaining free publicity and some
funds for youth projects. This is a national
campaign and should attract plenty of atten
tion.

But back to the grass roots, because this is
where all the important work is done, by you
in your area. Like stones thrown in a pond,
the ripples spread out and eventually join up.
Il's the best way of increasing support for our
sport whether with a supply of new members,
sympathetic officials or understanding far
mers.

So go to it and I'll help all I can.
Nlkkl Campbell, BGA publicity officer

MEDAL WINNERS

John Brownlow (right) is photographed receiving his Royal Aero Club Silver Medal from Or
Geoffrey Pardoe, president of the Roya! Aeronautical Society, at a reception in December in
the Science Museum's Aeronautical Gallery. John has spent 37 years in the RAF from cadet to
AVM, initially as a navigator and then a pilot. He has bfien a CFI at two clubs and served as
the mainspring Qf original thought and action. on the RAFGSA Executive Council for more than
15 years, the last three as chairman. He also brought his clear brain and diplomatic skills to
the BGA Executive. He is a lenacious, soaring pilot, a thorough gliding instructor Md held the
UK multi-seater 200km triangle record.

Tom Bradbury, who has been prOViding Met forecasts for Nationals and Regionals for about
20 years, was awarded the Tissandier Diploma. Since the early 1970s he has been the Met
consultant for the British team in World Championships, has presented Met papers to OST/V,
published numerous works on gliding and Met 'and has contributed significantly to our beller
understanding of the subject. Tom has been gliding for nearly 30 years.

..
ReI. Glider BGA ~ Date PiIoVCrew

No. Type No. Time Place

" Age Injury P/Hrs0
135 T-21 1215 WIO 12.8.84 Edgehill 24 N 4min After a normal initial stage 01 a winch launch

\8.55 the glider was about to increase fhe climb
when speed was ~st due 10 the shutting down
of power at the winch. Cable was released. but
lhe pilot failed 10 react In Hme 10 prevent the
stall. After striking the runwa.y the glider
bounced, turned and crossed a fence into an
adjacent field.

136 PIK 20. ",-POPE M 13.8.84 Te/g.rth 54 N 590 After a well controlled circuit a grassy hump in
17.35 the touchdown area resulted in a heavy landing

and consequenl Undercarriage collapse.

137 Vego 2728 M 6.8.84 Camphitl 31 M 150 Airspeed after finallum was insuffident to cope
13.45 with wind gradient and glider stalled near the

ground with insutlicient helghl 10 recover.

138 K-7 2489 M 11.8.84 C.mp!1ilf 39 N 7 Approach speed allowed 10 build up exoes-
19.49 sively with very little air15rake. Over controlling

after >foundout resulted In thrH or lour land-
ings, lhe last one causing damage.

139 Pitat 1932 S 18.8.84 Barford 17 N 15 While on a cfoss-country a field was selected
14.45 ala-bout t 800ft. and alter fUr1her search for lih

~t was, 'decided to land. Downslope was spotted
on latter half of field. Side-srlp a,pproach was
used to land in near pan,al field. but on straigh-
tening up speed was ,loW and the aireratt stal-
led inla the ·araund.

140 Bocian lE '884 M 19.8.84 Pen-y~Parc 48 N 405 Shortly after lift·ott on winch Ilaunch the glider
'8.15 P2 ? N 3 veered to the, 'ftgnt. Before the instructor took

over the S!arboard wing struck and snapped
the pole of the windSOCN in the bOundary fence.
Instructor released cable and landed ahead.

141 Sport Veg. 2616 M 8.8.84 Lasham 33 N 37 At the start of the car launch glider veered to
12.30 the left and released the. (lable. Pilol tailed 10

steer the glider straight on the ground run, also
!he wheel !brake was nol working. Sport Vaga
col~ded with two par1ced:g"liders.

BG CCI S
Compiled by KEITH MITCHELL,

A A DENT UMMARY - Chairman, BGA Safety Panel

Club 1984

Phoenix (in Australia) 1,6

All THREE DIAMONDS
No. Name

175 R. J'. S, Knight
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1984

9.10
23.10
23.10

;lO.8
31.8

DIAMOND DISTANCE

No. Name

1/257 A. J. S. Knight

DIAMOND GOAL

No. Name

211369 ·W. N. Gibson
211370 S. D. Minson
2/1371 A. G. Evans
2/1372 E. Rigby
2/1373 D. J. Ellls

DIAMOND HEIGHT

No. Name

31688 R. C. Bromwich
31689 C. J. Shawdon
31690 A. D. Matyear
31691 J. L. Houghton
31692 J. T. Morgan

GOLD C COMPLETE

No. Name

1065 E. Rigby
1066 S. J. Pep/er

GOLD C DISTANCE

Name

W. N. Gibson
S. D. Minson
A. G. Evans
E. Rlgby
D. J. Elfis

GOLD C HEIGHT

Name

R. W.Coon
R. C. Bromwich
G. J. Ph~lips

P. C. Broome
G. J. Lyons
C. J. Shawdon
A. D. Matyear
B. Cross
H. F. LampIYey
S. J. Pep/er
A. C. Willis-Fleming
N. I. Claughlon
C. D. Sword
K. Fairness
A. Johnson·Laird
N. S. C. Robefls

Club

Phoen Ix (in Aus~alia)

Club

Booker
Devon & Somerset
Eagle
Booker
Surrey & Han18 (in USA)

Club

Bath & Wilts
Booker
Wyvern
Cleveland
Coventry

Club

Booker
Swindon

Club

Booker
Devon & Somerset
Eagle
Booker
Surrey & Hanls (in USA)

Club

Fenland
Balh & W~ls

Four Counties
Booker
Booker
Booker
Wyvern
Yorkshi'e
Kenya
Swindon
Fulmar
Clevelands
Borders
Borders
Surrey & Hanls
Bristol & Glos

1984

1.6

1984

1.8
3.7

11.6
12.8
14·6

1984'

12.8
26..6

1984

1.8
3.7

11.6
12.8
14.6

1984

7.10
9.10

11.10
23.10
30.10
23.10
23.10
23.10

8.4
266
9.10

14.10
29.11
30.11

7.10
8.10

142 K·7 2139 M 7.8.84 Nympsfield 36 N 392 Pupi\ was making lhe apPfoach in a strong
19.10 P2 25 N 27 crosswind, a»OWing tor drjt and using tun air-

brake. Instructor rentinded pupil to ",kk:k 011 drift
correction" 'but before action was taken a
heavy landing had resulted.

143 Kestrel 19 1945 M? 17.8.84 CifEmcester 61 M 1740 Whilst making a held landing inlo sun in poor
18.00 visibility glider fan into a wire lence which could

not be seen on the approach.

144 K·6cA 659 N 31.7.84 Lasham 57 N 80 G\;der is only ,fitted with a belly hook. Pilollhad
14.00 difficulty maintaining posilion during Ihe

aefolow. Glider p~ched nose, up lifting the tail
01 the tug. Tug pilot :released the glider. Both
ale landed safely.

145 Bocian 1E 2034 S 23.8.84 Keevll 57 N 1800 On the ground run aller a simulated cable
16.30 P2 32 N - break glider hit a wooden peSI hidden by lall

thistles.

146 Olympia 2D 603 WIO 19.8.84 Canal Head. 34 M 14 Alrbrakes came open eany on IOw. Tug pilot
12.09 Pocklingfon conlinued tow hoping 10 get glider to landable

situation. but encountered sink and had 10
release. Only enough heighl for glider 10 land
straight ahead.

147 Olymoia 26 505 S '11.8.84 Fulbourn, 30 N 100 Pilot on cross-country flighl left weak lift aiming
17.00 Cambs la reach developing cu, experienced st/ong

sink and was laced with ,landing into sfanding
crop. EXlensive damage 'to lailplane andl rear
fuselage.

148 . Skylark 3e 870 N 13.4.84 Parham 57 N 83 At about 100h on aerotow IPilol discovered he
'2.00 had no aileron contrdl. Released at 200ft and

landed back at the airfield where he discovered
the ailerons were not connecled.

149 ASW·2QF 2461 M 9.8.84 Booker 30 N 216 Returning Irom a local soaring flight pilol
selected half landing flap and 50kt approach
speed. When star1ing 10 lIare g~der suddenly
dropped causing damage 10 ~Jc 1ori<. Part of
Ihe llap linkage had become loose allm'ling the
flaps la relracl sUddenly.

150 Piral I 1931 SI 1.8.84 North Weald 57 S 230 .During what the pilot describes as a normal
WO 13.00 reverSe pulley launch the nose pitched up. The

cable was released and the nose lowered. Port
wing went· under cable and parachule. Pilot
attempled la land ahead. A very heavy landing
r8sulled.

'51 K·2 2587 WIO 26.884 Strathaven P1 47 M 141 36<Y' rurn attempted al1er cable break al 200U.
1605 P2 31 S Tum was over·ruddered and incipienl spin

ensued. Port wing touched and glider car1·
wheeled into the ground.

'52 ASW-20 2424 WIG 17.8.84 Lasham 33 M 666 Involved in mid·air collision wilh another glider
A 15.39 at the start at a task during the Nationals. Very

poor visibility at the time. Pilot bailed oul and
landed by parachute in trees.

152 ASW-20L 28'8 S 17.8.84 Lasham 34 M 400 Involved in a mid·air collision with another
B glider at the slar1 01 the Open Class Nalionals.

Pilot had difficulty bailing out but landed safely
by parachU1e with minor injuries.

'53 K·21 M 5.8.84 Lasham PI 55 N 720 Rear canopy opened and .he perspex
17.00 P2 17 N - smashed as the glider lifted olf dudng aerotow

launch, glider landed ahead safely.

WHICH WAY ROUND?

"Who in their right mind would fly in UK
airspace without the latest charts fully
amended to show all the relevant restric
tions?" asked the CAA.

"Not glider pilots" said we "especially since
the BGA shop now stocks all the up-to-date
air maps."

Topographical air charts of the United
Kingdom available in quarter or half million
scale by mail order at only £5.50 each.

SILVER BADGE

No. Name

6877 P. J. Jones
6878 E. H. Bleasdale
6879 K. G. Grumbley

BGA

Club

Mendip
Surrey & Hants
Pegasus

MAIL ORDER

F = latal; S = serIOus; w/o ~ wflte·otf: M = minor: N "" nil.

6880 R. J. Peck Derby & Lanes 21.10 6885 N. H. Wall Bristol & Glos 23.5
1984

6881 T. A. R. Hanney Lasham 26.10 6886 C. L. Jones Coventry 30.6
16.9 6882 D. M. Smith Booker 16.10 6887 B. Cross Yorkshi'e 6.5.81
23.8 6883 M. G. Bolton London 4.11 6888 J. Forrester Essex 27.9

19.10 6884 J. F. Gao Hambleton·s 12.5 6889 R. C. Gibson Ulster 28.6

Order these items from

or ask us to send you our complete sales list
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BE A BETTER BADGE HUNTER - Part 1
GORDON CAMP, the BGA FAI certificates officer, reminds pilots and official observers of the various
requirements for the Silver, Gold and Diamond badges - explains the current rules in simple terms
- and draws attention to some of the pitfalls.

1% of the distance; see Table A for a sum
mary of these distance penalties, which inci
dentally apply equally to closed-circuit flights.
Turning Points. Nowadays most attempts at
Gold and Diamond distance, and as an
option tor Silver too, involve TPs, and this
immediately introduces Ihe complication of a
declarallon and arranging visual observation
or taking photographs at each TP, as
described below. TPs must be pre-declared in
writing and signed by the pilot and an official
observer. Only one declaration (the latest) is
valid for one flight, and when using photo
graphic evidence the declaration must be
photographed legibly before take-off; the best
way is to chalk the details on a blackboard
and photograph the board - pieces of paper
are rarely legible on film.

TPs may be rounded
in any sequence but not
the same one twice

From January 1, 1985 up to three'1'Ps may
be declared (ihcluding any remote departure
or finish, points), and these may me rounded
in any sequence decided in flight, but not the
same 0ne twice. For Diamond goal, though,
you must keep to the designated sequence.
lhis latest amendmenl to the Sporting Code
gives considerable freedom, and the various
permutations will be discussed In detail in
Part 2 of this article in the next issue.

To have rounded aTP you must either be
seen by an official observer on the ground to
be within the visual observation zone, or you
must present a satisfactory photograph of the
TP taken from within, the photographic zone.
The zones are 90° quadrants on the outside
0f the tum and symmetrical wnh the Inbound
and outbound tracks. For visual observation
you must be within 2km and: below 1000m
a91, bul for photograpns, there. are no height
or range limits. Evidence from other airborne
pilots, even if official observers, is never
acceptable.

If you do not round a TP correctly, the
badge attempt is immediately invalidated and
there is no point in continuing the flight
excepl for the fun of it. It was with much
regret thal a 500km triangle had to be
rejected last year because the pilot's photo of
his first lP was taken no more than 0.5km
0utside the· zone.

In Part 2 I will deal with photographic evi
dence, barograph traces and the different
options for attempting distance legs. In the
meantime may I remind you that a new green
form has been inlroduced for submitting your
badge claims. The fee payable to the BGA is
£3 per leg (a simultaneous Gold distance and
Diamond goal counts as two legs, but Gold
duration is awarded gratis automatically with
the 5hr Silver duration). a525520515510505500

this is the point of release Itself, and if pos
sible the pilot should register a clearly defined
"notch" in the barograph trace, by diving the
glider momentarily after release. You can
legitimately "gain" 100ft or so in this way; I'm
sure many pilots otherwise miss a height I'eg
by just this amount.

To sebstanliate a height claim, the baro
graph trace is compared with an approved
calibration chart produced within 12 months
before the flight or one month afterwards.
Remember that a height gain is calculated as
a theoretical figure in comparison with the
pressure curve of the International Standard
Atmosphere; no one will ever know exactly
what altitude you reached, although if your
altimeter is a good one its readings will not
differ much from that deduced from the baro
graph.
Distance. By far the greatest complexity in
badge rules relates to distance flights, and it
is this aspect which has seen a number of
changes in the Sporting Code in recent
years, including a significant change effective
Irom January 1, 1985.

The requirements tor Silver, Gold and
Diamondl distance are respectively 50, 300
and 500~m, which can be achieved by flights
of various shapes as discussed later. In addi
tion there is the separate qualification of
Diamond goal whose particular requirement
is a completed 300km closed-circuit over a
pre-declared O/R' course or a triangular
course flown in a designated sequence.

Although distance flights may be attempted
in different ways, the basic principle is that
t!:le distance achieved is the cumulative great
circle distance from a departure point to a
finish ~pol'nt via up to tthree pre-declared TPs.

The departure poin't can be the place of
Considering how many pilots are sunk after release, 0r a start line, or some defined point

4¥chrs, you are perteclly entitled to give your- deClared before take-off as a remote depar-
self a head start by taking a launch to 1000m ture point. T'he finish point 'can, be the place of
(328111) and, provided you have a Bronze lalilcting, or a finish line, or somewhere
badge and your eFl's permission, you can declared before take-off as a remote finish
aJso leave tne home site in search of the lift if point.
conditions fade towards the end, although a In the simplest case of a straight flight,
field landing shoLild not be contemplated which, is permissible for Silver, Gold and
lightly at the end of a long flight. Diamond distances, you are measured Irorm

Although somewhat anomalous that the the point of release to wherever you land; no
Gold duration is also 5hr5 ('shOUld the Silver declarations are needed and all you need on
be reduced to 3hrs?), gaining the Silver board are a barograph and a map, but don't
automatically gives you the Gold duration leg. forget to, get a landing certificate signed.
Gain of Height The .requirements for Silver, Remember- also, though, that the distance will
Gold and Diamond heights are respectively be proportionately reduced if the difference inl
1000, 3000 and 500Om, being the gain of altitude between release and landing
height from the previous "Iow point". Often exoeeds ~.OOOm or (when less than 100km)

TABLE A Distal'lce penalties relevant to Silver, Gold and Diamond distances

Height Loss (fll) 1640 1706 1771 1837 1902 1968 2296 2624 2952 3281
Dist required for Silver (km) 50 52 54 56 58 60 70 80 90 100

Height loss (ft) 3281 3609 3937 4265 4593 4921
Dist required for Gold (km) 300 305 310 315 320 325
Dist required for

Diamond (km)

The Sporting Code. The master document
which tells Y0I,J all the requirements for the
Silver, Gold and Diamol'ld badges is Section
3 (Gliders) of the FAIl Sporting] Code. To
maintain the FA'! badges as respected
awards, the rules have 'to be rigidlyapj:>lied,
and although the BGA can influence r\ille
changes througn its representative on CIVV
(the FAI sub-committee responsible for
Sporting Code Section 3). IheBGAhas no
authority to exercise any discretion in inter
preting or a'pplyingthe rules currently in
force. The current edition of the Sporting
Code is dated 1981, as. amended by change
No. t (effective on January 1, 84) and No. 2
(effective on January 1, 85).

The three basic types of qualifying flights
are duration, gain of height, and distance; in
the following discussions of each type, many
of the points apply equally to records, but be
warned that competition regulations often
vary from badge rules.
Duration. The qualification for the Silver
duration teg is quite simply 5hrs of free flight;
note that you are timed from the moment of
release, and particularly in the case of an
aerotow make due allowance for the non
effective lime on launch. A barograph trace is
necessary to substantiate the length of flight,
but when; exceptionally, the glider is in visual
range of an official observer throughout (such
as localised hill soaring), a certificate of con
tinuous observation will suffice.

"... give yourself a head
start by taking
I launch to 1OOOm .•• "
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HIGH TOW

Dear Editor,
I1 noted with interest Bill Scull's illustrated

article on the "Right position on tow" in the
Decermber issue, p259, and heartily agree
with the BGA directive,

A "bonus" not mentioned was effectively
demonstrated to me during a check flight at
the Johannesburg Club about two years ago
in very turbulent conditions. It ,is much
smoother in the "Iow tow", especially below'
the slipstream. The locals, like the Australians
Bill quoted, go into the low position from
take-off and change to the level or high for
the release.
VINCENT GR.IFFITH, Burnham-on-Sea,
Somerset.

AEROTOW UPSETS

Dear Editor,
I was particularly interested to read Bill

Scull's article on Aerotow Accidents in the
lasl issue, P10, because in both recent
fatalities the glider was a K-18; for the last

I, three years I nave owned a K-18 which is
used extensively for club flying by early pilots
and does not have a nose hook.

I' feel that there is a critical factor which is
" not mentioned in the article, and that is pilot

weighl and aircraft C of G position.
It is vital that inexperienced pilots do not fly

anywhere neat the aft limit for the C of G (Min
cockpit load). With the C of G further forward

I, the glider will be much more stable making
the stick forces higher, and the nose heavi
ness will provide additional elevator range to
'CQfcltrol any nosing up tendency.

When we heard of the recent accidents,
Derek Piggott (With my complete agreement)
put an arbitrary Min cockpit load for aerotow
ing on my K-1~of 155100, compared with the
placard minimum of 90lbs which we still use
for wire launching.

When wire launched with the C of G near
the aft Iimil, the K-18 in common with many
gliders will hold the full climb attitude with the
stick on the forward stop; in other words you
cannot gel the nose down with the stick
alone, you have to release.

We have a club owned K-6cR on site which
has had several incidents with light pilots,
including one classic upset which the tug pilot
survived because it happened just high
enough. The machine is now being fitted with
a nose hook.
BILL DEAN, Lasllam.

Bill Scull comments: Recommended Prac
tice (RP) 12 (Laws and Rules for Glider
Rilots) reminds pilots and instructors that
"gliders C Of G towards aft limit" is one of the
factors "w'hich may cumulatively contribute to
a hazardous situation".
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TIGHTEN UP FLYING STANDARDS

Dear Editor,
The proposal to mount nose hooks in all

sailplanes new or old has not hit the nail on
the head, The problem is one of lack of train
ing, briefing and supervision, No amount of
technical alterations in sailplane design can
make up for poor flying practices.

Has the BGA considered the cost and
inconvenience of the 99% of people who find
aerotows no problem at all? Also what has
happened to the development of new tug
hooks? Please don't penalise the majority
for not identifying the root cause.

To take the BGA's argument one step
further; why don't we move the belly hook
further forward at the same time? This is
bound to make winch launching much safer
as it will prevent those dangerous rocket
launches Which we all know cause many
accidents. While we're ,there let's ban the all
flying tailplane, Some people could get into a
nasty PlO situation,

Seriously, leave the glider hooks alone and
let's get into the business of tightening up on
our flying standards.
CHRIS MARREN, Aboyne.

Bill Sc!;llll comments,: Chris is right that the
main problem lis "lack Of training, briefing and
supervision," The trouble is getting the mes
sage to the ranK-and-file instructor. How
many Crls have standardised their instruc
tors on the recommendations made in the
last S&G? How closely are logbooks being
scrutinised for aerotowing experience and
recency?

So far as the new tug hooks are concerned
development work continues, The designs
tested so far do not afford the desired protec
tion. Meanwhile tow on nose hooks whenever
possible and, if in doubt about the pilot's
experience or recency to cope, dual check
him or her using the C of G hook on a two
seater.

WHAT AN IMAGE!

Dear Editor,
I recently came across the following line in

a book by Michael Packe entitled First Air·
borne (Seeker & Warburg Lld):

"Most glider pilots tend to be handsome
because of bursting vigour and faultless
nerves."

Where did I go wrong?
PAUL LAYZELL, Tring, Herts.

GLIDERS AND MATZ

Dear Editor,
I read the article by Chris Terry in the last

issue, p2l, with a mixture of incredulity and
horror. Here is an RAF officer saying that
RAF pilots fly around on good gliding days
without looking out, in the direction they are
travelling, for distances of up to 10 miles! He
admits that gliders do not always show up on
radar. This is surely irresponsible flying on
the part of those pilots who appear to believe
that they have the sole rights to weekday air
space.

Chris Terry should wake up to the fact that

on gliding days there are likely to be more
gliders flying than military aircraft, Indeed
from the examples quoted the gliders out
numbered the Tornados by 3:2. He suggests
that glider pilots should plan their routes to
avoid service airfields, Has he any sugges
tions for the gliding people at Bardney, Lincs?

The military have enough airspace already
and use other people's without warning. He
should come to Aboyne and count the military
aircraft that infringe our patch.

My message to Chris Terry and his jet
jockeys is the same as that presented at
all of their flying briefings. "LOOK OUT!"
L. E. N. TANNER, Aboyne.

THE DROP-oUT FACTOR

Dear Editor,
The drop-out rate in my own club is of the

order of 15% pa. There are no doubt various
reasons for that, but I feel the main one is
The Price (with apologies to John Alway in
the October issue, p214), coupled with too
few opportunities to fly.

When Bronze C stage is reached it is
almost obligatory for a pilot to join a syndicate
to ,get the sort of flying he needs at the rig,ht
time of the day. In these financially restric
tive times, however, his disposable income
may be just sufficient to cover his gliding
expenses (travel, subscription, launch fees
and soaring charges), leaving nothing for buy
inginto a syndicate and paying for Cs of A
and insurance, a move which will only save
soaring charges.

It seems a typically British concept that we
share club facilities (field, clubhouse, launch
ing, training, early solo machines) but when
we become established pilots we are
expected to "go private" and own an aircraft.
Scanning through the annual statistics in the
last February issue, p22, the dearth of club
single-seaters in this country as compared
with Germany (see Rachel Duncan's letter in
the December issue, p281) has meant very
cheap flying for the Germans and much more
expensive flying for ourselves.

, often think of those promising, invariably
young, pilots who have given up and I think I
know the reason why. Perhaps a greater
emphasis on club aircraft might have kept
them flying.
DAVID ROBERTS, Taunton, Somerset.

ADVICE TO NEWCOMERS

Dear Editor,
Perhaps Mr George (see the letter in the

December Issue, p281) should take up a
sport that doesn't require him to help anyone
else in its pursuit, eg golf, Ludo etc,

I too have a passion for flying and have
recently started gliding with the Wolds GC.
Perhaps some clubs may be difficult to
become "part of" but isn't this the fault of the
newcomer? I soon realised that to be
accepted I had to get involved in all aspects
of running the club.
'Mr George may now realise that being a

member of any gliding club entails more than
arriving at lOam, getting three flights by

, 11,30 and leaving at midday, Out of the first
six ftill days I spent at wolds only three were
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good enough for flying. The rest were spent
digging holes, repairing fences, clearing rub
bish, even mixing concrete while others were
busy doing a thousand and one other jobs
necessary to maintain the very fabric of the
club to keep it running safely, smoothly and
efficiently.

There is perhaps only one thing to say to
newcomers - get involved and you'll enjoy it.
SIMON PARKER, York.

APAT ON THE BACK

Dear Editor,
There has been a great deal of debate in

your columns recently concerning the public
relations aspect of the British gliding move
ment. As, a non-pilot and therefore as an out
sider, may I1 place on record my admiration
for the marvellous PR job done by the many
members of gliding clubs that I have chanced
to meet in pursuance of my hobby.

I am one of those strange people to be
seen wandering around gliding snes taking
photographs, peering into cockpits, noting
down registrations, competition Nos, etc.
Wtthout exception, all members of the gliding
movement I have spoken to, from the humb
lest ab-initio to some of the top competnion
pilots, have been both friendly and helpful.
Thank you all very mUCh.
SIMON PAlMER, Calcot, Reading.

USE AND CARE OF PARACHUTES

Dear Editor,
Since living in Scotland I've become

closely Involved with a parachuting centre
and recently sold a "jump pilot's" parachute
to a glider pilot. His wife, who is learning to
glde, said that when she asked her instructor
how to use her parachute, she was told
"Don't touch it, you don't need to know!"

Unfortunately this didn't surprise me having
been brought up in gliders (Devon & Somer
set GC). 1I find this attnude all too common.
BIA please, instructors, tell people how to use
and look after their parachutes. If you don't
know, then find out because that lump of
fabric is designed to save your lif~.

You must ireat it wnh respect. Don't leave
parachutes out on the grass or wings, or
anywhere they will get damp or cold for if
(God forbid) you have to bale out the canopy
won't open if it is damp.

Always, DI your panchute as well as your
glider and if it isn't in a satisfactory condition,
then get another one. Get your rigs opened
and packed at least every six months. This is
essential because if packed for too long the
"kicker springs" get tired and it will not open.

If you have to use your parachute in an
emergency, roll out of your glider and open
your canopy as: soon as possible. Don't do
any counting ete, grab the rip cord with both
hands and pull forwards sharply. Check your
canopy and look where you are going. When
you land, keep, your feet together and bend
your knees. Remember, don't delay in open
ing. That ground is very hard!

Here is a little horror story. One of our
experienced skydivers visned an established
gliding club wtth the intention of trying gliding.
On seeing a pile of parachutes he asked
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about them and was told: "They've never
been looked at, we don't bother."

He was horrified and offered to open and
repack them. On pulling the ripcords, nothing
happened. The canopies were damp and
mouldy and the springs were worn out. Each
of those rigs, which were sent away and
needed a lot of attention, would have been a
fatality if used.

Information on how to care for and use
your parachute can be supplied.
KAREN FITZGERAlD, Grampian Skydiving
Centre, Fordoun Aerodrome,
Kmcardineshffe, Scoffand.

A LETTER TO PLATYPUS

Dear Platypus,
It always astonishes me that there are

some women who actually complain that their
menfolk spend all their waking hours gliding!
The benefits are so enormous that I am sur
prised S&G isn't innundated wtth letters of
tearful gratitude. I thought you might like
these, most of which are true:

"Gliding saved my marriage. We were
going to get a legal separation when a friend
introduced him to Otfurs." Canvey Island
Pilot.

"He's so lovely to live with. I hardly see him
at all these days." Mother of ten (youngest
now aged seven).

"Friends say I look years younger since he
bought into a syndicate." OAP.

"He does his thing and I do mine." Chris
tine (Tel 0241-4444).

"He used to hate my mother but now he's
turned on the CFI. Mummy sends her
regards." Edna - South Wimbledon.

"I see so much more of the countryside
now he's trying for his Silver distance. Unfor
tunately it's only in 50km steps." Hopeful 
North Weald.

"Now he's got problems with sink!" Over·
worked and underpaid.

"Cloud Nine is 5000m above release
height." Annabel (42-22-36).

"I don't care what happens at Husbands
Bosworth and Nympsfi~ld just as long as he
brings home the Diamonds." Name and
address supplied.

"What better way to save on the house
keeping money! Is Denis too old to take it
up?" MT - Westminister.
PAM ROlLASON,
Another wife from Chelmsford, Essex.

SOARS BY NAME, SOARS BY NATURE

Dear Editor,
You wouldn't believe how interesting and

sometimes 'funny names can be.
I'm a glider pilot from Eagles GC, Detmold,

W. Germany and recently wrote a letter on
the SUbject to a local military newspaper.
Weeks later the news editor phoned to say
he was apprehensive about publishing it 
the name bothered him.

During my recent PPL medical the doctor
gave me a sharp look when I gave my name.
We laughed about it afterwards and I think I
persuaded him to come and have a flight but
the poor chap always has a cold!
GRAHAM SOARS, Detmold.

50 YEARS AGO
A. E. SLATER

Even in 1935 we were still being plagued by
quarrels about that subsidy. Philip Wills
worked for "our" side and I have a sheaf of
letters from him saying what stage in the
negotiations had been reached. Eventually
the London Club got £4000 of the first annual
instalment of £5000 mainly to pay for its
clubhouse, which cost £3000, but the whole
of this sum had been guaranteed by its
members, a fact which impressed the Minis
try of Civil Aviation greatly. However, things
"looked better" the following year.

The Midland Club had secured its site at
last and awaited its clubhouse-hangar. The
Yorkshire Club was preparing for its second
holding of the Nationals.

Early in the year an up-to-date textbook on
waves was published and· reviewed.
Throughout the last century nearly everybody
seemed to think that the first attempt at
human aviation would be made in an up
current over the windward side of an ocean
wave: this was ridiculous because a fUlly·
grown wave travels nearly as fast as the
wind.

In May we started pUblishing a series on
"Sailplane Construction for the Amateur"
which people had been clamouring for but
until then nobody would write. The author, W.
Bulterfield, was a founder of the Furness
Club, and during the previous war had
worked at Barrow in Furness on designing
rigid airships in an attempt to get even with
Count Zeppelin.

FORTHCOMING EVENTS
MAY 15-22: Hahnweide International Con
test, Kirchheim-Teck, West Germany.
JUNE 1·9: Western Regionals, Nympsfield.
JUNE 11-20: US 15 Metre Class Nationals,
Cordele, Georgia.
JUNE 15-23: Open Class Nationals, lasham.
JUNE 15·23: Lasham Regionals.
JUNE 29-JULY 7: Competition Enterprise,
Sulton Bank.
JUNE 29-JULY 15: Trans-European Rally,
Angers, France.
JULY 2-11: US Standard Class Nationals,
Hobbs, New Mexico.
JULY 13-21: 15 Metre Class Nationals,
Booker.
JULY 13·21: Booker Regionals.
JULY 16-25: US Open Class Nationals,
Hutchinson, Kansas.
JULY 20-28: 13th International Vintage
Glider Rally, Amlikon, Switzerland.
JULY 20·AUGUST 8: Inter-Services Region
als, RAF Hullavington.
JULY 21·AUGUST 1: 1985 World Cup for
Mountain Gliding, Vinon, France.
JULY 27-AUGUST 4: Northern Regionals,
Sutton Bank.
JULY 27-AUGUST 4: Dunstable Regionals,
Dunstable.
JULY 28-AUGUST 12: World Champion
ships, Rieti, Italy.
AUGUST 17-25: Enstone Regionals.
AUGUST 10-18: Standard Class Nationals,
Husbands Boswortn.
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Copy and photographs for the June-July issue of S&G should be sent to the
Ed~tor, 281 Queen Edith's Way, Cambridge CB1 4NH, telephone 0223 247725, to
arrive not later than April 5 and for the August-September issue to arrive not
later than June 6.
February 6, 1985 GILLlAN SRyeE-SMITH

Club
News

ANGUS (Arbroath)
After a lapse of a few years, we would like to
inform readers that we are still alive and well.
Our club 'f1eet consists of a K-?, Bocian, Pirat
andl, our most recen! addition, an SF·34
bought with the help of a Scottish Spor\s
Council gran!.

We are planningl another April Ilying week
after the tremendous success lasl year when
there were many Bronze and Silver legs due
to the excellent soaring conditions.

Many thanks to Boyd McLaren for his eight
years of hard work as chairman and con
gratulations to his successor, Mike
McGreevey. Congratulations also to Ron
Davidson (Vega) on his 300km Diamond
triangle from Condor for which he was
awarded the Bob Kerr memorial trophy.

B.J.M.

AVRO (Woodford)
It has been a good year with 5000 plus
launches and many badge claims, the most
notable probably being by Paul Bibby, who
flew Silver distance in his Grunau Baby, and
Bob and Pauline Watson and Jeremy Nimon
who gained Gold heights.

Our AGM in November was chaired by
Charles Mosefield who was presented with a
silver trophy in honour of his ten years' in
office.

Our site is now shared by the newly formed
Avro Aero Club who are operating a Piper
Tomahawk and allowing our members to
achieve their PPLs on site.

We have just celebrated a record
December with a Bronze leg going to Duncan
Alien in wave, all below 1200fl.

S.T.

BATH & WILTS (Keevil Airfield)
Quite a few hours have been logged on our
ridge, formed by the NNW edge of Salisbury
Plain. January 1 was particularly good when

If some of your names are wrong in these
reports, then blame the club news con
tributors' Usually most of you sending
handwritten copy are good about printing
names, but this time rather a lot of you have
forgollen and we've had problems working
out what some of them could be. Also, and
this is a relatively new problem, three
reports arrived minus the name of the club.
However, full marks to 98% of contributors
for keeping our tiresome deadlines. This is
much appreciated. The copy date for the
next issue is April 5.
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Ron Lynch and Andy Smith showed what is
possible by ridge soaring !o Alfred's Tower
and back, an O/R of over 70km!

At our annual dinner trophies were pre
sented 10 Vince Griffiths in recognition of his
many years service and to Andy Smith for the
most notable 1984 flights.

Congratulations to Andrew Davis on being
selected for the World Champs and to Chris
Lockyer on going solo.

P.D.

BLACKPOOL & FYLDE (Chipping)

We're all rather glum here in Chipping
The winter's been dreary and dank.
Although we've good drains
They've not coped with the rains
And in puddles the tractors near sank.

So we took a 13 up to Walney
Helpful and kind was our host.
But four hours of driving
And dark soon arriving
Proved too much a hassle for most.

Well, someday this winter will finish
Will the moaning all stop? Not a bit.
On our newly dried land
Herds of cows will soon stand
And again we'lI be covered with cow-dung.

PS. Seriously though, we would like to thank
the Lakes GC for making our K-13 and many
of ours members very welcome during the
winter. And blame Platypus for the poetry 
he did ask for club news in rhyme.

V.H.
(Platypus has lots of ideas and perhaps this
isn't his best! Amusing as it may be once,
please, club news reporters, don't emulate. It
takes up too much space. Eo.)

BORDERS (Milfield)
We had some excellent wave for our
November flying week with Gold heights for
Ken Fairness and Colin Sword and many
good climbs made without barographs,
including lan Lowes' fifth time to Gold height.

On November 30 Phil Marks and Peter
Carter (Twin Astir) had to break off the high
est climb of the week at 19 700ft owing to
extreme cold and icing. We only had two
launches that day due to violent turbulence.

The dinner-dance was again well attended
with Jim Hogarth, chairman, giving a speech.

Work on the new site has slowed down in
the wintery weather although some continue
the clearing up in dismal conditions.

T.P.

BURN (Burn Airfield Nr 5elby)
The miners' strike is having a serious effect
on us - they have switched off our local
power stations and we now have to be con
tent with 5min winch launches. We are won
dering ~ we can include a clause in our lease
with the CEGB linking the rent to the amount
of coal burnt by the power stations.

The increased ground time has resulted in
the completion of our new winch much to the
delight of everyone below 5fl 9in who ml,lS\
now be excused winch dUly due to its
mammoth proportions. Tnere has also been
lime for a series of gliding lectures.

Steve Naylor witnessed his wife Lesley
going sol'o, our second Burn trained female
pilot. --

Our clubhouse and hangar are now in use
and our thanks to Joe Millward for oesigning
such superb facilities and for his Ipatience in
dealing with our lack of understanding of
planning processes.

V.F.F.

CAMBRIDGE UNIVERSI'TY
(Cambridge and Duxford)
Winter flying started with asuccessful social
evening on November 10. The weather
remained unseasonable until the middle of
December with plenty of flights including one
by Peter O'Donald of 58min on November 24.
Congratulations to Peggy AIIcoll and George
Cooke, the last to go solo in 1984, and to Ed
Pearson and Don Lees, the first to solo in
1985.

We are now into our Golden Jubilee year
and hope to see or hear from past members.

GKF.

COTSWOLD (Aston Down)
Winter flying was much curtailed by the
weather but we compensated with a number
of parties in the control tower.

Our series of talks have been very suc
cessful and well allended, most notable being
by Alex Waldron who flew gliders during the
war. Their aim was to get down as quickly as
possible once off tow, losing 2000ft in two
minutes in a seven ton glider carrying a tank.

Congratulations to Rob Thompson and
Graham Turrell on going solo.

We have a new CFI - Trevor Wilson has
handed over to Ruth Housden to concentrate
on his own flying and our thanks to him for
five years' hard work. (See also BGA news.)

L_M.B.

COVENTRY (Husbands Bosworth)
Our annual dinner was an outstanding suc
cess with Ken and Hiliary Stewart as guests
of honour.

The trophies were awarded as follows:
Founders trophy (best progress by a female)
Ann Wildman; Coventry Telegraph cup (best
progress) Terry Hurley; Kettering trophy (first
Silver C leg in a club ·glider) Bill Thorpe; Mig
ration cup (first closed circUit cross-country
exceeding, 100km) Nick Hackett; Group CuP
(best points total' ,for a glider flown by two Qr
more syndicate members) Claude Wood
house and Guy <3othard; CIipston Mutual Ven
ture trophy (best two-seater pertormance)
Gary Wills and. Roy Bains; Barge trophy
(most meritorious flight in a glider with a
handicap of 70 or less) and the Jimmick tro
phy (most meritorious performance) L.Oll
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J.P.

D.J.

KENT (Challock)
Our overhaul of club equipment has progres
sed well. Ron Cousins has built a control
tower and Joan and her staff have redeco
rated the clubhouse.

We welcome John Harvey, a member and
instructor of many years standing, as our
senior course instructor. Tim Gardiner, treas
urer, isn't predicting any major increases in
the 1985 tariff which should encourage new
members.

Our task week is from August 10-18 and we
would be pleased if other clubs participate.

J.B.

HEREFORDSHIRE (Shobdon Airfield)
It's been a quiet winter with occasional flur
ries of activity. Hill soaring has been exploited
on those horribly frequent low cloudbase
days, although some 10 OOOft days have
been recorded. Dave Fall has attended an
instructors' course and Dennis Johnson has
his inslrument rating.

Our last Blanik has gone which leaves us
for the first time with an all-glass fleet.

KENT MOTOR GLIDING &
SOARING CENTRE (Manston)
After a tremendous effort from all members in
lobbying the local council's support against
strong local opposition, we have planning
permission for our new site at Waldershare
Park near Dover on a one year trial basis so
that we can convince the locals that gliding
really is innocuous.

Once we move at the beginning of April we
will change our name to the Channel GC (with
a new phone No. Dover 824888» and will
operate seven days a week, We look forward
to some real soaring from this inland site. The

INKPEN (Thruxton Airfield)
The gloss was knocked off 1984 by an unex
pectedly high maintenance bill on our tug.
This, coupled with other changes" has kept
.us busy during the winter.

But our progress has been affected by the
loss of key members taken away by their
careerS. The departure of Andy Durbin and
his wife Trish, who are returning to work in
the USA, deprives tJs of a very committed
committee member and instructor. We thank
him for his contribution 'and with envy wish
him well in his gliding in sunnier climeS.

Our 61anik is havinQi a C of A with a
number of members helping Pat Hudson in
his new role as maintenance co-ordinator.
The much loved Oly has been sold as part of
our plan to improve the club fleet.

Midweek flying has continued and we are
planning a seven day week operation this
season with a course instructor available.

I'.D. I

G.D.

I.DK

R.eA

Moverley (K-6e) achieved hiS five hours at I Gold to Jerry Niman and Claire Jarvis and
Portmoak in October. Tony Stockwell has a ' Silver 10 Roger Mann and Richard Kalin. Fol-
full instructor rating. giving us for the first time lowing this the winter was uneventful, with an
in years a majority of full Cats. unprecedented series of fogs and drizzles

K-13 prangery has been all too frequent before Christmas and some pleasant flying
and as we need an adequate two-seater fleet over the snow afterwards.
with an influx of new members, a third two- Several site members and visitors enjoyed
seater could soon appear. an excellent dinner following their flying on

We have two task weeks (June 3-8 and Christmas Day: thanks yet again to Jackie
August 12-17) and six course weeks which and Mandy.
are filling well. Aerotow operations should be
improved when the new tug hangar is com
missioned.

DORSET (Old Sarum)
We had a party to celebrate the construction
of our hangar followed by several successful
social evenings in our clubhouse.

We have added another K-13 to the club
fleet and this, with the sale of one of our
Austers, gives our R&D team the incentive to
produce the long awaited new winch for the
season.

Our annual dinner in February was a
resounding success and Julian Rees was
congratulated on completing his Gold C.
despite having deserted us for Lasham. Con
gratulations also to John Martin, Chris
McPherson and Paul Slade on going solo
and converting to the K-8, Paul being our
youngest solo pilot at 16 years.

AW.T.

ENSTONE EAGLES (Eastern Airfield)
This winter must have been the quietest on
record with low cloud and then snow keeping
us grounded. However, the ice was broken
when Jonathan Kingerlee soared to 11 700ft
in wave over Chipping Norton, nearly break
ing the club altitude record.

With only four places left, the Regionals
looks set for success again.

HAMBlETONS (RAf Dishforth)
We had some good wave in the autumn, giv
ing Diamond height to chairman John Jones,

ESSEX & SUFFOLK (Whatfield)
A wet winter has caused us to conserve the
grass strip, 24m at the narrowest part, by
either not flying in the wettest conditions or by
using the edges only. Pilots spot landing on
the centre line have been press-ganged into
an airstrip maintenance session.

The annual trophies have been won as fol
lows: fOOkm club triangre, Peter Wilby
(90km/h on handicap); club ladder, Colin
Smith and for the longest flight, Tristram
Llewellyn-Jones.

ESSEX (North Weald)
We kept flying throughout the winter. John
Bridge tested the January thermals with a
flight of over an hour on the 5th whilst Tony
Manwearing did just 40km.

John Bailey and Ken Durno have their full
ratings.

On January 26 many members, past and
present, enjoyed a reunion party to celebrate
the 10th birthday of our control tower club
house with drinks at 1975 prices.

The annual dinner-dance was in February
and our thanks to the organiser, Mike Audritl.

P.W.B.

Frank and Norman James; Task Week tank
ard (best Club Class pertormance) David
Booth; Challenge shield (best task week
Open Class performance) Claude Wood
house; Club (National) Ladder trophy, Roger
Goodman; Open (National) Ladder trophy,
Mike Costin; Boomerang trophy (longest
closed circuit from site) Barry Atkinson; Pres
ident's cup (longest club glider flight) Joe
Horwood and the Grotty Potty (biggest faux
pas) Alan Kangurs.

Special thanks went to the Ladies commit
tee for their fund-raising efforts organising
parties etc and for their catering.

Congratulations to Neale Ward on going
solo and to Neil Jones on gaining his Bronze
C three months after going solo.

Our task week is May 25-June 2 with the
Standard Class Nationals from August 10-18.

N.B.

J.R.H.

DEVON" SOMERSET (North Hill)
At the December AGM confidence in the
committee was expressed by re-election of all
retiring members, after their decision to invest
the equivalent of a K-21 in a new winch had
been discussed and approved. This will give
us an up-to-<!ate' version of our old winch,
designed over 20 years a90 by Oavid Clayton
and now modifed by him to cope with the
anticipated demands 01 the coming 20 years.
Mike Robins replaces Andrew Blackburn as
secretary.

Pots were awarded 10 Dave Reilly 'and a
few others! He won the trophieS forlhe best
cross-country, best ;place in a 8GA competi
tion, for winning the task week and the club
ladder and the two-seater challeJ'lge. Dave
Brummitt gained the shield for best progress;
Tim Gardner the best height gain award and
lan Beckett "the Wily Old Bird" for his Duster.

Les (R. G.) Hill haS soloed and Peter
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CRANFIELD (Cranfield Airfield)
We had a fairly quite winter with our efforts
divided between fettling and flying. The club
Bocian has undergone a major transforma
tion and is now a tasteful shade of blue with
dazzling white wings. The Tiger Moth flew
again for tne first time in a long while in Sep
tember and we look forward to the battles
between the prop swingers and a warm
Gipsy Major engine in the summer.

From April 1 (appropriate date) parachuting
will commence. While we walk round practis
ing our Tony Hancock impressions and give
renditions of the "Test Pilot", will you, our
potential visitors, please keep your eyes
peeled - we're not the quiet aviation back-

I

waler that we used to be.
D.P.S.

DERBYSHIRE" I.ANCASHIRE (Camphill)
A particularly arctic winter in the Peak District
produced numerous unflyable Sundays
although several Saturdays have been fly
able, albeit with li9ht easterly winds. This has
meant little soarlllg but the less experienced
have had some solo flying and Phil McKiddie
and Tony Wade went solo in January.

A busy calendar is taking shape for sum
mer with John Williamson booked for lead
and-follow flying during one of our club
weeks. We bought a K-18 from Dunstable
and a new Tost winch is coming from Ger
many.



EVER FANCIED A NIMBUS 3
IN TEXAS??

Wijh the new JSW SOARING Game, specially written
for the 48K Spectrum, you can -

choose from eleven gliders;
fly triangles or just Ihe final glide;
lake your chance with the English weather;
or demand a Texan record breakerl

Clouds build and decay; days 'clamp' and clear: Real
'here/there' decisions to be made: trees and cows to
avoid Uust for fun) if you don't get home! It's a real
training programme, wrmen by a soaring piot, lor soar
ing pilots.
As seen at the Cardiff Conference £8,00
AlSO. , . Calculators. , £5.50 and £9.00

Dolphin Vario Conversions £30 and £48
PLUS. , . tUbing, connectors etc elc for the

Fastidious Fettler. SAE for details.

JSW SOARING, 1 The Jollies, Crondall
FARNHAM, Surrey GU10 5QJ

(0252) 850299

-=='~~=~-

Glidervvork
C of A OVERHAULS

and REPAIRS

By L. GLOVER senior inspector==1;=
Husbands Bosworth Airfield, Near Rugby

Tel. Market Harborough 880375
Lutterworth 57544

GLIDER
INSTRUMENTS

Approved agent for PZLand Cambridge
instruments, sales and repairs

Barographs calibrated

M. G. Hutchinson
5 Glendevon Road

Woodley
Reading, Berks

Telephone 0734 696491

SOUTHDOWN AERO SERVICES LTD
SPECIALIST GLIDER REPAIRERS SINCE 1954

INSURANCE REPAIRS UNDERTAKEN ON GRP, METAL OR WOODEN AIRCRAFT

AEROLENE FABRIC AND OTHER MATERIALS AVAILABLE

THERMAL EQUIPMENT LTO - Winter and second-hand aircraft instruments

Both companies have instruments on special offer

Send SAE for price lists

SOUTHOOWN AEROSTRUCTURE LTO
Recently established to build and market the PIPISTRELLE Microlight

Capacity available to manufacture GRP Components

BGA AND PFA APPROVED INSPECTORS

LASHAM AIRFIELD, ALTON, HANTS GU34 5SR
Telephone: HERRIARO (0256-83) 359

All Prices Include VAT

SPEC~Al~ST SYSTE~J~

MIKE YORKE AND TIM NEWPORT-PEACE
32 FERN HILL LANE, CAMBERLEY, SURREY GU17 9HA

027633706,027665876 Telex 966676 PMFAB

TR7203 WATTS OUTPUT PEP £454.25 R528 SCANNING RECEIVER
720 CHANNELS + VOR AUDIO 3 FREQUENCIES + 1 from 3 others
3 USER MEMORY FREQUENCIES EXTRA CRYSTALS £4,60 each
REMOTE SPEAKER/MIC£22.70 £107.20 including 2 Crystals
ALSO MOUNTING TRAY Also available

100 CH SCANNER, STROBES,
VORs, DISTRESS BEACONS
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white cliffs 01 Dover and Folkestone are within
reach and a few experimental trips in the
Motor Falke have proved them to be a good
source 01 lift.

We look 'forward to receiving many vis~ors

but ask pilots to contact us before flying in so
that we can ,point out the sens~ive areas to
avoid.

E.S.

LAKES (Walney Airfield)
Tre new year brought plenty of wave soaring
wnh wave to 10 OOOft plus on three consecu
tive flying €lays. On December 31 Keith Butter
field took the club's height record to 19 ooott
w~h a Diamond height climb from 1700ft. Next
time he'll take a barograph!

The visiting Foka did some alternative wave
soaring when vandals pushed it in its trailer
into the pond; fortunately the aircraft can be
restored.

Ray Gardner has flown the Capstan solo
and we are pleased to have the Blackpool
ClUb's K·13 wintering on the site.

Our course preparations are well in hand
wnh many improvements; early bookings are
advised.

E.K.

MENDIP (Weston-Super-Mare)
1984 finished w~h some excellent ridge soar
ing. Our 25km SW ridge and 15km N ridge
provided some interesting flying. Ivor Cainey
achieved his 5hrs with Bronze legs for Dave
Maddicks and Mark Harris. Graham Taylor
and David Sculthorpe have recently gone solo
and Chris Crabb and Phil Hogarth are new
instructors.

A second Dart 15 syndicate has been
formed giving us ten privately owned aircraft.

H.P.

NENE VALLEY (RAF Upwood)
The circuits and bumps season is ending but
unfortunately we've had rather a lot of the lat
ter with John Young and Dave Jordan doing
ster"ng work keeping the club flying. There
was a good response to the February non fly
ing weekend to get the site and aircraft ready
for the season. Our thanks to Gordon Reece
and Lee Parker for letting us use their aircraft
during the C of A work and other times of peak
demand.

Congratulations to Ivan Greenfield on going
solo. We said goodbye to John and Les 
Chris Sherlock is now CFI - and farewell to

BRIAN WEARE
GLIDER WORKS

DUNKESWELL AIRPORT
HONITON" DEVON

Tels: Luppitt 338 (9-6 pm)
Honiton 41679 (alter 6 pm)

MAJOR OR MINOR REPAIRS ON
WOOD, GLASS-FIBRE, OR METAL.
ALSO RESPRAYS GLIDERS AND

LIGHT AIRCRAFT

C of A OVERHAULS

B.G.A.. G.A.A., P.F.A. APPROVALS
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Werner Leutfeld who, as chairman, has seen
the club blossom and lead us through some
turbulent times.

The AGM was well attended and Pauline
Reece is now the social member and Lee
Parker the PR officer. The hunt is on for a
cheap single-seater and a K-7 fuselage.

The Peter George airline now boasts two
gliders. D. J. keeps mentioning his L-Spatz
and we might soon have our first privately
owned glass ship.

The Bronze C lectures have finished; some
members are getting aerotow experience at
other clubs and the expedition to Dishforth
was enjoyable though fogbound. We were
made extremely welcome and hope to return
at Easter.

D.H.

NEWARK & NOTTS
(Winthorpe Airfield)
The gloom of winter was made worse by the
valves in the winch beating in the heads of the
pistons. Frantic work still meant five weeks
without flying.

A bright spot. however. was the presenta
tion dinner. John Sentance. CFI, won the
height trophy; Derek' Heapey, a relative new- I

comer showing his ability as a spanner, the
chairman's award for his efforts along with
Ron Cousins; Ranee Noon his own shield for
cross-country flying and Dave Foster the
wooden spoon for the shortest attempt he
could be seen landing from the launch point.
and in a Comp too!

The clubhouse has had a refit w~h some
splendid tables and chairs and is being rede
corated.

D.P.

NORTH DEVON (Eaglescott)
Last year saw great advances - our hangar
completed with a concrete apron and a sky
diving section built on the back, a toilet block
and the clubhouse, kindly donated by David
Winton, which should be ready soon.

Again our thanks to the passenger carriers
from clubs as far as Teesside. For the second
year we have given winch launches to 2500
schoolchildren in our two Bergfalkes. sup
plemented occasionally by the Grob 109A.
For heat waves we may even go back to
open cockpits with one ex-RAF T-31!

We welcomed many new members, some
returning to gliding after a long lay-off. Gordon
Richards, deputy SATCOat Plymollttl Airport,
re-soloed and is flying his K-10 and Duncan
Andrews his Kirby Kite. Others to solo Include
Martin Edworthy and David Blake in their
Bergfalke and Tim Riddle, aged 16, and 17
year-old Kevin Thompson.

Robin Boyes, Martin Thompson and Brian
Hillman gained their PPL SLMGs, tested by
George Collins. Others to solo in the Grob
were Ron Cross land, Barry Young, Bryn
Andrew, Jim Duthie and Rod Lock who now
has a Grob 109B.

We look forward to seeing old friends and
more passenger carriers this season.

B.P.

NORTH WALES (Pen-y-Parc, Nr Holywell)
Precious little gliding is being achieved
because of the state of the ground for when
the going gets soft the farmer prevents us fly-

ing for fear of ploughing up his pasture with
the winch and retrieve vehicles. We managed
to get airborne in the recent cold spell with a
frozen field and a couple of inches of snow
and Robert Vaughan became our first solo of
the year.

Work has now started on the Holywell
bypass and level poles have appeared
across our field lopping off approximately 200
yards. The new field is not yet ready to take
us so we are operating with a reduced take
off run and still managing reasonably well
unless there is a no wind condition.

Tony Knight has once again come to our
rescue during these long winter months and
is putting on a very interesting and informa
tive series of slide shows with commentaries.

J.J.M.

OUSE (Rufforth Airfield)
Congratulations to Dave Appleby on going
solo. Bob McLean has opened his new light
repair shop w~hin hailing distance - wel
come Bob and Karen.

According to Richard Thom-pson's statistics
our number of launches will catch Lasham in
seven years and membership in five!

The course season starts shortly when we
will be operating seven days a week all
summer. Air experience flights will bring
interesting people again like last year's
female Rugby League referee who freely
admitted getting into the bath with the the
men after the match.

The in thing at Ouse are yellow Land
rovers - we have ten.

R.G.M.

PETERBOROUGH & SPALDING
(Crowland Airfield)
Thanks to Tony Fidler's efforts, our annual
dinner-dance was well supported with Mike
Jelferyes as guest of honour.

Eric Arthur retained the Club Ladder cup
but John Palmer was a well-deserved close
runner-up proving pundits must work hard to
stay ahead of a determined novice. Chris
Curtis won the Fidler trophy for the fastest
100km triangle and, as usual, we had silly
prizes for silly people from which nobody is
immune!

An industrious team led by Mike Ainley are
setting up a new holiday course operation
and the publicity machine again swings into
action.

We host the first round of the East Anglian
Inter-Club League and several expeditions
are being planned.

K.R.D.

ROYAL AIRCRAFT ESTABLISHMENT
(Farnborough)
After our absence from these pages for some
months there have been far too many "firsts"
to mention.

As has 'become the tradition, a few brave
souls ventured forth, on Christmas Day and
they all flew before rain stopped play. We are
looking forward, to a returning upsurge in
enthusiasm for 1985 with an active bunch of
newcomers breathing life into the club.

C.J.F.

SHALBOURNE (Hr Hungerford)
Despite the winter we 'have had a lot of flying
w~h our ridge working and on New Year's
day one glider contacted wave.
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Our series of lectures had a good start with
talks given by Derek Piggotl and John Wil
Iiamson, both evenings altended by members
from more than 12 clubs. The Christmas din
ner was also a great success and our thanks
to the organisers, Angi and Steve.

J.S.

SHROPSHIRE SOARING GROUP (Sleap)
We had a good year with a full membership
of 12 gliders - two Kestrel 19s, two Mos
quitoes, two Vegas and a NimbUS 2,
ASW-19, Twin Astir, Cirrus, Std Cirrus and
Hornet, plus a Chipmunk tug - and 31
members.

Men of the year were Tony Adams for a
Gold distance and Diamond goal plus ardu
ous work as treasurer; Hans Wiesenthal for
achieving around 120hrs; Vic Carr for flying in
October after a hip replacement in Sep
tember; our tug pilots, including Peter White
head, head of our ministry of administrative
aHairs and Barry Bates who keeps trouble out
o't mill. Also a big hand as woman of the year
to Ulta Wiesenthal, awarded 110% for effi
ciency as Hans' crew member and keeper of
logs and field accounts.

Ray Jones and Frank Humphries have
their Bronze Cs flying the Twin Astir, Ray
also gaining two Silver legs.

Several members visited Calgrath and
appreciated the site and co-operation of the
resident group enough to consider returning.

Experience shows the Group TP photo
graphy needs brushing up.

A big sadness was the passing of Bill
Mack, our former chairman. Bill was the kind
liest person. He flew troop-carrying gliders
from our site during the war and landed at
Arnhem. He was then captured and escaped
three times.

Bill flew the Hornet and the Twin Astir.
Margaret, his widow, has kindly made a
donation to support a best badge flight
award. Bill was a founder member having
started - or I should say restarted - at the
Long Mynd in 1968. We shall always
remember Bill.

Our annual fortnight at Chelwynd airfield

FLY
THE NORTHERNS

The Northern Regionals
will be held at

SUTTON BANK
27th July to 4th August

Two classes. Entry fee £80
including VAT

Launches at normal Club rates
(expected to be £8 to 2000')

Director - Jim Smith

Normally over-subscribed
Enter now. Details from:

The Secretary
Yorkshire Gliding Club (Ply) Ltd

Sutton Bank, Thirsk
Yorks Y07 2EY
Tel 0845 597237
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was a success helped by good weather with
only two days of ",ain. Our friends trom Mor
ridge came again. The. most important con
tribution was the rubbish collection and sanit
ary work done by Mr Plum. RAF Shawbury is
warmly thanked for its help, as always 
eight times now.

Two members made an enjoyable trip to
Minden, Nevada, USA (See Travellers'
Tales). P.L.U.M.

AUSTIN AVIATION
FOR ALL GLASER·DIRKS

SAILPLANES
10 years' experience in

DG Aircraft.
Any work on DG's undertaken.

DG-300 - 1 option December 1985

DG-101G, DG-101 Club
DG-202, DG-202-17

The DG-300 - One year's

Competition results so far -

Finnish Nationals 1st
8 Days Angers 1st

United States Region 21st
Swiss Nationals 2nd
Reiti 2nd
United States Nationals 2nd
German Nationals 3rd
European Competitions 3rd
Northerns:

1st - 15 mtr: Aircraft
4th - Open Class

122 Main Street, Stillington
York Y061JU

Tel: EASINGWOLD 0347810255

24hr Ansaphone - Takes 2min message

STORCOMM
TWO·WAY RADIO

TR7603 Air Set TR7804 Vehicle set
Each set fitted w~h all four gliding
channels 130.4, 130.125, 130.1 and
129.9.
'Volmel' 128.6 optional on channel 4,

* Full power transmitter with excellent
speech quality.

* Highly sensitive and selective receiver
works both distant and close range,

* Extremely rugged and reliable.

* Full back-up service and spares
available.

* CM and NATS approved.

All radios supplied absolutely complete
with easy fit connectors and all fittings.

Detailed information, prices and full
Technical Specifications FREE from

George Storey Tel. 09327 84422
H.T. Communications

P.O. Box 4
SUNBURY ON THAMES
Middlesex, TW16 ITA

SOUTH DOWN (Pa~ham Airfield)
We had a good start to 1985 with thermal,
ridge and wave !lying by the end of January.
The cross-country book Is already well in use
with John Ward recording a very fast time for
the Harvey-Harting ridge run.

Ken Stewart, BGA national coach, pre
sented a very good lecture on "Safety and
Cross-County Flying" which fitted in well with
our regular and well-attended winter Satur
day evening briefings. Our congratulations to
Nick Barrie on his Bronze C.

RAW.

STAFFORDSHIRE (Morridge)
Alan Jones, our secretary, started 1985 well
wtth a flight of over 11hhrs on New Year's day
in his Oly 28 when wave was in evidence,
though we could only reach the rotor whilSt
one of our Camphill neighbours was at over
16000ft,

Our winter lecture programme was com
pleted with the last two evenings dedicated to
Bronze C subjects in preparation for the new
season, Our K-8 is back after a major refurb
ish.

Our involvement with the local Sports
Council and the "Ever Thought of Sport?"
campaign resulted in talks on gliding being
given to three local groups on evenings

I ~
11-1

'~
MODEL SAILPLANES MADE TO ORDER

Basic model hand made in Iimewood, painted one col
our plus simple trim. to 1/32 scale w~h cast resin an\!
stainless steel stand/wall bracket. 1:52.50 inc. post and

packing. P&P overseas extra.
Any type of model aircr~n buKt to any scale and degree
of detail. send requirements for quote. SAE for

leaflet.
MILLER AVIATION MODELS

Red Cot. New Street, Glem.ford, Sudbury
Suffolk COla 7PY
Tel: (078n 280425

PERRY'S
WE ARE SPECIALISTS IN WIRE AND

FIBRE ROPES/CABLES

Let us try and reduce your running costs
by quoting for your requirements of:

Towing Wires/Cables
Advise length, size and construction

Ropes
Advise length, size and type

Galvanised and Stainless Steel
Fastenlngs

Thermal Clothing

Your enquiries will be welcome.

PERRY CLAMPS LIMITED
90 Church Street, Blrkenhead

Merseyside L41 5EQ
Tel 051-647 5751 Telex 627826

Contact Antony SedgWick
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devoted to "~nusual sports". These were
very successful, not only in stimu,lating a
number of inquiries about membership but
also in giving the lie to the popular view that
gliding tolk have two heads· and own oil wells.

B.G.

STRUBBY (Strubby Airfield)

A group from the Midland Bank enjoyed a
flying evening at Strubby GC. The photo
graph by John Reed shows Griffin, alias
Mark Gibbon, about to join Roy Partington
tor a flight in the T-21.

SWINDON (South Marston)
Uncertainty continues about our future. South
Marston airfield is to be sold for industrial
development and so should be viewed with
extreme caution by would-be visitors.

At Ihe moment we plan to aerotow from the
grass area on the NE corner of the airfield
while the hunt continues fora new site. We
are investigating the possibility of amalgamat
ing with another club.

PAM.

ULSTER (Bellarena)
With more than 40000 visitors the four-day
Festival of Youth in Belfast's King's Hall in
January gave us a bookful of inquirers'
names on which to start a hard sell for mem
berships, courses and ,group air experience
evenings. Our course programme may strain
our purely voluntary resources a bit; if you're
a fUlly rated instructor who'd like to help out
by working a five-day Monday-to-Friday stint
in June, July or August, and thus subsidise a
soaring or touring holiday to sample the
super conditions here, please give CFI, Bill
Craig a call on 0232 656334 and talk terms.

A surprisingly healthy financial surplus in
1984 - the first in the writer's 16-year mem
ory - has replaced an overdraft with a sav
ings account holding' a modest nest egg
towards possible site purchase when it goes
on the market within the next few months. I

On May 6 we're running o!.Jr first organised I

open day. Before then, we are looking for
ward with pleasure to the visit of national
coach Ken Stewar1 with the BGA Super lFalke
to support our nine-day Easter camp and task
week. We'd welcome other visitors from
mainland GB, with or without wings. A simple
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phone call is all it needs and if you come
without wheels too, we can easily meet you
off the boat or aeroplane.

R.R.R.

VECTIS (Sandown Airport, Isle of Wight)
We should have our aircraft ready for the
season and our thanks to Ken Taylor and
stalwarts for making a fine job of the Blanik
trailer.

S.M.

WELLAND (Middleton)
We are pleased Mike Till has been elected
CFI andl wish him well in the job.

Our thanks to Coventry GC for the loan of
Alan Kangurs as a guest instructor over the
past few months and to Alan for his efforts.

Some of our members enjoyed a reoent
visit to the Lon~ Mynd and we thank the Mid·
land GC for their hospitality.

R.HS.

WOLDS (Pocklington)
Our holiday courses start soon and bookings
are well underway with the evening visit prog
ramme filling up. Our new tea bus will be
ready by the summer with the grass strips
alongside the runways well established. Par
ties from other clubs are always welcome and
can fly during the week when we have
courses.

We have two syndicate gliders and two
members are in the British team junior squad
with plans for several entries in the Northerns
and the Enstone Regionals.

Congratulations to John Young, Mike
Thompson and Mike Skinner on going solo.

T.H.

YORKSHIRE (Sutton Bank)
Members and visitors took advantage of good
hill soaring conditions during the winter with
wave a welcome bonus on occasions.

The annual dinner-dance and presentation
of trophies was highly enjoyable. It's always
difficult to believe that the suave and sophis
ticated attendees are the same scruffy pilots
and crew normally seen on the airfield.

We are delighted to host Competition
Enterprise, starting on June 29 with the
Northerns starting on July 27. Come and
sample the delights of Sutton Bank during
those weeks.

P.L.

ANGLIA (RAF Wattisham)
The winter brought tile ,usual 9Q" ,crosswind
and marshy' conditions on the airfield but we
struggled through with a new batch of ins1fuc
tors. Ted Richards is now an assistant Cat
and "Mouse" Ackroyd and Keith Harsant are
full Cats; Keith somehow managed to evade
this honour during his 10 years and 700hrs
as an assistant Cat.

At a very successful AGM in January we

determined to beat 1984's figures of 600hrs
and 4600 launches. PhiI Turvil won the CFl's
trophy.

Our first expedition within living memory is
to Portmoak in March and all the a'ircraft, and
some of the trailers, have spent much of the
winter in the workshop, or on the bonfire, in
preparation. The Sprite has recovered from
some of its strange flying habits and we may
soon be losing the "small, unfriendly wings"
of 'the K·4. A Skylark 2 has appeared along
w~h Colin W,heeler and Ted Hampson and
we welcome Radar from Fenlands.

EW.R.

BANNERDOWN (RAF Hullavington)
We are celebrating our 25th anniversary this
year with ,a long, weekend fly-in at Easter with
a party and grand draw.

The trailer-building team have been doing
wonders and we fitted out a new canteenl
control bus in time for the Inter-Services Reg
ionals which we enjoyed hosting. We have
moved, to a new hangar which is much better
fitted out and positioned.

Congratlilations to the new solo pilots
including nevor Keson, who now has a
Bronze C, Paul Oavis, Martin Abbott, Bob
Cresswell and I.ynn Turner. We've had a fair
crop of Bronze legs and Pete Laws, Marylen
Kay, Paul IJavies, Eddie Wilkson and Andy
Winton have Silver heights; Bob O'Hara, Phil
Kitchen and. Paul Mason durations with Silver
Cs for nave Pratt, Phil Sheard and "Nipper"
Stonebanks. "Nipper" was our first pilot to
gain Silver distance with an OIR (a 122km)
in fact he did it twice owing to slight TP photo
problems!

Alan Ouartly and Colin Hale have Gold dis
tance and Diamond goals and Oerek Findlay
and Bryan Logan Gold heights.

AI the AGM in November trophies were
awarded to John Charlett-Green and Eddie
Wilkinson for their hard work; "Nipper"
Stoneban'ks for the most progress; Martin
Abbott,best ab-InitiO; Paul Armstrong the
NaVigation trophy and Gerry O'dell for the
best flight (a 300km in the K-18 during the
Regionals).

Grp Cp Wally Mears, the CO, is posted and
to mark our appreciation for all his help he
was given a pot and a framed photo.

We wish good luck to all those who are
posted, including Andy Winton, Paul Arm
strong, Dave Pratt, Phil Sheard and Paul
Mason.

V.R.D.

BICESTER (RAFGSA Centre)
This winter has seen lots of activity with flying
at every opportunity. Our congratulations to
Shelley Law on going solo.

Best wishes to lan Hazel, who has left the
RAF, and our thanks for his ground equip
ment work. Paul Steiner has left for a stint in
the Falkland Islands.

At the AGM and party, trophies were pre
sented to Mick Boick for his 500km attempt,
Nick Murpny for his club work and the novice
trophy was won jointly by our ab-initios from
Henlow, Chris, and Bob. A special t,rophy of a
mounted propeller tip was presented to Vie
Dawson for landing the G109 when the
undercarriage collapsed due to structural fail
ure.

S. &J.
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CLEVELANDS (RAF Dishforth)
Our winter wave attracted 54 aircraft, rivalling
the Inter-Services Regionals as the biggest
military gathering of the year. Unfortunately
most of the time was spent in the bar watch
ing the freezing fog with only one flying day
producing some gentle wave.

Our K-7 has arrived. Accepting it was the
last job Andy Smart performed before leaving
for southern England.

PW.
CRANWELL (RAFGSA)
Since the last report we achieved our first
500km with a flight by George Foster (Nim
bus 2) on April 4. We have also had many
first solos; Meryl Jenkinson in her Eagle, Sue
Hutchings, Neil Rushden, Amanda Fincham,
Andy Radley. Jim Mills and Geoff Turner to
name a few. Pauling Hewftt and Gary Mox
ham have their Silver Cs, Angie Tapson,
Keith Tapson, Roger Smith, Mike Foster and
Don Beech converted to the Astir and Jayne
Lee has checked out as a tug pilot.

Several members competed in the Region
als and Nationals - most successful was

Simon Hutchinson who won the Enstone
Regionals' Sport Class.

Scott Harris had an eventful first solo in a
motor glider when he had to make a forced
landing in an adjacent field following engine
failure on climb out. He handled this well and
the Falke was towed back by car undam
aged.

lan Tapson and Barry Briggs gained assis
tant Cat ratings at the very successful course
run by Syerston while the rest of the club sat
in the fog at Dishforth. We did have wave on
one day though when Keith Tapson gained
his Silver height, the only badge flight of the
expedition.

Finally we welcome Ski from Detmold, W.
Germany.

J.L.

FOUR COUNTIES (RAF Syerston)
The year began well with wave soaring, eight
days flying over the festive period and four
new instructors, Martin Goodwin, Trev
Goreley, lan Tapson and Jenni Duignan,
believed to be our first woman instructor. Our
thanks to Bruce Tapson for the presence of

the Falke and tug and to lan Smith for helping
ensure the course's success.

John Cook handed over as CFI to Graham
Benniston. Thanks John for a job well done.

Dave Smith has recently gone solo in the
Acro, much to John Richardson's delight.

A.F.M.D.
FULMAR (RAF Klnloss)
We had an interesting day on January 26
when the entire fleet was airborne in soaring
conditions to 5300fl. The inland temperature
was down to --20°C and with the sea at +2°C
a land breeze effect was set up and the lift
was static over the airfield with a northerly
wind. Even the ATC were soaring!

Jim Francey and Willie McGregor went to
Silver height wfthout barographs and Eddie
"Diamond" Shotton gained the first hour off
the winch in the K-S. Calum McColI, at height
near Aviemore on skis at the time, recovered
by having a wave trip on the 27th.

W.G.
HUMBER (RAF Scampton)
Last year we reached our target of 5200
launches which it is doubtful we will achieve

ereveryou
come down,we'llget

backa ain.
landing leaves you miles from your ... ~

intendedpointoftouchdown, It) :>~ ~ '~
Chiltern can take care of all the problems ',,!4t-' ~...~ • '""'"'\
ofgetting your aircraft back to wherever. ~' .. _ .
you want it, either back to your base I.~ ,'. ~ ,~, _ _< / --""

or directtoourfulIy equipped "'-l~' ~ :>------:..~-_/
workshops. • .,' ' 6·GROB~.,,; - ,

As well as being licenced repair ~ ",,---,.~- r-- '/IM '/~. A''''''-''''''.,
agen~forGrobintheUnitedKingdom ,/. . \' ","".: I t~·· ·"....::;0.
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and accessones for most types of ghders and motorghders. ,,~ ';it

We'U carry out any repairs, or we'll advise you on the .,~"t>' ,

parts you'll need and give you advice on how to do it yourself. ""
Our recovery service is always at your disposal. '...

Simply ring 0494445854 for our recovery trailer ,~ ,;",

~';I'~:::',':;';"":~m'down-'0" dnn'..,oI mb,o",f: long. .r··'

~ ., ~ Ch-In r U"nO<dIo~~prodOC'"'tt: ?LJtp~ ~ 1 e n Sole Concessionaires for spare parts for
~~., ~ gliders, motor gliders and light aircraft.

NES ~~ The best. And it shows.

Booker Airfield, Nr. Marlo"" Bucks. SL7 3DR. 0494445854 (works)
or 0865890517 (outside office hours). Access &Barclaycard accepted with pleasure.
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GQ 350 Safety Chute

GQ 850 Safety Chute
Measuring only: 12" x 17" x 3" (uncompressed)

K.M.G.

PEGASUS (RAF Gutersloh)
There was a big increase in flying last year
due to AI Stacy's enthusiasm. Mick Boydon
flew the Vega and Astir in Camps, coming 5th
at Buckeburg and 2nd at Maiden, Holland
with the Astir. We did well in the BFG compet
ition at Detmold with Ray Shackleton winning
the best novice trophy.

We said goodbye to John Jenklns, Derick
Jones, Keith and Jenny Grumbly and Janice
Stevens, and hello to Jell Mecham, our new
CFI, Mrs Stacy and many new members.

The AGM was a good night with a "rent a
crowd" from the other GGA clubs - we had
sent a crowd to BrOggen the week before 
and we had an enjoyable Christmas plus
birthday party for Chris Milton and Jacki
Boydon.

Projects include majors on the K·7 and
Vega; the rebuilding 01 the Unimog engine;
repair of the winch and the new bus kitchen
being given more dining seats.

Congratulations on going solo to Jacki
Boydon, Arthur English, David and Mark
Jones and Sue Fisher.

We had two expeditions, to Paderborn and
InnsbrOck, giving three weeks of good flying.

R.D.G.H.

this year with bad weather giving us a poor
start.

We had a few changes at the AGM in
December. Phil Hutchison has moved Irom
secretary to MT member and Chris $Winner
ton has taken over the books ,from him; Dick
Gibbs has moved from MT to aircraft member
in Tony Smith's absence and Bruce Davisdon
stays on as field treasurer. We Ihave a new
deputy chairman as, Sandy Weaver was
posted and a new CF,', Roger Hanson, with
John Jenkins as deputy. Chris Glldea has
retired from another long stint and we thank
him for his efforts.

The CFl's trophy (fastest 100km triangle)
was awarded to Chris with the Scouts' trophy
(best progress) going to Tom Dayle; the
Workers' pot to Phil Hutchison and the
Vicar's pot (first 1984 Bronze C) to Barry
Munday.

Our K·7 is being replaced by a Grab Acro.
The K-13 is on a lengthy C of A and Bicester
have kindly filled the gap with the loan of a
Blanik.

£575 plus VAT
(carrying bag is

included)

£595 plus VAT
(inflatable bladders
additional charge,

carrying bag is
included)

GQ Defence
Parachute Division

Both systems featuring:
* Nil porosity canopy
* Oscillation free descent
* Manoeuvrability
* Supreme comfort
* Thin pack
* Light weight

We have transferred to the United Kingdom the entire production of
our world-renowned range of emergency parachutes.

High performance, high quality, all British equipment manufactured
to T80 standard from a company maintaining the stringent
requirements of Ministry of Defence Approval -

Both the GO 350 and GO 850 have been ordered by the
Lasham Gliding Society

UK Distributors - RD AVIATION LIMITED

Cotswold House 23 Orchard Way
Mill Street afford D'Arcy
ISLlP Huntingdon
axon OX5 2SY Cambs PE18 9RE
Tel: (08675) 2357 Tel: (0480) 811931

Telex: 83138 Telkay G

GC Defence Parachute Division
CatteshaJl Lane, Godalming, Surrey, GU7 1LH Telex: 859109
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PHOENIX (RAF Bruggen)
Our InnsbrOck expedition in October and our
AGM in November were both a great 'suc
cess. Dave Stewart walked away 'ram
InnsbrOck with a Diamond height and from
the AGM with most of the trophies.

The clubhouse modernisation continues
thanks to Rho<! Evans, AI Kirkley and hel·
pers. We welcome Alfie; Bass, Colin Davey,
Davs Pratt, Derek Jones and Ralph Dixon,
new FlAFGSA air member.

We say a very sad goodbye 10 AI Kirkley,
Sic Smith, Oave Slewart, JohA Allison and
Andy Miller, ex GGA air member. Expeditions
are planned il May and OctOber ItO Austria. AI
Kirkley, "Woody" Woodcock, Kev Crawley
and Sue Cavener have their Bronze Cs.

I.S.
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P.J.S.

GLIDER
STICKPINS

for lapels, ties, etc.
Also

GLIDER
PENDANTS

In 9ct gold at £24.00 each
In Silver at £10 each

Supplied in a presentation box. The above
price includes post, packaging and insurance.
Please allow a maximum of 28 days for

delivs/y.

Cheques payable to:
CRADLEY JEWELLERS

67 High SI, Cradley Heeth, Wesl Mldlanda 864 5HA
Tel (0384) 635808

Summary
To summarise we now have a competition

which will:
1. Enable pilots to fly when and where they

like to achieve the maximum distance in
the available soaring conditions.

2. Require the minimum officials and ground
facilities (w~h the exception of photo
interpreters).

3. Reduce field landings.
4. Restore to contest organising clubs some

of the initiative they have lost to the BGA
Flying Committee.

5. Be applicable to much of the cross
country soaring that is being performed
most weekends throughout the kingdom.

~PIGGOTT
--- -- -'

Windcones made in Ministryof Defenqe
Hypalon". also in nylon and cambric.
Landing Marker Sets in bright orange.
National, Advertising Flags and
Banners.
Canvas Covers for all requirements.
Flagstaffs supplied and erected in
Steel, Aluminium, Fibreglass and
Timber - suitable for Windcones.
Towing Cable Drogues.
PIGGOTT BROTHERS & CO. LIMITED
Stanford Rivers. Nr. Ongar. Essex CM5 9PJ

Tel 0277 363262

(Colltillued from p.79)

sible (b) to get back. This must inev~ably lead
to some very high risk flying on the final leg
home, which I do not wish to encourage. I
suggest this could be overcome by proscrib
ing landings within an area around the base
airfield to ensure that before crossing it a
competitor would climb to an adequate
height. The radius of this area would depend
upon the Class of glider competing but is
unlikely to be less than 30km. Anyone land
ing within this area would be scored only to
the point where his track from last TP cros
sed the boundary of the zone. In addition he
could collect pI nalties as decreed by the
organisers.

P.P.

WYVERN (RAF Upavon)
Several members spent Christmas and New
Year at Dishforth but were plagued by fog
and low cloud and had little flying. The
Aboyne expedition was more successful,
resulting in a Diamond height for Adrian
Matyear. Steve Welsh reached Gold height
but suffered a frozen-up barograph!

Ken Moules is now a passenger carrier;
Alan Lacey, Mike Law and Charlie Tebbs
have converted to the Kestrel and Colin
Baker, "Stormy" Fairweather and Penny
Sm~h to the Cirrus. PAS.

TWO RIVERS (Laarbruch)
We have a big influx of new members and
our lectures are popular with pilots of all
experience levels.

The first February weekend gave us 6kt
thermals to 3000ft and 210 launches. We
have the use of Vince Mallon's Motor Falke
which has greatly enhanced training.

We welcome Keith Tegg from Fenlands
GC, D.C. back from the Falklands and say
goodbye to AI Thomson after three years' of
dedicated work. Our loss is Fenland GC's
gain.

PORTSMOUTH NAVAL (Lee-on-Solent)
We welcome our new chairman, Cpt J. Wil
Iiams RN, who is an instructor and tug pilot.

The Easter course runs from April 15 at
Thorney Island and evening flying, which was
great fun and very successful last year, starts
on April 29.

R.Jones

SOUTHERN SAILPLANES Tel. 0488 71774

VALUE FOR MONEY ISN'T ALWAYS CHEAP.

ESPECIALLY WHEN GLIDER INSURANCE IS'

CONCERNED.

LET US PUT YOU IN TOUCH WITH A BROKER

WHO WILL GET YOU GOOD VALUE.

COME TO US FOR QUALITY GLIDING

INSTRUMENTS AND EQUIPMENT -

"IF WE DON'T RATE IT, WE DON'T SELL IT!"
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COMPETITION
ENTERPRISE

will be held at
SUnON BANK

29th June - 7th July

Entry fee £70
including VAT

Launches at normal Club rates
(expected to be £8 to 2000')

Enter now. Details from:

The secretary
Yorkshire Gliding Club (Ply) Ltd

Sutton Bank, Thirsk
Yorks Y07 2EY

Tel 0845 597237

Holiday course members and visi
tors welcome at our scenic club.

Courses from £115 to £140 with
accommodation (flying extra). For
details write to Bristol and Glos
Gliding Club,. Nympsfield, Stone
house, Glos GL10 3TX, or phone
0453 860342.

Open all week April-October

The Comish Gliding and Flying Club
Trevellas Airfield, Perranporth

Comwall
Tel. Perranporth 087-257-2124

Gliding courses from April to October
- fleet includes motor glider - B.G.A.
full-rated instructors - fine soaring 
lovely coastal airfield - ideal for a

different family holiday.

The Course Secretary
Ruth Phillips, 14A Kenwyn Street

Truro TR1 3DJ, Cornwall
Mon-Sat Tel. Truro 0872-73892

Evenings Tel. SI. Agnes 087-255-2430

AM F ENTERPRISES I'YOU'VE GOT TO HAVE STYLE' I

VISITORS ALWAYS WELCOMEI

TASK WEEK
(MAY 25 • June 2)

HOLIDAY COURSES
(JUNE 24 • 28)

(AUGUST 26 - 30)

AUTUMN WAVE SEASON
(SEPT 15 - NOV 10)

PLEASE BOOK EARLY AS
NUMBERS MAY BE RESTRICTED

D1NNET, ABOYNE, ABERDEENSHIRE
Tel 033985 339
or 03398::' 236

If you're an experienced glider pilot and
looking for a good base to fly from on your
holiday, Coventry Gliding Club is the place
for you.
Situated just outside Husbands Bosworth
within easy reach of many other Clubs.
Aero-tow launching ensures maximum
soaring opportunity for both long distance
and local gliding. .
Club facilities include Licensed Bar, first
class accommodation, good company and
easy access from motorways.
We also extend a very warm welcome to
the not so experienced and the beginner,
our holiday courses are amongst the very best.
For details ring:

0858880429
0858880521

or write to: COVENTRY GLIDING CLUB LTO
Husbands Bosworth Airfield
Lutterworth, Leics LE17 6JJ

DEESIDE GLIDING CLUB
1985

For Course
details write to

Course Secretary
"Cirrus"

5 Wallmans Lane
Swavesey, Cambridge
Tel. Swavesey 30533

For general
information write to

The Secretary
55 Moorfield Rd

Duxford
Cambs

l'l~nflon.IDGE UNIVERSITY
GLIDING CLUB

The Name may sound a trifle exclusive,
but the Cambridge University Gliding
Club is open to everyone.

We winch and aerotow from Duxford
all year, mostly at weekends, and
aerotow only from Cambridge. We run
holiday courses from April to Sep
tember for beginners and solo pilots.

YOU KNOW WHAT YOU'RE GETTING
WITH AN AMF TRAILER

Call in, ring or write for details

MEMBURY AIRFIELD, LAMBOURN, BERKS
048872224

GLIDING
CLUB

(TALGARTH)

Situated amongst the highest moun
tains in South Wales, one of the UK's

finest soaring sites.

Longest ridge routes; wave in all wind
di rections.

Now with full-time tug pilot.

Visiting pilots/gliders welcome.

Bookings: Secretary, B.M.G.C.
Lower Penylan, Glasbury-on-Wye

Powys HR3 5NT
Tel: 04974-58310874-711254

The best value for money

Most clubs buy AMF

Over 90 built to date

BLACK
MOUNTAINS

Talk to any AM F trailer
owner before you order

Without doubt the most
established and

experienced glider
trailer manufacturers

in the UK
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MIDLAND GLIDING CLUB
THE LONG
MYND

Provides gliding holidays ror both the beginner
and \he more advanced pilot. Including proressional
Instruction in club gliders and full accommodation
on the airfield

Provides year-round launching facilities
ror its members 10 go soaring in either
their own or a club glider.

£140-£200
4 or 5 day lta/idalfS course.
Ma,clJ.(Jclobe,
fAlindusivf:ofplofess-onal,ns1tuctitJn. acCommoddtlOn, med1silfld VAn

All inclusive
5-day holiday courses.

Professional instructors, modern
two-seaters and a unique winch
launching system give
maximum flying time.

All facilities including centrally
heated, dOUble-glazed
accommodation on site.

Book early for the best weeks.

The Course Secretary
Midland GlidIng Club
Church Stretton
ShropshIre SY6 6TA

1e/: Unl6y (058861) 206

_..----"

-v-- -- -
LONDON GLIDING CWB
Dunstable Downs, Bedfordshire

Telephone: 0582 63419
Situated at the foot of the Chiltern
hills. and within easy reach of
London and the Midlands by road
(just off the M1). The Club has a
comprehensive fleet of dua'l and
solo aircraft, reliable launching
equipment including tug, aircraft.
This famous site has p,lenlilul
thermals in summer and hill soaring
with favourable winds throughout
the year. Resident instructors,
catering every day (weekends only
in winter), licensed bar, accommo
dation and other facilities. Visitors
welcome.
Write for Course brochures or
club membership details to the
Manager, or ring 058263419

~ Kenl GLID..G CWB--..
ChaHock·Ashfo,d· Kenl TN254DR
Ring: Ch.Hock (023374) 274 0,307

KENT MOTOR GUDING AND
SOARING CENTRE

CHANNEL GLIDING CLUB

~
,<f) ~t

. ' ~ ~
~, .

'/ l~

HOLIDAY COURSES
FOR BEGINNERS

£90-£140
at our new site in Waldershare Park, April
October. Visitors welcome. Beautiful

Countryside.
Accommodation in lovely 16th Century

Farmhouse.

Details from Course Secretary:
22 Masons Rise. Broadstalrs, Kent

084 389 222

Absolute beginners are of course always welcome 
we have a large choice of courses and types of
membership to surt your needs.

Lasham Gliding Society

Nr. Alton, Hants

Tel Hemard (025683) 322 or 270

Apart from our large two-seater fleet and excellent
aerotow and autok>w facilities, we have a
comprehensive briehng room for lectures or
instructional videotapes if bad weather prevents flyng

Does your home club operate only at weekends?

LASHAM

On-site accommodation for club expeditions is always
available by arrangement.

At Lasham we operate all week. every week which
means we could provide a useful supplement to your
Iraining. Whether you are not yet solo and would
beneht 'rom a week's consolidated instruction. or a
budding cross-counlry pilol needing soaring or
held-landing training. we have the expertise and
facilities to help.

•••••••••••••••• •• •• •• •• •• •• •• •• •• •• •• •• ••••••••••••••••
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HEREFORDSHIRE GLIDING CLUB
SHOBDON AIRFIELD.
LEOMINSTER, HEREFORDSHIRE
0905-620687

WRITE
OR

PHONE
NOW!

HOLIDAY GLIDING COURSES IN
THE PICTURESQUE AND
FRIENDLY COTSWOLDS WITH
COURSES TAILORED TO SUIT

YOUR NEEDS.

ENSTONE
REGIONALS

August
17· 26

A H}-day
BGA rated Compet~ion

Entry Fee £75

For details apply to:

Ken Sparkes
(Enstone Eagles Gliding Club)

Tadmarton Hou~Farm

Tadmarton, ~anbury
Oxfordshire

Tel: Banbury (0295) 721242

Please ring Lyne or Pete Marsh on
06845-5703

Or write: 15 Goodwood Road,
Malvern Link, Wores WR14 1NJ

COTSWOLD GLIDING CLUB

FEET AMSL

Achieved 31.12.83

Shobdon: The accessible wave site in
unspoilt border countryside. Superb
wave system established by nearby
Welsh mountains. Private owners and
club expeditions welcome but be sure to
book. Restaurant and Bar on site. Sum
mer courses, excellent area for small
hotels and pubs, or, camp or bring your

own caravan.

33100
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Overseas
News ~.

..::::=::~==t..!J

Please send news and exchange copIes
of Journals to the Overseas Editor: A. E.
Slater, 7 Hlghworfh Avenue, Cambridge,
CB4 280, England.

South African Nationals. With an. entry
of seven in the Open, 16, in the 15m and six
in the Standard Class lhe competitors Irom
South Africa, France, Holland, Italy and Swit
zerland enjoyed in~ially difficult, but gradually
improving weather conditions for the 1'0/1 ~

tasks they flew from Vryburg between
December 18·29.

The shortest ,task was flown on the first day
- a 113km triangle. The othe,rs were two
200km, five:300km, two 500km arid one
763km triangle (some were O/Rs). In genera'l
the tasks for the Standard Class were SOme
what shorter - they flew the same tasks on
three days.

December 22 saw the 763km triangle with
513km for the Standard Class. Jean-Paul
casteI of France in his long-winged Nimbus 3
bettered but not broke the world record with a
speed of 144.46kmlh. Fourteen pilots com
pleted this lask.

Day 7on December 24 had to be cancelled
tor the Open as the very turbulent conditions
made launching them too dangerous. Day 9
and 10 roth with over 500km tasks were very
last despite a strong blusterly surface wind
on Day 110. Many national records were
broken on these days with the winning speed
8round 155km/h.

The contest tinished with moderately
strong blue thermals with all pilots completing
the 369km triangle sel.

Pal Bealty, South Africa had to cope with
some problems normally expected in a flew
design - he came fourth in his B-7 in the
Open Class. Leading results (unfortunately

no sailplanes except for the two mentioned
were given in the result list).

,Open Class: 11, Jean Paul Castel, France
9629pts. 2, Hans Binder, Switzerland,
8522pts. 3, Jaques Ranlet, France, 7647pts.
15m Class: 1, Granville Ounbar, 10298pts. 2,
Graham Anderson, l0084pts. 3, Laurens
Goudriaan', 10047pts. Starld'ard Class: 1,
Dick Bradley, 9939pts.2, ;Zigi Heiriss,
8838pts. 3, Teuns Welgemoed, 8223pts.
* Laurens' father Klaas took 4th and his
brother Oscar took 5th place in the 15m
Class. This probably does not happen too
often in a Nationals!

First Pyrenees 1000km triangle.
Gerard lharm, the French Air Force man
whose military duties consist primarily of fly
ing large triangles in a Nimbus 3, has com
pleted the tirst 1000km triangle In the
Pyrenees. This time in an ASW-20, he :took
off from Nogaro al (}745 on NGvember 30 and
took a long high low, releasing at over 8000ft
asl some 30km S ,01 Pau. flhotoglraphing the
Col d'Aubisque, he headed for Ihe Pays Bas
que via Laruns, Bedoux, St Jean Pied-de
Port, and San Esteban. Alter passing San
Sebastian, he continued wesI some distance
off the Spanish coast and took a TP picture 01
Lequeitio.

More or less retracing his footsteps as far
as the Col d'Aubisque, Lherm found excellent
wave all the way and was able to route via
the Maladeta, Carlit and Canigou mountains
to his next TP, Arles-sur-Tech near the
Mediterranean coast S of Perpignan. Run
ning low on oxygen, he tried to ~emain below
16 OOOft, but to stay level he had to fly at
about 110kt. Having plenty of time in hand
with such high average speeds, Lherm flew
back to the Pays Basque and took another
photo to the west of San Sebastian before
returning to Oloron.

Lherm covered 1118km in 7hrs 30min, and
considerslhat the wave systems of the
Pyrenees are only just beginning to be
exploited. In a southerly flow they offer
extremely exciting opportun~ies. belter than
anything available in Ihe Alps, says Lherm.

they are entering or leaving any aircraft an
experienced club member now goes with
them, straps them in and later helps them
out.

Probably we have been behirld the times
and everybody has been using such proce
dures for years. However, if you don't, think,
could anybody else ever come so close to a
moving propeller and suffer so little damage?

Late news: Stratford-on-Avon GC have
moved to Avon Soaring Centre's site at Bid
ford for the next six months. Full details in the
next issue.

Advertisements, with remittance, should be sent
to Chelron Press Ltd, 7 Amersham Hili. High
Wycombe, Bucks. Tel 0494 442423. Rate 30p a
word. IMlnlmum £6.00. We caR accept black and
white !photographs at £3.00 extra. BOil iIlumbers
£2.40 extra. Replies to box numbers should be
sent to the same address, the closing date for
classified advertisements for the June-July Issue
Is April 30, a.m.

FOR SALE
SHARES IN SHK, based Sutton Bank. Full instruments,
parachute. radio. barograph, tailchute, oxygen. closed trailer.
V, at £1500, 2 at V. at £1100. Beautiful ship at 38:1 on a
beautrtul site w~h ridge and wave. Tel 0484 656547.

FOKA 3 w~h vgc wooden Iraler. ·Basic instrumenls and
oxygen, new canopy fitted and ,lu~lage resp<ayed 1983. C of
A to 13f41BS. Based Kent £2900. Tel 0342 712492
(evenings).

ASTIR (JEANS) well instrumentedw~h parachute. housed in
good steel tubed plastic trailer. Low tir•. Price around £7000
(sacrificel Winch required), Tel LeicestElf (0533) 530200 or
303804 (evenings).

A PORTRAIT of your favour~e glioor in oils. from life or
photograph of your choice. At very reasonable rates. Contact
lan Walton. Buckley 0244 543365.

K-13/7

SAFETY OF THE PUBLIC
DOUGLAS DONALD, Borders GC safety officer, gives a warning.

Bring your old K-7 up to standard and looks
of a K-13. ConverSions with new C of A.

FOl' full details contact
BOB REECE

School House. Norton, Nr Worcester
Tel Worcester (0905) 821334

Like most other clubs, we run air experience
flights and before the start of this summer it
might be worth noting an unfortunate experi
ence we had last year.

We run courses for the County Council to
give youth leaders, teachers etc a taste of
gliding, and during one of these events we
had what was very nearly a tragic accident.

A girl had just completed a flight in the
Falke and was instructed to climb out and
walk along just in front of the wing to where
the rest of the course members were stand
ing. To maintain a quick turnround the Falke
engine w.as left idling. Unfortunately, in the
exc~ement of the moment, the girl walked
slraight 10 her friends who were slightly in
front of the aircraft. The downgoing propeller
blade caught her arm and very luckily pushed
her clear.

Horrified club members rushed to her
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assistance and were amazed to find that the
only damage was a torn jumper sleeve and a
slight graze to her elbow. Unaware of how
close she had been to serious injury or worse
she quite happily carried on and later flew in
another glider. She eventually had her jumper
replaced by the club.

A full briefing was held at the beginning of
the course and the danger of propellers was
included. However, we have concluded that
unin~iated members of the public cannot be
expected to take in everything from a briefing
when they are excited. They simply do not
always understand the dangers of propellers,
winch cables and all the other things we take
for granted.

Since the incident we have hopefUlly
improved our procedures by keeping non
members well away from power aircraft
unless they are entering or leaving. When

T-21 , fair condition. used on all grass s~e. £1100 w~h 12
months' C of A. Tel 0427 788658 (evenings).

STD JANTAR 2 cOOlplete w~h good trailer and instruments,
400hrs only, undamaged. Tel 01 997 3696 (w()(k) , 01 840
5083 (home).

ANATHEMA IS .•• 'building winches of scrap. 20p per launch
buy$ a new one from Supacat. Gordon Peters (082347) 2820.

TRAft..ER suitable any 15m glider. Recently refurbished.
Good condition. Seen at Nympsfield. £650. Tel 045 3873410.

SKYLARK 38 (F Mods). Complete ou«it including aileron
serws, instnments. radio, parachute. enclosed trailer, riggng
aids. £2800. Tel 0954 30533.

OLY 28, C of A. basic instruments. trailer, parachute and
barograph. £1700. Harrogate 522906.

GRUNAU 28, on trailer. built 1948. No C of A. Offers to Bibby.
0204693945 (evenings), 0204696551 ext 3488 (day),

TWO-SEATER SAILPLANES for sale, ASK-7 and Blanik. Tel
0525 382303 or 0525 379567 after 6pm.

K-6E wnh wooden trailer, standard instrumenls, radio and
oxygen. £4850. Tel 0283 222046 (daytime).
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KRAJANEK BGA 655. Only one in flying condition in UK.
plus traler. C ot A August 85. £11000no. Based Burn GC. Tel
Doncaster 783121.

ASTIR CS, oxygen. instruments. radio. aluminium traUer. rig
ging aids. towing dolly. Complete outfit ready for season.
£7500 arranged. Tel (0329) 221230 (evenings).
(0705) 252841 (days).

SWALLOW, privately owned. Dart canopy. Full instruments.
New purpose built wooden trailer. C of A June 85. Price
£1250. Tel 0799 30763.

PIK 200. vgc, oomplete wah barograph. parachute and excel
lent lraller. Full panel. TM61 radio. battery pacl< with built-In
charger, rigging aids. All ready for 85 with new C 01 A.
£11 995ono. TeI 0329 66n36.

IS-2&-2B, based InIlpen GC, Ttvuxton. 1/6 share. Trailer, lull
Instruments. Mortgage forces sale! £1000 or offers. Tel 0722
27642.

BERGFALKE 1V55, 1959 in excellent condition. Two-seater
with open trailer. 110hrs since complete overhaul. £2000. Tel
Doncaster 786360.

AEROGRAF
The Barograph

- new electronic concept
- no smoking, no sealing, no luss
Sole UK agent: SUNSAIL, ANDREW DAVlS
2 Paclstow Close, Macclesfleld. 0625 23564

COOK ELECTRIC vario complete wijh eudio. excellent condi·
tion £75. Tel 01 653 8607 (evenings).

OLYMPIA 419, excellent example OllhiS 19m sailplane wijh
superb staying up ability. Closed trailer, instruments and C 01
A. £38000no. Tel Cardiff 753634.

DARt HR, V. share available in l.OI1g Mynd based syndicate,
£950 for quick sale. Tel Mike Batkin 0902 (Wolverhampton)
894335.

BERGFALKE 2. Two-seater. excellent condition, always
hangared. oomplete wah open traier, sheets. parachutes and
TM6 radio. wijh new C of A. £30000no. View and trial Avon
Soaring Centre. Tel Worcester 424676.

ANATHEMA IS •.• bending cables round narrow rollers. The
Supacat Winch protects wllh 15 inch pulleys. Gorcton Peters
(082374) 2820.

VEGA & SHK. Having been struck by Cupid's Arrow. 11
grieves me to sell a v. share in an immaculate Vega and a V,
share In a beautiful SHK, both based at Aboyna. Must sell.
Ccntact Sant Cervantes. Dundee 66866.

PIK 200, lull panel including NH. radio. barograph, para
chute, trailer and rigging aids. £10 000 or reasonable offer.
Tel 0872 54346.

TIPSY NIPPER G-ASXI (built Avions Fai'ey) recently com
pletely resprayed in original colour scheme, new factory sup
plied engine, permit to fly. aerobatic. probably nicest example
01 type cUlTenUy Ilylng. Part exchange glass-fibre glicler, Motor
Falke or consider cash offer. Shrimpton. 48 Langcton Ftoad,
Bath, Avon. Tel (0225) 315082.

OLYMPIA 2B, instruments. parachute. barograph, Col A and
good covered traliar, In excellent orcler throughout. Based at
Tibenham. Norfolk. £18000no. Tel 098683 253 or 0328
51517.

SLINGSBY YS-53, two-seater (last produced). 29:1. excel
lent visibility. good all round trainer/solo mact,ine. Sound
condition. £3500 or offers. Tel 0647 52249.

GLIDER SIMULATOR for Spectrum 48k. Thermals. instru
ments, audio. cloudflying. aerobatics. cross-country. £5.95
including pap from MiIle Butcher, Laburnums. Church Road.
Wreningham, Norwich NR16 1BA.

SOAR MINDEN

MINDEN NEVADA USA
Cross-Country, Wave

Rentals: ASK-21. Open Ci'rus. PIK-2OD. Nimbus 2,
Ventus B. Pegasus.

PO Box 1764, Mlnden, Nevada
89423 USA

BG-135, Iraier, rigging and loading dolly. Full panel. baro
graph. parachute. Thomas 0926 20443 or Rush 021706 6100
(daytime). Offers over £3000.

'MrTY' stainless weak links, 900 or 1100 lb. Aerotow ropes.
Winch chutes. Astleys Ltd, Gosford St. Ccvenlry, CV1 5DJ
(0203) 20771.
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CABLE DROGUE parachutes for your 1985 auto towing or
winch launch applications. We can supply a strong proven
design in bright cofours. Tel 0454 22755.

K-2B. Two basic panels including Winter varios, very good
condition. New release rings nose and belly, also new Bubble
canopy. £2100. Tel 08012 4135 (evenings).

DART 15, good condition wnh basic instruments. Ccok elec
Ire vario. £3000. Trailer. radio. parachute. barograph and NH
also for sale. Tel Barlon-under-Needwood (028371) 2401.

KESTREL 20M, 700hrs only. superb Torva glass·fibre traier,
instruments including Cambridge flight director Mk 1, 360
channel radio. parachute, 2-man rigging aids. Excellentcondi
tion, £10 65OOno. M. Pope. Tel 01 741 2194 (office).

EAGLE NO. 11, winner 01 last world two-seater champion
ships and past hoIc1er UK 3OOI<m triangle reoord. Pri'lce Phlip
has flown in this superb glicler. Good condition wijh current C
ot A. £2400 including instruments, parachutes and traDer.
Based Lasham. Tel R. Cole. Winchester (0962) 54565
(home). (0962) 882222 (office).

HISCORE·64
COMPLETE COMPETITION SCORING

PROGRAM FOR THE COMMODORE 64
Available on tape £9.50 inc p & P

Enquiries to Martin Judl<ins 01 543 4153
or at Lasham

Coming soon: 64 disk based version
Coming soon: BBC version

OLY 2B in excellent condition. £900 spent on extensive over
haul. Wings re-oovered. Good instrument panel. Enclosed
trailer. C of A. £1800. TeI 0234 870401.

ASTIR CS77. Full panel. radio, oxygen, parachute, aluminium
trailer. All excellent condition. best sensible offer around
£8500. Tel 0922 416476.

JANTAR 2A, good condition. instr\lTlents, dust covers.
closed aluminium trailer. ready to fly. Unsaleable in France
due to C of A regulations. Mazalerat, 20 rue Verger, 91510
lardy. France. (6) 082 73 62.

DART 17R, low hrs. wijh trailer. lull panel and extras. Fine
example 01 marque. More cross-oountry miles lor your
money. £4795. Tel 0252 513729. 03843 95936.

THE DUNSTABLE Kestrel Tandem. Shares two-seater
available V. (£500) or V,. New C of A. soars well. simiar
Olympia. Metal trailer. Based Cranfield or Dunstable 11 prefer
red. S. Warren. Luton 881261 (evenings). P Parker. Duns
table 68476.

'OWiN<: DON'T TAKE SAFETY RISKS
• Tow With confidence. AA Seal'ol ApRroval.
• Britain's top-selling towbar ~~l'l
SEE YELLOW PAGES FOR LOCAL 'd-"::"~

SPECIALIST FITTER OR STOCKIST .,
c. P. Wine, lid. Chlllfl,43 r ..: 0240t 41166 nx: '1613 EURBAR G.

ClY 460 (G-APWL) recently re-covered. complete outfit
Including radio. parachute, barograph. In superb aiuminlum
trailer. £3600. Tel 08675 5736 or 0491 651696.

ASW-17, 20.3m. top performance. complete trailer.
instruments, radio. Iow hrs. Would exchange for LS-41LS'3 or
simiar. Tel 030 381 3708.

ASW-20FLP
15m or tipped 17m or winglet1ed 'Longhorn' lsrn+

comprehensive French version. hinging panel.

Fitted: pneumatic tail wheel lor convenience with all
other oomfort handling; tow-oul and rigging aids; wing
covers: super Komet trailer etc. Fuilest panei with 720;
"cloud" compass; etc. etc. 'Beeswaxed' overall and

any troubles shot.

Very pretty and effective; absolutely ready outfit.
Landing lIap c1esign said to be lor tennis courts

- with the net up I

Two regretful partners c1eveloping business have no
time to utiise.

Well over £20k to replace now; asking £16,800
immediate sale. slighNy negotiable according to

accessories and equipment.

Telephone 01-579 1813 or see Treble Eight. Lasham,

SKYLARK 2F. Structural modifications for greater perfor
mance and comfort. Condition excellent. Many extras
including trailer. Dunstable based. 1/5 share £800. Tel 01 366
0082.

IN CROSSWINDS letting the glider drift
results in a higher winch launch. This is not
surprising as gliders fly better w~h the wings
level and more 01 the launch is into wind. At
release the cable could be 60 degrees off line.
With narrow side rollers the cable would be
pulverised, but there is no extra trauma w~h

the SUPACAT WINCH that offers the protec-
tion of swinging 15 inch pulleys.

WANTED
BAROGRAPH, Winter or OK mechanical smoke type. Also
glider radio Bantam etc. Tel 0980 32401 (evenings).

K-6E or K-6 CR, good condition wllh closed tra'er. Tel Carol
Broad. Abingcton (0235) 31654.

BLANIK in good condition wijh current C of A. Please send
details to George Ji'ka, Aramoo. PO Box 1465, Rastanura.
Saudi Arabia.

SHARE REQUIRED in 1srn GRP glider. EssexlKenVLondon
area prelerred. TeI 0245 400834 (evenings).

NEW BRONZEsyndicatehavemedium performance glider. but
now need parachute, barograph and radio. Tel Mereside (073
129) 537 wijh details.

TRAILER REQUIRED for Slingsby T-21. Must be in good
condition. Box No 586.

K·13 or K-7, good condition. Complete outfit If possible. One
buyer, cash available. Tel 0908 563465 (days). 0280 700004
(evenings).

SITUATIONS VACANT

COURSE INSTRUCTOR required by the Cornish GlidingClub.
Full Cat, SLMG preferred. May-oct 1985. CFI. Litlle Dene.
Kestral Way. IIlogan. Cornwall. Tel (0209) 217 915.

REQUIRED
Course Inslructor for 1985 Season (March 10
October). Will also inclucle supervision 01 visitors
Ilying. Full BGA Rating. MGIR preferable, but not

essential.
Applications to:

Chlel Flying Instructor, Scottish Gliding Union
Portmoal< Airfield, Scollandwell, Klnross KY13 7JJ

Tel Scollandwell 543

CAMBRIDGE UNIVERSITY GLIDING CLUB
(Duxford and Cambridge)

Ted Warner. our Ground Engineer and full-time
Instructor, is retring during late 1985 after nearly 40
years.
Could you replace hi'n?
11 you hold a BGA instructor's rating. and a BGA
inspectorship, and a PPL, or any combination of these.
please wr~e In the firsl instance to Cambridge Univer
sity Gliding Club. 93 Regent Street. Cambridge.

COVENTRY GLIDING CLUB
will shortly require a

Gliding Club Manager
Applications are invited lrom dedicated indi
viduals or married couples who leel that they
have the particular skills necessary to maintain
the standards and atmosphere 01 this success-

lul Club.

Duties will be mutti-various and may include
Courses, Catering, Bar and Flying.

Minimum qualifications will be Full Instructor
Rating and PPL (Tugging).

Confidentialappfications in writing to:
The Chairman, Coventry Gliding Club
Bascote House, Bascote, Nr. Southam

Warwickshire
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INSTRUCTOR REQUIRED for '85 course season mid April to
September at Kent Gliding Club, John Hoye, Ashford (0233)
34899.

FULL INSTRUCTORS for five-day courses in June, Juty and
August al Bellarena, NI, Part-paid holiday wtth lop hospttality at
elCCOllentsoaringstte, Call BlIlCraig, UCCCFlon 0232790666,

SITUATIONS WANTED

GERMAN GLIDER PILOT
S~verC, PPUIMC-rating, is looking for a job as
lug-pilot in the UK during the surmme, (15th

June-3rd August 1985).
11 necessary I'll pay for il.

Gott Kuhlmann, Llllenstr 14
4000 Dusseldorf-30 Tel 010 49211432141

PUBLICATIONS

"SOARING" - official monthly jOllnal of tha So,..n9 Society of
America. The only US periodical devoted enti,ely 10 the spOfl.
Fer sullscription send $25.00 US by international money order
or intemalional cashiers check payable to lha SSA at PO Box
68071, Los Angeles, CA 90066.

SLOPE SOARING with a radio control model seaplane is
a fascinatng pastime and a typical phase 01 aeromodel
mg. Read about this and other aeromodelling subjects in
AeromodelliJr and Radio Conrol Models and Electronics,
the wood's leading magazines published monthly. Model
& AWed Publications Ltd., 13-35 Bridge Street, Hemel
Hempstead, Herts.

NEW ZEALAND: "Gliding Kiwi" official Gliding Magazine
of lhe NZ Gliding Association. Printed October and alter
nale months. Wrile NZ Gliding Kiwi, Private Bag,
Ta""nga, New Zealand. £7.00 Sterling tor year's sub
scription (inclusive of postage).

AUSTRALIAN GLIDING, monthly publication of the Gliding
Federalion of Australia. Editor Allan Ash. A complete cover
age 01 Australian Soaring and exclusive features of interna
liona nleresl. Subscription. $A16.00 by cheque on an
Australian bank or by money order. Ainnail extra $A21.25
Box 1650, GPO, Adelaide, Sou1h Australia 5001.

INTERNATIONAL GLIDING SITES
GliDE IN KENYA, Excellent soaring conditions. Both experts
and beginnerswelcome .GlidingSecrelary, NjoroCountry Club,
PO Bcx 250, Njoro, Kenya.

SERVICES
GORDONAIR OF ENSTONE for motor glider maintenance,
including50and 15Ohrinspections. Expertengineservicing by a
leading specialisl. 060872 8149.

SURFACE COATING PRODUCTS
Suppliers of Neogene Paints and Agrlcoat
All types of aircraft finishes. Also Agricoat, a
revolutionary water thinned paint that gives a
lough, durable, easy to apply coating on brick,
concrete, wood, steel, galvanised, bituminous

surfaces etc.
Tel SCP 0386 870665

SALES & SERVICE,
PRODUCT SUPPORT & SPARES
Contact John Eagles
CLASSIC AEROPLANE LTO
Staverton Airport
Cheltenham
Glos GL51 6SR

Tel: Cheltenham (0452) 856661

C OFA OVERHAULS
TO ALL TYPES OF SAILPLANES

BY BGA INSPECTOR

JOHN SMOKER
9 ANSON WAY

BICESTER, OXON
Tel: Bicester 0869 245422

RESTORATIONS
and repairs to wooden gliders

of all ages a speciality

SALES
Contact Peter Clilford

PETER CLlFFORO AVIATION LTO
White Waltham Airfield

Nr Maidenhead
Berks SL6 3NH

Tel: Littlewick Green (062 882) 3341
Telex: 847516 CAIR G

COURSES

Gliding Courses at the
Peterborough and Spalding

Holiday Gliding Centre
5-day holiday courses and 2-day

weekend mini courses

Postland Airfield, Crowland,
Nr Spalding, Lincolnshire

Contact

ROGER GUNKEL
Meadowside, leverington Common,

Wisbech, Cambs PE13 5JH
Tel 094 581 608

QUALITY ALUMINIUM TRAILERS AT ECONOMICAL PRICES!
Custom built, 15 metre ex-stock, or part built to your requirements for home completion.

05-15
Trailers ex-stock include solar poweredventilators and auto-reverse. W'rrt not give me aring on

0793822300 or 827999 to discuss your specific requirements or write to:
David Schofield, Schofield AViation Ltd, Unit 6C, South Mar,ton Industrial Estate

Swindon, Wiltshi're

April/May 1985

Fly the friendly
Nympsfield Regionals

(1-9 June)

The fee is only £75 and after such a good
Standard Nationals at Nympsfield last
year (8 out of 9 days flown) there could
be a rush!

So apply soon to,:
Mr, Pat White at 27 Tanners Close
Brockworth, GloucesterGl3 4QW

Telephone 0452 864332
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ADVERTISERS' INDEX

For your COURSE!
For your EXPEDITION!

For your HOLIDAY!

Holiday courses continue
throughout October at
reduced prices. Please write
or phone for details.

VISITORS ALWAYS WELCOME

SCOTTISH GLIDING UNION
PORTMOAK, SCOTlANDWEll
Nr. KINROSS Tel. 059-284-543

IS THE PLACE

FOR WAVE - UK altitude record made
from here in 1980

FOR RIDGE - our two hills give more
soaring opportun~ies

FOR THERMALS - they're not bad,
either!

PORTMOAK

NORFOLK GLIDING CLUB
Holiday courses from June to Septem
ber - beginners to Silver C. Book now!
Motor Glider Courses throughout the
year - Bronze or Silver C to PPL
(SLMG).
Visiting Aircraft welcome ideal
cross-country site - cheap aerotows
and temporary membership.

Friendly club - accommodation on site
- iicensed bar.

Write to
The Course Secretary, B. L. Owen
64 Chapel Lane
Wymondham, Norfolk NR18 OON
Tel: Wymondham 605444 Evenings

SOAR YORKSHIRE
SUTTON
BANK

Phone (0845) 597 200 for detailS of
weekly rentals.

SUTTON HALL
Sutton-under-Whitestonecliffe

Thirsk, North Yorkshire

We offer top class accommodation, instruction facilities and opportunities.

RIDGE SOARING THERMAL SOARING WAVE SOARING
12 miles in suitable Club record is 582km Club absolute record is
conditions from aerotClw, 524km 30 200ft. Club record

from the winch gain is 29 500ft. Both
from the winch

Our rates are amongst the best - £8.00 for aerotows to 2000ft. Visit
us and stay in our fully licensed residential clubhouse. Full catering

available in season. Self catering at other times.

COURSES - April to October Visitors always welcome

YORKSHIRE GLIDING CLUB, SUTTON BANK, THIRSK
Tel: 0845 (Thirsk) 597237

Please contact:
Course Secretary

Marchington Gliding Club
Marchington Airfield, Morton Lane

Marchington, Nr Uttoxeter ST14 8lP
Telephone: 0283 222046

MARCHINGTON GLIDING
CLUB

Tennis Courts, Licensed Bar,
Heated Indoor Pool ...

You've seen us from the air in day
time - now treat yourself to the
luxury and comfort you deserve in

the evenings.

Luxury apartments in a beautifully
restored Georgian mansion at the

foot of Sullon Bank.

Situated in the Midlands. Offers holiday
courses from April to September 1985.

Good local soaring and cross-eountry.
Courses to suit your requirements.

Private owners welcome.

SUlTON HAL~~'~~
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Adnams Wines

Alton House Hotel

AMF Enterprises

Aero Marketing Associates
Air Apparatus & Valve
Anglo-Polish Sailplanes
Austin Aviation

Avon Soaring Centre
Black Mountains Gliding Club
Bristol & Gloucestershire Gliding Club

British Gliding Association

Cambridge Aero Instruments
Cambridge University Gliding Club
Chiltern Sailplanes
Classifieds

Peter Clifford Aviation

Cornish Gliding & Flying Club
Cotswold Gliding Club
Coventry Gliding Club
Cradley Jewellers

Deeside Gliding Club

Devon & Somerset Gliding Club
Enstone Eagles Gliding Club
Glider Instruments
GlidelWork

HT Communications
J. A. Harrison (Brokers)
Herefordshire Gliding Club
Irvin (GB) Limited

JSW Soaring

Kent Gliding Club
Kent Motor Gliding & Soaring Centre

Alan Kirtley
Lasham Gliding Society
London Gliding Club
London Sailplanes
Lowe Electronics
Lowndes Lambert

R. L. McLean
Marchington Gliding Club
Maxwell-Fendt

Midland Gliding Club

Miller Aviation Models
Mowbray Vale Insurance
Nine Four Aviation
Norfolk Gliding Club

Oxfordshire Sportflying Club

Perry Clamps
Peterborough Sailplanes
Piggoll Bros & Co
RD Aviation (Avionic Dillel)

RD Aviation

Bob Reece
Sailplane & Engineering services
Sailplane & Gliding
Schofield Aviation Limited

Scottish Gliding Union

Soaring Oxford
Southdown Aero Services
Southern Sailplanes
Specialist Systems

Speedsoaring
Speedwell Sailplanes
Sullon Hall

Ultimate Equipment
Vol a Voile Yonnais
Brlan Weare
Westley Aircraft

C. P. WIlier
Yorkshire Gliding Club
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U.K. AGENTS FOR
SCHEMPP-HIRTH

FIRST IN AUSTRALIA,
SEE ME IN ITALY

DISCUS

SOUTHERN SAILPLANES (R. Jones)
MEMBURY AIRFIELD, LAMBOURN
BERKS RG16 7TH
Tel: (0488) 71774


